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Appendix 4. information on major 
transactions and on transactions made 
by federal Grid Company in 2015, which 
are recognised under the Rf laws as 
related party transactions, and are subject 
to approval by the Company’s authorised 
governing bodies

Information on major transactions made by PJSC FGC UES in 2015

in 2015, the Company did not enter into any transactions recognised by the federal law on Joint Stock 
Companies as major transactions, as well as other transactions to which major transaction approval procedure 
applies pursuant to the federal Grid’s Articles of Association.
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▶ Information on transactions made by PJSC FGC UES in 2015 that are recognised as related party transactions
under the Russian laws, and are subject to approval by the Company’s authorised governing bodies

no. transaction description transaction parties transaction subject* transaction price** Governing body that 
resolved to approve the 
transaction (minutes' 
date and number)

Person(s) interested in the transaction

1. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 of 05.02.2014 to the 
rental agreement no. 22-
07/12 of 19.04.2012

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the terms and conditions of the 
rental agreement no. 22-07/12 dated 19.04.2012 

Rental rate is RuB 916,275.85 per month, 
including VAt (18%) 

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
247 of 26.01.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

2. Contractor agreement for the 
performance of construction 
and installation works, com-
missioning works and supply 
of materials and equipment 
under the title: “Program 
of replacing of 110-750 kV 
voltage transformers at the 
facilities of JSC fGC uES (330 
kV South-West SS)”

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

Pursuant to the agreement, the Contractor (JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”) undertakes to perform:
 - construction and installation works, 
- commissioning works, 
- supply of materials and equipment, 
and deliver the work to the Customer (JSC fGC 
uES), and the Customer undertakes to accept the 
work and pay the agreed price according to the 
procedure specified by the agreement

Work price according to the agreement 
shall not exceed RuB 3,422,000.00, includ-
ing VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
247 of 26.01.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company’s management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

3. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 to the land sublease 
agreement no. 51-13 of
01.01.2013 

JSC fGC uES and JSC idGC 
of urals

Amendments to the terms and conditions of the 
land sublease agreement no. 51-13 of 01.01.2013

the amount of lease payment under the 
land sublease agreement no. 51-13 of 
01.01.2013, subject to supplementary 
agreement no. 1 with a protocol of differ-
ences for the period from 01.01.2013 to 
01.09.2015 is RuB 1,432,320.60, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
247 of 26.01.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

4. Agreement for performing 
design and survey work for 
the installation of active 
balancing filters at 220 kV 
Skovorodino SS 

JSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

under the agreement, the Contractor (JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES) undertakes to perform work 
on: 
- the engineering survey; 
- the development of design documentation; 
- the development of procurement documentation, 
and the Customer (JSC fGC uES) undertakes to 
accept the resulst of works and pay the agreed 
price according to the procedure specified by the 
agreement

Work price according to the agreement 
shall not exceed RuB 18,098,000.01, includ-
ing VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
247 of 26.01.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

5. Contractor agreement for 
construction and installation, 
commissioning works and 
supply of materials and equip-
ment under the title: “Program 
of replacing of hVl 330-750 
kV at 330 kV Pskov SS”

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

under the agreement, the Contractor (JSC “Electro-
setservice unEG”) undertakes to perform:
 - construction and installation works, 
- commissioning works, 
- supply of materials and equipment, 
and deliver the results to the Customer (JSC fGC 
uES), and the Customer undertakes to accept the 
result of works and pay the agreed price in the 
manner prescribed by the agreement

Work price according to the agreement 
shall not exceed RuB 21,123,477.00, includ-
ing VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
247 of 26.01.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC “Rosseti”; member of the 
Company’s management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

6. Real property lease contract JSC idGC of Centre and 
Privolzhie and
JSC fGC uES

the lessor (JSC idGC of Centre and Privolzhie) 
transfers and the lessee (JSC fGC uES) accepts 
the property for temporary possession and use for 
a rental fee

Rental payment is RuB 45,174.38 per 
month, including VAt (18%), and the rental 
rate for the use and possession of 1 sq.m. 
of the property is RuB 500.27 per month, 
including VAt (18%) 

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
247 of 26.01.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

7. Supplementary agreement 
no. 5 to the agency agree-
ment no. A/72 of 21.10.2005

JSC fGC uES and JSC ESSK 
uES

Amendments to the essential terms and conditions 
of the agency agreement no. A/72 of 21.10.2005

Agency fee is calculated in accordance with 
the table set forth in the supplementary 
agreement 

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
247 of 26.01.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti, members of the 
Company’s management Board: A.A. Zagaratsky, 
d.l. Shishkin, m.n. Pichugina, who  are members 
of the Board of directors of a party to the transac-
tion
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no. transaction description transaction parties transaction subject* transaction price** Governing body that 
resolved to approve the 
transaction (minutes' 
date and number)

Person(s) interested in the transaction

8. Supplementary agreement 
no. 5 to the agency agree-
ment no. A/73 of 21.10.2005

JSC fGC uES and JSC ESSK 
uES

Amendments to the essential terms and conditions 
of the agency agreement no. A/73 of 21.10.2005

Agency fee is calculated in accordance with 
the table set forth in the supplementary 
agreement 

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
247 of 26.01.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti, members of the 
Company’s management Board: A.A. Zagaratsky, 
d.l. Shishkin, m.n. Pichugina, who  are members 
of the Board of directors of a party to the transac-
tion

9. Supplementary agreement 
no. 5 to the agency agree-
ment no. A/74 of 21.10.2005

JSC fGC uES and JSC ESSK 
uES

Amendments to the essential terms and conditions 
of the agency agreement no. A/74 of 21.10.2005

Agency fee is calculated in accordance with 
the table set forth in the supplementary 
agreement 

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
247 of 26.01.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti, members of the 
Company’s management Board: A.A. Zagaratsky, 
d.l. Shishkin, m.n. Pichugina, who  are members 
of the Board of directors of a party to the transac-
tion

10. Supplementary agreement 
no. 5 to the agency agree-
ment no. A/75 of 21.10.2005 

JSC fGC uES and JSC ESSK 
uES

Amendments to the essential terms and conditions 
of the agency agreement no. A/75 of 21.10.2005

Agency fee is calculated in accordance with 
the table set forth in the supplementary 
agreement 

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
247 of 26.01.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti, members of the 
Company’s management Board: A.A. Zagaratsky, 
d.l. Shishkin, m.n. Pichugina, who  are members 
of the Board of directors of a party to the transac-
tion

11. Supplementary agreement 
no. 6 to the agency agree-
ment no. A/76 of 21.10.2005 

JSC fGC uES and JSC ESSK 
uES

Amendments to the essential terms and conditions 
of the agency agreement no. A/76 of 21.10.2005

Agency fee is calculated in accordance with 
the table set forth in the supplementary 
agreement 

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
247 of 26.01.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti, members of the 
Company’s management Board: A.A. Zagaratsky, 
d.l. Shishkin, m.n. Pichugina, who  are members 
of the Board of directors of a party to the transac-
tion

12. Supplementary agreement 
no. 5 to the agency agree-
ment no. A/77 of 21.10.2005

JSC fGC uES and JSC ESSK 
uES

Amendments to the essential terms and conditions 
of the agency agreement no. A/77 of 21.10.2005

Agency fee is calculated in accordance with 
the table set forth in the supplementary 
agreement 

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
247 of 26.01.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti, members of the 
Company’s management Board: A.A. Zagaratsky, 
d.l. Shishkin, m.n. Pichugina, who  are members 
of the Board of directors of a party to the transac-
tion

13. Supplementary agreement 
no. 7 to the agency agree-
ment no. A/78 of 21.10.2005 

JSC fGC uES and JSC ESSK 
uES

Amendments to the essential terms and conditions 
of the agency agreement no. A/78 of 21.10.2005

Agency fee is calculated in accordance with 
the table set forth in the supplementary 
agreement 

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
247 of 26.01.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti, members of the 
Company’s management Board: A.A. Zagaratsky, 
d.l. Shishkin, m.n. Pichugina, who  are members 
of the Board of directors of a party to the transac-
tion

14. Supplementary agreement 
no. 7 to the agency agree-
ment no. A/79 of 21.10.2005 

JSC fGC uES and JSC ESSK 
uES

Amendments to the essential terms and conditions 
of the agency agreement no. A/79 of 21.10.2005

Agency fee is calculated in accordance with 
the table set forth in the supplementary 
agreement 

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
247 of 26.01.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti, members of the 
Company’s management Board: A.A. Zagaratsky, 
d.l. Shishkin, m.n. Pichugina, who  are members 
of the Board of directors of a party to the transac-
tion

15. Supplementary agreement no. 
4 to the agency agreement 
no. 3332 of f 10.10.2005 

JSC fGC uES and JSC ESSK 
uES

Amendments to the essential terms and condi-
tions of the agency agreement No. № 3332 of 
10.10.2005

Agent's remuneration (JSC ESSK uES) is 
0.19% of the amount of the proposal made 
by the winner of the tender or other regu-
lated non-competitive procedure 

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
247 of 26.01.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti, members of the 
Company’s management Board: A.A. Zagaratsky, 
d.l. Shishkin, m.n. Pichugina, who  are members 
of the Board of directors of a party to the transac-
tion

16. lease agreement JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the lessor (JSC fGC uES) leases and the lessee 
(JSC Electrosetservice unEG) takes movable prop-
erty into temporary possession and use (lease) for 
a rental fee

Rental payment is RuB 432,454.21, includ-
ing VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
248 of 29.01.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company’s management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction
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no. transaction description transaction parties transaction subject* transaction price** Governing body that 
resolved to approve the 
transaction (minutes' 
date and number)

Person(s) interested in the transaction

17. Real property lease contract JSC fGC uES and JSC 
moESK

the lessor (JSC fGC uES) agrees to provide the 
lessee (JSC moESK) with real property under the 
transfer and acceptance certificate for temporary 
possession and use for a fee, and the lessee 
agrees to pay rent and return the object to the 
lessor after agreement expiration in good working 
condition (considering natural wear and tear)

Rental payment is RuB 565,128.00 per 
month, including VAt (18%). the amount 
of the rental payment for 11 months is RuB 
6,216,408.00, including VAt (18 %)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
248 of 29.01.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti, Chairman of the 
Company’s Board of directors o.m. Budargin, who 
is a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction, members of the Company’s Board 
of directors: V.m. Kravchenko and A.A. demin, 
who are members of the Board of directors of a 
party to the transaction

18. Agreement for emergency 
and recovery work to replace 
t-5 transformer at 220 kV 
RPP-1 SS of the federal Grid’s 
branch – Vologda PmES

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC “Electrosetservice unEG”) 
undertakes to perform emergency and recovery 
work to replace t-5 transformer at 220 kV RPP-1 
SS of the federal Grid’s branch – Vologda PmES, 
and the Customer (JSC fGC uES) undertakes to 
accept and pay the completed work in the manner 
prescribed by the agreement

Work price according to the agreement 
shall not exceed RuB 16,656,202.23, includ-
ing VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
248 of 29.01.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company’s management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

19. Agreement for emergency 
and recovery work to replace 
autotransformer type AdCt-
167000/500/220 (at-2 f. C) at 
500 kV Cherepovetskaya SS 
of the federal Grid’s branch – 
Vologda PmES

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC “Electrosetservice unEG”) un-
dertakes to perform emergency and recovery work 
for autotransformer type AdCt-167000/500/220 
(at-2 f. C) replacement at 500 kV Cherepovetskaya 
SS of the federal Grid’s branch – Vologda PmES, 
and the Customer (JSC fGC uES) undertakes to 
accept and pay for the completed work in the man-
ner prescribed by the agreement

Work price according to the agreement 
shall not exceed RuB 11,783,380.00, includ-
ing VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
248 of 29.01.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company’s management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

20. Supplementary agreement no. 
5 to the real property lease 
contract no. 05.42.592.10 of 
03.09.2010

JSC fGC uES and JSC idGC 
of Siberia

Amendments to the essential terms and condi-
tions of the agreement to the real property lease 
contract no. 05.42.592.10 of 03.09.2010

Rental payment is RuB 211,760.41 per 
month, including VAt (18%), the amount of 
the rental payment for 13 months (the rent-
al period during the term of the supplemen-
tal agreement no. 5) is RuB 2,752,885.33, 
including VAt (18 %)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
248 of 29.01.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti, member of the 
Company’s Board of directors S.n. mironosetsky, 
who is a member of the Board of directors of a 
party to the transaction

21. Work contract for the creation 
of an automated measuring 
and information system for 
electricity fiscal metering at 
cross-border transmission 
lines 

JSC fGC uES and  it Energy 
Service, llC

the Customer (JSC fGC uES) assigns and pays 
for, and the Contractor (it Energy Service, llC) 
undertakes to perform works on the creation of an 
automated measuring and information system for 
electricity fiscal metering at cross-border transmis-
sion lines

Work price according to the agreement is 
RuB 5,843,080.34, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
248 of 29.01.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

22. Agreement on party replace-
ment in the agreement no. 
01-hV of 03.07.2012

JSC fGC uES, JSC “mega-
fon”, JSC “VimpelCom”, A-
telecom, llC and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

Changing the parties and other essential terms 
and conditions of the agreement no. 01-hV of 
03.07.2012

Price (monetary valuation) of obligations 
assumed by JSC muS Energetiki under 
the agreement on party replacement in the 
agreement no. 01-hV of 03.07.2012, is RuB 
1,226,230.17, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
248 of 29.01.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

23. Agreement on party replace-
ment in the agreement no. 
02-hV of 03.07.2012

JSC fGC uES, JSC “mega-
fon”, JSC “VimpelCom”, A-
telecom, llC and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

Changing the parties and other essential terms 
and conditions of the agreement no. 02-hV of 
03.07.2012

Price (monetary valuation) of obligations 
taken by JSC muS Energetiki under the 
agreement on party replacement in the 
agreement no. 02-hV of 03.07.2012, is RuB 
1,246,029.28, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
248 of 29.01.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

24. Agreement on party replace-
ment in the agreement no. 
03-hV of 03.07.2012

JSC fGC uES, JSC “mega-
fon”, JSC “VimpelCom”, A-
telecom, llC and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

Changing the parties and other essential terms 
and conditions of the agreement no. 03-hV of 
03.07.2012

Price (monetary valuation) of obligations 
taken by JSC "muS Energetiki" under the 
agreement on party replacement in the 
agreement no. 03-hV of 03.07.2012, is RuB 
20,691.60, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
248 of 29.01.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti
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25. Agreement on party replace-
ment in the agreement no. 
04-hV of 03.07.2012

JSC fGC uES, JSC “mega-
fon”, JSC “VimpelCom”, A-
telecom, llC and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

Changing the parties and other essential terms 
and conditions of the agreement no. 04-hV of 
03.07.2012

Price (monetary valuation) of obligations 
taken by JSC "muS Energetiki" under the 
agreement on party replacement in the 
agreement no. 04-hV of 03.07.2012, is RuB 
6,677,383.40, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
248 of 29.01.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

26. Agreement on party replace-
ment in the agreement no. 
05-hV of 03.07.2012

JSC fGC uES, JSC “mega-
fon”, JSC “VimpelCom”, A-
telecom, llC and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

Changing the parties and other essential terms 
and conditions of the agreement no. 05-hV of 
03.07.2012

Price (monetary valuation) of obligations 
taken by JSC "muS Energetiki" under the 
agreement on party replacement in the 
agreement no. 05-hV of 03.07.2012, is RuB 
6,855,709.35, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
248 of 29.01.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

27. Agreement on party replace-
ment in the agreement no. 
06-hV of 03.07.2012

JSC fGC uES, JSC “mega-
fon”, JSC “VimpelCom”, A-
telecom, llC and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

Changing the parties and other essential terms 
and conditions of the agreement no. 06-hV of 
03.07.2012

Price (monetary valuation) of obligations 
taken by JSC "muS Energetiki" under the 
agreement on party replacement in the 
agreement no. 06-hV of 03.07.2012, is RuB 
1,412,454.62, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
248 of 29.01.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

28. Agreement on party replace-
ment in the agreement no. 
07-hV of 03.07.2012

JSC fGC uES, JSC “mega-
fon”, JSC “VimpelCom”, A-
telecom, llC and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

Changing the parties and other essential terms 
and conditions of the agreement no. 07-hV of 
03.07.2012

Price (monetary valuation) of obligations 
taken by JSC "muS Energetiki" under the 
agreement on party replacement in the 
agreement no. 07-hV of 03.07.2012, is RuB 
1,778,162.91, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
248 of 29.01.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

29. Agreement on party replace-
ment in the agreement no. 
08-hV of 03.07.2012

JSC fGC uES, JSC “mega-
fon”, JSC “VimpelCom”, A-
telecom, llC and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

Changing the parties and other essential terms 
and conditions of the agreement no. 08-hV of 
03.07.2012

Price (monetary valuation) of obligations 
taken by JSC "muS Energetiki" under the 
agreement on party replacement in the 
agreement no. 08-hV of 03.07.2012, is RuB 
1,592,384.70, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
248 of 29.01.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

30. Agreement on party replace-
ment in the agreement no. 
09-hV of 03.07.2012

JSC fGC uES, JSC “mega-
fon”, JSC “VimpelCom”, A-
telecom, llC and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

Changing the parties and other essential terms 
and conditions of the agreement no. 09-hV of 
03.07.2012

Price (monetary valuation) of obligations 
taken by JSC "muS Energetiki" under the 
agreement on party replacement in the 
agreement no. 09-hV of 03.07.2012, is RuB 
1,113,260.10, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
248 of 29.01.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

31. Agreement on party replace-
ment in the agreement no. 
10-hV of 03.07.2012

JSC fGC uES, JSC “mega-
fon”, JSC “VimpelCom”, A-
telecom, llC and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

Changing the parties and other essential terms 
and conditions of the agreement no. 10-hV of 
03.07.2012

Price (monetary valuation) of obligations 
taken by JSC "muS Energetiki" under the 
agreement on party replacement in the 
agreement no. 10-hV of 03.07.2012, is RuB 
1,237,385.55, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
248 of 29.01.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES – JSC Rosseti

32. Agreement on party replace-
ment in the agreement no. 
11-hV of 20.12.2012

JSC fGC uES, JSC “mega-
fon”, JSC “VimpelCom”, A-
telecom, llC and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

Changing the parties and other essential terms 
and conditions of the agreement no. 11-hV of 
20.12.2012

Price (monetary valuation) of obligations 
taken by JSC "muS Energetiki" under the 
agreement on party replacement in the 
agreement no. 11-hV of 20.12.2012, is RuB 
135,587.56, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
248 of 29.01.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

33. Agreement on party replace-
ment in the agreement no. 
12-hV of 20.12.2012

JSC fGC uES, JSC “mega-
fon”, JSC “VimpelCom”, A-
telecom, llC and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

Changing the parties and other essential terms 
and conditions of the agreement no. 12-hV of 
20.12.2012

Price (monetary valuation) of obligations 
taken by JSC "muS Energetiki" under the 
agreement on party replacement in the 
agreement no. 12-hV of 20.12.2012, is RuB 
561,045.51, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
248 of 29.01.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

34. Agreement on party replace-
ment in the agreement no. 
13-hV of 20.12.2012

JSC fGC uES, JSC “mega-
fon”, JSC “VimpelCom”, A-
telecom, llC and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

Changing the parties and other essential terms 
and conditions of the agreement no. 13-hV of 
20.12.2012

Price (monetary valuation) of obligations 
taken by JSC "muS Energetiki" under the 
agreement on party replacement in the 
agreement no. 13-hV of 20.12.2012, is RuB 
428,661.51, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
248 of 29.01.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

35. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 to the agreement no. 
293925 of 06.08.2013

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG” 

Amendments to the essential terms and conditions 
of the agreement no. no. 293925 of 06.08.2013

Work price set out in the supplementary 
agreement no. 1 to the agreement no. 
293925 of 06.08.2013 shall not exceed RuB 
86,044,695.30, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
248 of 29.01.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company’s management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction
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36. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 of 29.05.2014 to the 
agreement no. 01/09V of 
01.01.2009

JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

Amendments to the essential terms and conditions 
of the agreement no. 01/09V of 01.01.2009

Work price set out in the supplementary 
agreement no. 1 of 29.05.2014 to the 
agreement no. 01/09V of 01.01.2009 is 
RuB 138,766.87, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
248 of 29.01.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

37. Service agreement JSC fGC uES and JSC idGC 
of Siberia

the Contractor (JSC idGC of Siberia) provides 
to the Customer (JSC fGC uES) the service for 
providing space with a total area of 0.36 sq.m. at 
the address: transbaikalian Edge, Khilok, lazo str., 
73 in the Base building to accommodate the equip-
ment, and the Customer shall pay for the provided 
service

Service price according to the agreement 
consists of: 
-  service price in the amount of RuB 
2,725.80, including VAt (18%), determined 
from calculation of cost of services per 1 
month – RuB 247.80, including VAt (18%) ; 
- expenses of JSC idGC of Siberia for utili-
ties and operational services in accordance 
with the invoice sent

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
248 of 29.01.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti, member of the 
Company’s Board of directors S.n. mironosetsky, 
who is a member of the Board of directors of a 
party to the transaction

38. Supplementary agreement 
no. 4 to the agreement no. 
82/2010 of 31.08.2010 for the 
provision of optical fiber 

JSC fGC uES and JSC idGC 
of Volga

Amendments to the essential terms and conditions 
of the agreement no. 82/2010 of 31.08.2010 for 
the provision of optical fiber 

Service price according to the supplemen-
tary agreement no. 4 to the agreement no. 
82/2010 of 31.08.2010 is RuB 31,801.00 
per month, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
248 of 29.01.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

39. Supplementary agreement 
no. 2 to the premises lease 
agreement no. 11-8368 of 
16.08.2011

JSC fGC uES and JSC 
“lenenergo”

Amendments to the essential terms and conditions 
of the premises lease agreement no. 11-8368 of 
16.08.2011

Rental payment determined by the supple-
mentary agreement no. 2 of the premises 
lease agreement no. 11-8368 of 16.08.2011 
is RuB 331,567.02 per quarter, including 
VAt (18%). 
Rental payment of the premises for the 
period from 01.01.2014 to 12.04.2015 
(lease period during the validity term of the 
supplementary agreement no. 2) is RuB 
1,702,044.03 including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
249 of 06.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES – JSC Rosseti

40. Agreement between JSC fGC 
uES and JSC inter RAo

JSC fGC uES and JSC inter 
RAo

the parties acknowledge the right of succession 
to property, rights and obligations of JSC RAo uES 
of Russia

due to the fact that the agreement between 
JSC fGC uES and JSC inter RAo does not 
and cannot entail monetary obligations for 
the parties, the price of the agreement, that 
is an interested party transaction, shall not 
be determined

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
249 of 06.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti;
member of the Company's Board of directors 
and the Chairman of the management Board A.E. 
murov, who is a member of the Board of direc-
tors of a party to the transaction, members of 
the Company's Board of directors: d.V. fyodorov, 
B.Yu. Kovalchuk, V.m. Kravchenko, who are mem-
bers of the Board of directors of a party to the 
transaction, Chairman of the Company’s Board of 
directors o.m. Budargin, who is a member of the 
Board of directors of a party to the transaction

41. Agreement on the transfer 
and protection of information 
constituting a trade secret

JSC fGC uES, 
JSC iGdS of Siberia, JSC tRK 
and JSC “CiuS uES”

Protection of information constituting a commer-
cial secret

due to the fact that the agreement on the 
transfer and protection of information con-
stituting a trade secret does not provide for 
monetary liabilities and is not related to the 
transfer of property (property rights), the 
agreement price shall not be determined

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
249 of 06.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti, member of the 
Company’s Board of directors S.n. mironosetsky, 
who is a member of the Board of directors of a 
party to the transaction

42. data exchange agreement JSC fGC uES, 
JSC iGdS of Siberia, JSC tRK 
and JSC “CiuS uES”

Arranging data exchange between the parties to 
the agreement

due to the fact that the agreement on data 
exchange does not provide for liabilities of 
monetary nature, and is not related to the 
transfer of property (property rights), the 
agreement price shall not be determined

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
249 of 06.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti, member of the 
Company’s Board of directors S.n. mironosetsky, 
who is a member of the Board of directors of a 
party to the transaction

43. Contractor agreement for the 
construction and installation 
works on replacement of 
inputs 110 kV (3 units) 220 kV 
(3 units) at AT-2 220 kV Lodey-
noye pole SS for the needs of 
the federal Grid’s branch – 
Vyborg PmES

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC “Electrosetservice unEG”) 
undertakes to perform work on technical re-
equipment (construction and installation works on 
replacement of inputs 110 kV (3 units) 220 kV (3 
units)), and deliver the result to the Customer (JSC 
fGC uES) , and the Customer undertakes to accept 
and pay for the completed work in the manner 
prescribed by the agreement

Work price according to the agreement 
shall not exceed RuB 2,697,479.00, includ-
ing VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
249 of 06.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company’s management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction
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44. Contractor agreement for re-
placing high voltage bushings 
of 330 kV okulovsky SS, 330 
kV South-West SS of the fed-
eral Grid’s branch – novgorod 
PmES

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC “Electrosetservice unEG”) un-
dertakes to perform work on reconstruction of the 
facility in accordance with the terms of Reference 
of the Customer (JSC fGC uES), and deliver the re-
sult to the Customer, and the Customer undertakes 
to accept the results and pay for the completed 
work as set forth by the agreement

Work price according to the agreement 
shall not exceed RuB 2,000,000.00, includ-
ing VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
249 of 06.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company’s management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

45. Contractor agreement for re-
placing high voltage bushing 
330 kV At-1 f.A at South-
Western SS

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC “Electrosetservice unEG”) un-
dertakes to perform work on replacing high voltage 
bushing 330 kV At-1 f.A on South-Western SS and 
deliver the result to the Customer (JSC fGC uES), 
and the Customer undertakes to accept and pay 
the completed work as set forth by the agreement

Work price according to the agreement 
shall not exceed RuB 646,347.30, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
249 of 06.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company’s management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

46. Agreement for the develop-
ment of design and procure-
ment documentation under 
the title: "220 kV Kosmos SS. 
Replacement of 220 kV circuit 
breakers (3 pcs.)"

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC “Electrosetservice unEG”) 
undertakes to perform work on the development 
of design and tender documentation and approval 
thereof with the Customer, and the Customer (JSC 
fGC uES) undertakes to accept the results of work 
and pay for them according to the procedure speci-
fied by the agreement

Work price according to the agreement 
shall not exceed RuB 1,137,400.80, includ-
ing VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
249 of 06.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company’s management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

47. Agreement no. 3380 of 
24.09.2013 for the develop-
ment of design and working 
documentation under the 
title: "the security system of  
220 kV Centurion SS" under 
the electric energy facilities 
protection program of JSC 
fGC uES

JSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

the Contractor (JSC R&d Centre of fGC uES) 
undertakes to perform work on: 
- the development and approval of project and 
working documentation in accordance with the 
requirements of technical standards; 
- the expert assessment of project documentation; 
- the development and approval of procurement 
documentation, 
and the Customer (JSC fGC uES) undertakes to 
accept a result of work and pay for it according to 
the procedure specified by the agreement

Work price according to the agreement 
shall not exceed RuB 2,608,903.21, includ-
ing VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
249 of 06.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

48. Agreement for the develop-
ment of design and techni-
cal part of the procurement 
documentation under the title: 
"1150 kV itatskaya SS. Replac-
ing in 1150 kV switches by 
Sf6 switches"

JSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

the Contractor (JSC R&d Centre of fGC uES) 
undertakes to perform: 
- the engineering survey; 
- the development of design and estimate docu-
mentation and testing to obtain a positive expert 
opinion; 
- the development of the technical content of the 
procurement documents, and the Customer (JSC 
fGC uES) undertakes to accept the results of work 
and pay for them as set forth by the agreement

Work price according to the agreement 
shall not exceed RuB 3,078,000.00, includ-
ing VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
249 of 06.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

49. Agreement for the develop-
ment of design and procure-
ment documentation under 
the title: "220 kV Chesnok SS 
reconstruction (replacement 
of oil circuit breakers 220 kV)

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC “Electrosetservice unEG”) 
undertakes to perform work on the development of 
design and tender documentation and its approval 
with the Customer, and the Customer (JSC fGC 
uES) undertakes to accept a result of work and pay 
for it as set forth by the agreement

Work price according to the agreement 
shall not exceed RuB 1,155,100.80, includ-
ing VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
249 of 06.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company’s management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

50. Service agreement on main-
tenance of 10 kV electricity 
supply networks of olympic 
facilities during the XXii 
olympic winter games and Xi 
Paralympic winter games of 
2014 in Sochi

JSC fGC uES and JSC iGdS 
of Centre

in order to ensure the reliable and safe operation 
of 10 kV electricitysupply networks of olympic 
facilities during the XXii olympic winter games and 
Xi Paralympic winter games of 2014 in Sochi in the 
area of operational responsibility of the federal 
Grid’s branch – Sochi PmES, the Customer (JSC 
fGC uES) assigns, and the Contractor (JSC idGC 
of Centre) undertakes to provide maintenance of 
the facilities subject to the terms of Reference

Service price according to the agreement 
shall not exceed RuB 4,752,517.84, includ-
ing VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
249 of 06.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti
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51. Service agreement on main-
tenance of 10 kV electricity 
supply networks of olympic 
facilities during the XXii 
olympic winter games and Xi 
Paralympic winter games of 
2014 in Sochi

JSC fGC uES and JSC 
moESK

in order to ensure the reliable and safe operation 
of 10 kV electricity supply networks of olympic 
facilities during the XXii olympic winter games and 
Xi Paralympic winter games of 2014 in Sochi in the 
area of operational responsibility of the federal 
Grid’s branch – "Sochi PmES", the Customer 
(JSC fGC uES) assigns, and the Contractor (JSC 
moESK) undertakes to provide maintenance of the 
facilities subject to the terms of Reference

Service price according to the agreement 
shall not exceed RuB 6,955,316.29, includ-
ing VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
249 of 06.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti, Chairman of the 
Company’s Board of directors o.m. Budargin, who 
is a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction, members of the Company’s Board 
of directors d: A.m. Kravchenko and A.A. demin, 
who are members of the Board of directors of a 
party to the transaction

52. Service agreement on main-
tenance of 10 kV electricity 
supply networks of olympic 
facilities during the XXii 
olympic winter games and Xi 
Paralympic winter games of 
2014 in Sochi

JSC fGC uES and JSC 
“lenenergo”

in order to ensure the reliable and safe operation 
of 10 kV electricity supply networks of olympic 
facilities during the XXii olympic winter games and 
Xi Paralympic winter games of 2014 in Sochi in the 
area of operational responsibility of the federal 
Grid’s branch – "Sochi PmES", the Customer (JSC 
fGC uES) assigns, and the Contractor (JSC “lenen-
ergo”) undertakes to provide maintenance of the 
facilities subject to the terms of Reference

Service price according to the agreement 
shall not exceed RuB 3,034,586.73, includ-
ing VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
249 of 06.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

53. Service agreement on main-
tenance of 10 kV electricity 
supply networks of olympic 
facilities during the XXii 
olympic winter games and Xi 
Paralympic winter games of 
2014 in Sochi

JSC fGC uE,
JSC iGdS of Centre and 
Volga region

in order to ensure the reliable and safe operation 
of 10 kV electricity supply networks of olympic 
facilities during the XXii olympic winter games and 
Xi Paralympic winter games of 2014 in Sochi in the 
area of operational responsibility of the federal 
Grid’s branch – "Sochi PmES", the Customer (JSC 
fGC uES) assigns, and the Contractor (JSC "iGdS 
of Centre and Volga region") undertakes to provide 
maintenance of the facilities in accordance with 
the terms of Reference

Service price according to the agreement 
shall not exceed RuB 7,380,230.41, includ-
ing VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
249 of 06.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

54. Supplementary agreement no. 
1 to the real property lease 
contract no. 3.3-25/14/16 of 
26.09.2014

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the essential terms and condi-
tions of the real property lease contract no. 3.3-
25/14/16 of 26.09.2014

Rental payment defined in the supplemen-
tary agreement no. 1 of the real prop-
erty lease contract no. 3.3-25/14/16 of 
26.09.2014  is RuB 988,381.79 per month, 
including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
250 of 13.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company’s management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

55. Agreement for emergency and 
recovery works on replace-
ment of the damaged 500 kV 
high-voltage bushing of phase 
"A" R-500 at 500 kV lipetsk SS 
of the federal Grid’s branch 
–upper don PmES

JSC fGC uES and JSC Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

Pursuant to the agreement, the Contractor (JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”) undertakes to perform 
emergency  and repair work to replace a damaged 
high-voltage 500 kV bushing of phase "A" R-500 at 
500 kV lipetsk SS of the federal Grid’s branch –  
upper don PmES in accordance with the damage 
statement of the Customer (JSC fGC uES), and the 
Customer undertakes to accept the results of work 
and pay for them

Work price according to the agreement 
shall not exceed RuB 891,270.02, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
250 of 13.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company’s management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

56. Agreement for preparing 
project and working documen-
tation, performing construc-
tion, installation and commis-
sioning works under the title: 
"Icing and fluctuations control 
at the facilities of the federal 
Grid’s branch – mES of Centre

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC “Electrosetservice unEG”) un-
dertakes to complete work and deliver the results 
to the Customer (JSC fGC uES), and the Customer 
undertakes to accept and pay for the completed 
work in the manner stipulated by the agreement

Work price according to the agreement 
shall not exceed RuB 71,207,410.00, includ-
ing VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
250 of 13.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company’s management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

57. Cost recovery agreement JSC fGC uES and JSC idGC 
of Centre and Privolzhie

the subject of the agreement is the recovery to 
the owner (JSC idGC of Centre and Privolzhie) 
of costs for the owner's activities in connection 
with the actions of the Company (JSC fGC uES) 
for the construction (reconstruction and techni-
cal re-equipment) of electric grid facilities of the 
Company that involve reconstruction (transfer, 
reconstruction and technical re-equipment, change 
of configuration) of OHL of the Owner

the amount of compensation under the 
agreement is RuB 83,093,350.00, VAt-
exempt

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
250 of 13.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti
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58. Supplementary agreement 
no. 4 to the agreement no. 
399 of 01.12.2008 for com-
munication services

JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

Amendments to the essential terms and conditions 
of the agreement no. 399 of 01.12.2008 for com-
munication services

Service price according to the supplemen-
tary agreement no. 4 to the agreement no. 
399 of 01.12.2008 is RuB 87,738.53 per 
month, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
250 of 13.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

59. Supplementary agreement 
no. 2 to the real property 
lease contract no. 173/12 of 
14.12.2012

JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

Changing the validity period of the real property 
lease contract no. 173/12 of 14.12.2012

Rental payment set out in the supplemen-
tary agreement no. 2 of the real property 
lease contract no. 173/12 of 14.12.2012 
is RuB 6,474.88 per month, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
250 of 13.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

60. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 of 11.03.2014 to the 
agreement no. 318/664 of 
30.12.2013 for the provision 
of services of operation con-
trol of SCS and communica-
tion systems 

JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

Amendments to the essential terms and conditions 
of the agreement no. 318/664 of 30.12.2013 for 
the provision of services of operation control of 
SCS and communication systems

Service price defined in the supplementary 
agreement no. 1 of 11.03.2014 to  the 
agreement no. 318/664 of 30.12.2013 shall 
not exceed RuB 11,560,585.88, including 
VAt (18%), based on the size of the monthly 
payment RuB 963,382.16, including VAt 
(18 %)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
250 of 13.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

61. Supplementary agreement 
no. 6 to the agreement no. 
80327 of 01.04.2008 on SCS 
equipment placement

JSC fGC uES and JSC iGdS 
of Volga

Amendments to the essential terms and conditions 
of the agreement no. 80327 of 01.04.2008 on SCS 
equipment placement

Service price according to the supplemen-
tary agreement no. 6 to the agreement no. 
80327 of 01.04.2008 is RuB 34,738.52 per 
month, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
250 of 13.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

62. Supplementary agreement 
no. 11 to the agreement no. 
9 of 01.09.2010 for mainte-
nance of digital Communica-
tion Systems (dCS)

JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

Amendments to the essential terms and conditions 
of the agreement no. 9 of 01.09.2010 for mainte-
nance of digital Communication Systems (dCS)

Service price according to the supplemen-
tary agreement no. 11 to the agreement 
no. 9 of 01.09.2010 shall not exceed RuB 
9,753,423.57 per month, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
250 of 13.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

63. Supplementary agreement 
no. 4 to the agreement no. 
117 of 01.07.2010 for the 
provision of services of main-
tenance of ESuCCn

JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

Amendments to the essential terms and conditions 
of the agreement no. 117 of 01.07.2010 for the 
provision of services of maintenance of ESuCCn

Service price according to the agree-
ment for the period from 01.01.2010 
to 30.06.2015 shall not exceed RuB 
207,524,677.60, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
250 of 13.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

64. Supplementary agreement 
no. 3 to the agreement no. 
887 of 14.03.2007 on main-
tenance and repair of a set 
of equipment and fiber optic 
communication lines

JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

Amendments to the essential terms and condi-
tions of the agreement no. 887 of 14.03.2007 on 
maintenance and repair of a set of equipment and 
fiber optic communication lines

Work price according to the supplementary 
agreement no. 3 to the agreement no. 
887 of 14.03.2007 is RuB 900,046.80 per 
month, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
250 of 13.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

65. Supplementary agreement 
no. 13 to the agreement 
no. 923 of 01.03.2006 for 
the provision of services for 
providing communication 
channels

JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

Amendments to the essential terms and conditions 
of the agreement no. 923 of 01.03.2006 for the 
provision of services for providing communication 
channels

Service price according to the supplemen-
tary agreement no. 13 to the agreement no. 
923 of 01.03.2006 is RuB 1,056,834.59 per 
month, including VAt (18%), in accordance 
with the Specification of services

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
250 of 13.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

66. Supplementary agreement 
no. 14 to the agreement 
no. 923 of 01.03.2006 for 
the provision of services for 
providing communication 
channels

JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

Amendments to the essential terms and conditions 
of the agreement no. 923 of 01.03.2006 for the 
provision of services for providing communication 
channels

Service price according to the supplemen-
tary agreement no. 14 to the agreement no. 
923 of 01.03.2006 is RuB 905,858.23 per 
month, including VAt (18%), in accordance 
with the specification of services

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
250 of 13.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

67. Agreement for drafting design 
and procurement documenta-
tion under the title: "220 kV 
mirage SS. Replacement of 
220 kV voltage transformer (7 
phases)"

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC “Electrosetservice unEG”) 
in consultation with the Customer (JSC fGC uES) 
undertakes to complete a set of work on drafting 
design and procurement documentation, and the 
Customer undertakes to accept the results of work 
and pay them as set forth by the agreement

Work price according to the agreement 
shall not exceed RuB 442,500.00, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
250 of 13.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company’s management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction
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68. Agreement for drafting design 
and procurement documenta-
tion under the title: "500 kV  
irtysh SS. Replacement of 
voltage transformers demian-
skoe tn-500"

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC “Electrosetservice unEG”) 
undertakes to perform work on drafting design and 
procurement documentation and its approving with 
the Customer (JSC fGC uES), and the Customer 
undertakes to accept the result of work and pay 
for it according to the procedure specified by the 
agreement

Work price according to the agreement 
shall not exceed RuB 254,880.00, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
250 of 13.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company’s management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

69. Agreement for drafting design 
and procurement documenta-
tion under the title: "220 kV 
Knyazhevo SS. Reconstruction 
of the system of own needs"

JSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

the Contractor (JSC R&d Centre of fGC uES) 
undertakes to perform work on drafting design and 
procurement documentation and its approving with 
the Customer (JSC fGC uES), and the Customer 
undertakes to accept the result of works and pay 
for it for it according to the procedure specified by 
the agreement

Work price according to the agreement 
shall not exceed RuB 1,062,790.00, includ-
ing VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
250 of 13.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti, member of the 
Company’s management Board A.A. Zagaratsky, 
who is a member of the Board of directors of a 
party to the transaction

70. Real property lease contract JSC fGC uES and JSC 
“tyumenenergo” 

the lessor (JSC “tyumenenergo”) undertakes to 
provide to the lessee (JSC fGC uES) real property 
under the transfer and acceptance certificate for 
temporary possession and use for a fee, and the 
lessee undertakes to pay rent and return the prop-
erty to the lessor after the agreement expiration in 
good working condition (considering natural wear 
and tear) 

Rental payment is RuB 128,351.55 per 
month, including VAt (18%). 
Rental payment for the period from 
01.12.2014 to 31.10.2015 is not more than 
RuB 1,411,867.05, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
250 of 13.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti, member of the 
Company’s Board of directors A.A. demin, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

71. Agreement for performing 
design and research work, 
drafting working documenta-
tion, construction, installation 
and commissioning work with 
equipment supply for the re-
placement of 220 kV voltage 
transformer (6 phases) at 220 
kV dzhamku SS 

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC “Electrosetservice unEG”) 
undertakes to perform work on drafting design and 
working documentation; providing supervision and 
reconstruction and a complete set of materials, 
equipment, spare parts for the equipment in accor-
dance with the design and working documentation, 
and deliver the result to the Customer (JSC fGC 
uES), and the Customer undertakes to accept the 
result of work and pay the stipulated price as set 
forth in the agreement

Work price according to the agreement 
shall not exceed RuB 11,421,216.00, includ-
ing VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
250 of 13.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company’s management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

72. Agreement for performing 
design and research work, 
drafting working documenta-
tion, construction, installation 
and commissioning with 
equipment supply for the re-
placement of 110 kV voltage 
transformer (7 sets) at 500 kV 
Komsomolskaya SS 

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC “Electrosetservice unEG”) 
undertakes to perform work on drafting design and 
working documentation; providing supervision and 
reconstruction and a complete set of materials, 
equipment, spare parts for the equipment in accor-
dance with the design and working documentation, 
and deliver the result to the Customer (JSC fGC 
uES), and the Customer undertakes to accept the 
result of work and pay the stipulated price as set 
forth in the agreement

Work price according to the agreement 
shall not exceed RuB 11,026,384.00, includ-
ing VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
250 of 13.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company’s management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

73. Agreement for performing 
design and research work, 
construction, installation and 
commissioning under the title: 
“Replacement of Autotrans-
former-2 at 220 kV oka SS”

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC “Electrosetservice unEG”) 
undertakes to perform work and deliver the result 
to the Customer (JSC fGC uES), and the Customer 
undertakes to accept the results of work and pay 
the stipulated price as set forth in the agreement

Work price according to the agreement 
shall not exceed RuB 21,044,151.00, includ-
ing VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
250 of 13.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company’s management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction
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74. Agreement for performing 
design and research work, 
drafting working documenta-
tion, construction, installation 
and commissioning with 
equipment supply for the re-
placement of 35 kV oil circuit 
breakers at 220 kV levober-
ezhnaya SS 

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC “Electrosetservice unEG”) 
undertakes to perform work and deliver the result 
to the Customer (JSC fGC uES), and the Customer 
undertakes to accept the result of work and pay 
the stipulated price as set forth in the agreement

Work price according to the agreement 
shall not exceed RuB 13,000,033.89, includ-
ing VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
250 of 13.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company’s management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

75. Agreement for performing 
design and research work, 
drafting working documenta-
tion, construction, installation 
and commissioning with 
equipment supply for the re-
placement of 220 kV oil circuit 
breakers (1t, 2t) at 220 kV 
Eterkan SS 

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC “Electrosetservice unEG”) 
undertakes to perform work and deliver the result 
to the Customer (JSC fGC uES), and the Customer 
undertakes to accept the result of work and pay 
the stipulated price as set forth in the agreement

Work price according to the agreement 
shall not exceed RuB 25,138,307.68, includ-
ing VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
250 of 13.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company’s management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

76. Cost recovery agreement JSC fGC uES and JSC idGC 
of Volga

Compensation to the owner (JSC fGC uES) of 
costs for the implementation of measures for 
the reconstruction of the owner‘s facility (220 kV 
irGRES – Risaevo ohl, 220 kV irGRES – novo-
troitsk ohl, 220 kV irGRES – orskaya-1 ohl, 220 
kV irGRES  – orskaya-2 ohl), which is necessary 
for the construction of the Company’s facility (110 
kV orskaya ChP-1 ohl– mSdS-4)

Compensation amount according to the 
agreement is RuB 6,832,405.70, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
250 of 13.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

77. Contractor agreement for 
performing construction and 
installation, commissioning 
and supply of materials and 
equipment under the title: 
“Programme for replacing 
330-750kV air circuit breakers 
at 330 kV South-West SS 

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC “Electrosetservice unEG”) 
undertakes to perform work and deliver the result 
to the Customer (JSC fGC uES), and the Customer 
undertakes to accept the result of work and pay 
the stipulated price as set forth in the agreement

Work price according to the agreement 
shall not exceed RuB 51,124,054.00, includ-
ing VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
250 of 13.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company’s management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

78. Changes no. 4 to the supple-
mentary agreement no. 13 of 
01.09.2009 to the agreement 
no. 481 of 31.10.2002 

JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

Amendments to the terms and conditions of the 
agreement no. 481 of 31.10.2002 

Service price (service code: C4 service 
description: keeping a telephone direc-
tory) determined by amendment no. 4 to 
the supplementary agreement no. 13 of 
01.09.2009 to the agreement no. 481 of 
31.10.2002 is RuB 123,310.00 per month, 
including VAt (18%) 

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
251 of 16.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

79. Agreement for providing 
services for maintenance of 
data transmission systems 
and means of dispatch and 
process control  at 220 kV 
makaveyevo SS 

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Chi-
taenergo”

the Contractor (JSC "Chitatechenergo") under-
takes to provide services for maintenance of data 
transmission systems and means of dispatch and 
process control at 220 kV makkaveyevo SS at the 
address: transbaikalian Edge, Karymskiy Region, 
8 km from the village of darasun (near the federal 
highway m58) (including emergency), and the Cus-
tomer undertakes to pay for the services rendered

Service price according to the agreement 
shall not exceed RuB 719,210.04, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
251 of 16.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

80. Agreement on repayment of 
debt incurred under the agree-
ment for electricity transmis-
sion services via unEG no. 
544/P of 25.01.2012

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Yan-
tarenergo” 

the debt repayment of the debtor (JSC “Yantaren-
ergo”) to the Creditor (JSC fGC uES)

the debt subject to settlement under 
the agreement on repayment of debt 
incurred under the agreement is RuB 
1,761,360,927.47, including VAt (18 %)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
251 of 16.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

81. Agreement for software 
registration

JSC fGC uES and it Energy 
Service, llC 

the Contractor (it Energy Service, llC) under-
takes to provide services for state registration of 
computer programs/databases, copyright holder 
of which is JSC fGC uES, and the Customer (JSC 
fGC uES) undertakes to pay for services rendered

Service price according to the agreement is 
RuB 392,000.00, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
251 of 16.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti
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82. Supplementary agreement 
no. 3 to the agreement no. 
527 of 20.05.2009

JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

Amendments to the essential terms and conditions 
of the agreement no. 527 of 20.05.2009

Service price according to the supplemen-
tary agreement no. 3 to the agreement no. 
527 of 20.05.2009 is RuB 3,749,735.30 per 
month, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
251 of 16.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

83. Compensation agreement JSC fGC uES and JSC iGdS 
of north Caucasus

Compensation to the owner (JSC iGdS of north 
Caucasus) of expenses for measures taken in the 
interests of and in connection with the activities of 
the Company (JSC fGC uES) on the construction 
of Company's facility "330 kV nalchik-Vladika-
vkaz-2 ohl"

Compensation amount according to the 
agreement is RuB 49,520,163.20, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
251 of 16.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

84. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 to the agreement no. 
222 of 01.07.2011 for moni-
toring Satellite Communica-
tions network (CCC)

JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

Amendments to the essential terms and conditions 
of the agreement no. 222 of 01.07.2011 for moni-
toring Satellite Communications network (CCC)

Service price according to the supplemen-
tary agreement no. 1 to the agreement no. 
222 of 01.07.2011 is RuB 172,398.71 per 
month, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
251 of 16.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

85. Agreement no. m8/29/05-14 
of 28.03.2014 on capital and 
medium repair of transform-
ers and circuit breakers at the 
facilities of the federal Grid’s 
branch– "South PmES"

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC “Electrosetservice unEG”) 
undertakes to perform capital and medium repair 
of transformers and circuit breakers at the facili-
ties of the federal Grid’s branch- South PmES in 
accordance with the toR of the Customer (JSC 
fGC uES), and the Customer undertakes to accept 
the result of work and pay for it

Work price according to the agreement is 
RuB 8,952,290.84, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
251 of 16.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company’s management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

86. Agreement on termination 
the  agreement no. 9 of 
01.09.2010 for maintenance 
of digital Communication 
Systems (dCS)

JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

termination of the agreement no. 9 of 01.09.2010 
for maintenance of digital Communication Sys-
tems (dCS)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
251 of 16.02.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

87. Agreement for rendering 
services on equipment place-
ment 

JSC fGC uES and JSC 
“lenenergo”

the Contractor (JSC fGC uES) provides to the 
Customer (JSC "lenenergo") services on plac-
ing processing equipment in buildings of non-
residential properties of grid industrial technologi-
cal systems  - Contractor's substations, and the 
Customer undertakes to pay for services rendered 
in the manner stipulated by the agreement

Services price under the agreement is 
RuB 1,082,588.00, including VAt (18%) per 
month, RuB 3,247,764.00, including VAt 
(18%) per quarter

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
253 of 02.03.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

88. Supplementary agreement 
no. 2 of 28.03.2014 to the tri-
partite agreement no. 55/13 
of 15.05.2013 for electrical 
equipment service mainte-
nance

JSC fGC uES, JSC “Electro-
setservice unEG” and JSC 
“Electrozavod”

Amendments to the essential terms and conditions 
of the tripartite agreement no. 55/13 of 5.05.2013 
for electrical equipment service maintenance

Service price according to the supplemen-
tary agreement no. 2 to the agreement no. 
55/13 of 15.05.2013 shall not exceed RuB 
55,834,936.41, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
253 of 02.03.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company’s management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

89. Supplementary agreement 
no. 3 of 30.07.2013 to the 
agreement no. 04/13 of 
11.03.2013 for repair, mainte-
nance and diagnostic inspec-
tion of electric grid facilities

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the essential terms and conditions 
of the agreement no. 04/13 of 11.03.2013 for 
repair, maintenance and diagnostic inspection of 
electric grid facilities

Service price according to the supplemen-
tary agreement no. 3 of 30.07.2013 to the 
agreement no. 04/13 of 11.03.2013 shall 
not exceed RuB 1,499,633,390.96, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
253 of 02.03.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company’s management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

90. Agreement on termination 
of the agreement no. 326-
05/136m of 01.10.2002

JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

termination of the agreement no. 326-05/136m of 
01.10.2002

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
253 of 02.03.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

91. Agreement no. 2014/09 of 
17.09.2014 for the supply 
of materials and equipment, 
construction, installation and 
commissioning works under 
the title: "Reconstruction of 
busbar protection at 220 kV 
Kirillovskaya SS "

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC “Electrosetservice unEG”) 
undertakes to perform work and deliver the result 
to the Customer (JSC fGC uES), and the Customer 
undertakes to accept the result of work and pay 
the stipulated price as set forth in the agreement

Work price according to the agreement 
shall not exceed RuB 3,142,776.60, includ-
ing VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
253 of 02.03.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company’s management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction
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92. Real property lease contract JSC fGC uES and JSC 
“tyumenenergo” 

the lessor (JSC “tyumenenergo”) undertakes to 
provide to the lessee (JSC fGC uES) real property 
under the transfer and acceptance certificate for 
temporary possession and use for a fee, and the 
lessee undertakes to pay rent and return the prop-
erty to the lessor after the agreement expiration in 
good working condition (considering natural wear 
and tear) 

Rental payment is RuB 21,952.40 per 
month, including VAt (18%). 
Rental payment for the period from 
02.09.2014 to 02.08.2015 is RuB 
241,476.40, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
253 of 02.03.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company’s management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

93. Agreement for drafting design 
and procurement documen-
tation under the title: "220 
kV Pravohettinskaya SS. 
Replacement of 220 kV circuit 
breakers (2pc)"

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC “Electrosetservice unEG”) 
undertakes to perform works and deliver the result 
to the Customer (JSC fGC uES), and the Customer 
undertakes to accept the result of works and pay 
the stipulated price as set forth in the agreement

Work price according to the agreement 
shall not exceed RuB 758,267.20, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
253 of 02.03.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company’s management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

94. Supplementary agreement 
no. 2 to the non-residential 
premises lease agreement 
no. 07-6/559(2010)KS of 
16.08.2010

JSC fGC uES and JSC idGC 
of Centre

Amendments to the essential terms and conditions 
of the non-residential premises lease agreement 
no. 07-6 / 559 (2010) KS of 16.08.2010

Rental payment according to the supple-
mentary agreement no. 2 to the non-
residential premises lease agreement 
no. 07-6/559(2010)KS of 16.08.2010 is 
RuB 137,809.59 per month, including VAt 
(18%). the amount of rental payment for 11 
months is RuB 1,515,905.49, including VAt 
(18 %)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
253 of 02.03.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

95. Supplementary agreement 
no. 3 to the agreement no. 
50-10/511m of 01.10.2010

JSC fGC uES and JSC 
"moESK"

Amendments to the essential terms and condi-
tions of the the agreement no. 50-10/511m of 
01.10.2010

Rental payment according to the supple-
mentary agreement no. 3 to the agreement 
no. 50-10/511m of 01.10.2010 is RuB 
38,472.72 per month, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
253 of 02.03.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti, Chairman of the 
Company’s Board of directors o.m. Budargin, who 
is a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction, members of the Company’s Board 
of directors d: A.m. Kravchenko and A.A. demin, 
who are members of the Board of directors of a 
party to the transaction

96. Supplementary agreement 
no. 4 of 19.09.2013 to the 
agreement no. 04/13 of 
11.03.2013 for electric grid 
facilities repair, maintenance 
and diagnostic inspection

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the essential terms and condi-
tions of the agreement no. 04/13 of 11.03.2013 
for electric grid facilities repair, maintenance and 
diagnostic inspection

Service price according to the supplemen-
tary agreement no. 4 of 19.09.2013 to the 
agreement no. 04/13 of 11.03.2013 is not 
more RuB 1,499,633,390.96, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
253 of 02.03.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company’s management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

97. Agreement no. 294701 of 
01.07.2013 for the provi-
sion of services of operative 
control of SCS and communi-
cation systems of mES north-
West as amended by the 
additional agreement no. 3

JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

the Customer (JSC fGC uES) requests, and the 
Contractor (JSC “muS Energetiki”) undertakes to 
provide the Customer with a comprehensive ser-
vice for the organisation of work of control center 
and monitoring the telecommunications network 
of mES north-West

Service price according to the agreement 
no. 294701 of 01.07.2013 shall not exceed 
RuB 29,661,895.98, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
253 of 02.03.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

98. Supplementary agreement 
no. 6 to the agreement on the 
use of standards of organisa-
tions, dated 23.05.2011

JSC fGC uES and JSC So 
uES 

Amendments to the list of Standards of organisa-
tions of JSC fGC uES and JSC So uES, being an 
appendix to the agreement

not provided (the agreement does not and 
cannot implicate monetary obligations and 
is not related to property / property rights 
transfer)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
255  of 16.03.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti,
members of the Company's the Board of direc-
tors:  V.m. Kravchenko, who is a member of the 
Board of directors of a party to the transaction , 
and n.G. Shulginov, who is a member of the man-
agement Board of a party to the transaction

99. Supplementary agreement 
no. 7 to the agreement on the 
use of standards of organisa-
tions, dated 23.05.2011

JSC fGC uES and JSC So 
uES 

Amendments to the list of Standards of organisa-
tions of JSC fGC uES and JSC So uES, being an 
appendix to the agreement

not provided (the agreement does not and 
cannot implicate monetary obligations and 
is not related to property / property rights 
transfer)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
255  of 16.03.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti,
members of the Company's the Board of direc-
tors:  V.m. Kravchenko, who is a member of the 
Board of directors of a party to the transaction , 
and n.G. Shulginov, who is a member of the man-
agement Board of a party to the transaction
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100. Agreement for providing com-
munication channels

JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

the Contractor (JSC “muS Energetiki”) provides 
the Customer (JSC fGC uES) with communication 
services in accordance with the terms and condi-
tions of the agreement

Service price shall not exceed RuB 
2,460,596.00, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
256  of 30.03.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

101. Agreement for termination 
of the agreement no. Ao-2-
10/539m of 01.11.2010

JSC fGC uES and JSC 
"moESK"

termination of the agreement not provided (the termination agreement 
does not and cannot implicate monetary 
obligations)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
256  of 30.03.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

103. Real property lease contract JSC fGC uES 
JSC “CiuS uES”

the lessor (JSC fGC uES) undertakes to provide 
to the lessee (JSC “CiuS uES”) real property under 
the transfer and acceptance certificate for tempo-
rary possession and use for a fee (non-residential 
premises with a total area of 41.3 sq. m.)

Rental payment is RuB 53,990.94 per 
month, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
256  of 30.03.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti;
member of the Company's management Board 
n.i. Pozdnyakov, who is a member of the Board of 
directors and a General director of a party to the 
transaction; member of the Company’s manage-
ment Board d.l. Shishkin, who is a member of the 
Board of dircetors of a party to the transaction

104. Agreement for drafting design 
and procurement documenta-
tion

JSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

the Contractor (JSC R&d Centre of fGC uES) 
undertakes to perform a set of works on: 
- engineering survey;
- drafting design documentation under the title: 
"Construction of 750 kV leningradskaya – Belozer-
skaya ohl "; 
- drafting  procurement documentation

Work price shall not exceed RuB 
353,415,000.00, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
257  of 03.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

105. Agreement for diagnosing 
underground anchors of 
stay-guys for intermediate 
supports at ohl 500 kV

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC “Electrosetservice unEG”) 
shall perform diagnostics of underground anchors 
for intermediate towers stay-guys at 500 kV ohl” 
according to the toR of the Customer (JSC fGC 
uES)

Work price is RuB 697,380.00, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
259  of 13.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

106. Agreement for drafting design 
and procurement documenta-
tion under the title: "220 kV 
nadym SS. Reconstruction of 
switchgear 220 kV and 110 
kV"

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC "Elektrosetservice unEG") 
undertakes to perform works on:
- pre-project survey;
- engineering survey (if necessary);
- development of materials of basic technical solu-
tions and their approval with the Customer (JSC 
fGC uES);
- drafting  of project documentation and its ap-
proval with the Customer;
- drafting of procurement documentation and its 
approval with the Customer

Work price shall not exceed RuB 
3,276,957.60, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
259  of 13.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

107. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 to the agreement no. 
377/1 of 15.02.2013 for 
information and telecommuni-
cation support of the Situation 
Analysis Centre of  JSC fGC 
uES and support of meetings 
of the headquarters of the 
electric grid complex

JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

Amendments to the agreement for information 
and telecommunication support of the Situation 
Analysis Centre of JSC fGC uES and  support of 
meetings of the headquarters of the electric grid 
complex

Service price for the period from 01.01.2014 
to 08.01.2016 is RuB 593,587.20, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
259  of 13.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

108. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 to the agreement dated 
25.02.2014 on the use of 
national standards

JSC fGC uES and JSC So 
uES 

Amendments to the list of national standards 
specified in the annex to the agreement

not provided (the agreement does not and 
cannot implicate monetary obligations and 
is not related to property / property rights 
transfer)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
259  of 13.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti,
members of the Company's the Board of direc-
tors:  V.m. Kravchenko, who is a member of the 
Board of directors of a party to the transaction , 
and n.G. Shulginov, who is a member of the man-
agement Board of a party to the transaction

109. Real property lease contract JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

the lessor (JSC fGC uES) undertakes  to provide 
to the lessee (JSC “muS Energetiki”) real property 
(non-residential premises) under the transfer and 
acceptance certificate for temporary possession 
and use for a fee 

Rental payment is RuB 31,963.31 per 
month, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
259  of 13.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti
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110. Real property lease contract JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

the lessor (JSC fGC uES) undertakes  to provide 
to the lessee (JSC “muS Energetiki”) real property 
(building) under the transfer and acceptance cer-
tificate for temporary possession and use for a fee

Rental payment is RuB 137,426.46 per 
month, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
259  of 13.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

111. Real property lease contract JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

the lessor (JSC fGC uES) undertakes  to provide 
to the lessee (JSC “muS Energetiki”) real property 
(part of premises with an area of 8 sq. m.) under 
the transfer and acceptance certificate for tempo-
rary possession and use for a fee 

Rental payment is RuB 7,305.90 per month, 
including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
259  of 13.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

112. Real property lease contract JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

the lessor (JSC fGC uES) undertakes  to provide 
to the lessee (JSC “muS Energetiki”) real property 
(non-residential premises with a total area of 12 
sq. m.) under the transfer and acceptance certifi-
cate for temporary possession and use for a fee 

Rental payment is RuB 10,958.85 per 
month, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
259  of 13.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

113. Agreement for the lease of 
optical fibres

JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

the lessor (JSC fGC uES) undertakes to provide 
to the Lessee (JSC “MUS Energetiki”) optical fibers 
for temporary possession and use for a period of  
lease 

Rental payment is RuB 19,893.35 per 
month, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
259  of 13.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

114. Real property lease contract JSC fGC uES and JSC 
“tyumenenergo” 

the lessor (JSC "tyumenenergo") undertakes to 
provide to the lessee (JSC fGC uES) real property 
(non-residual premises) under the transfer and ac-
ceptance certificate for temporary possession and 
use for a fee 

Rental payment is RuB 128,351.55 per 
month, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
259  of 13.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's Board of directors  A.A. demin, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction 

115. Agreement for drafting 
procurement documentation 
under the title: "Construction 
and installation, commission-
ing works with equipment 
supply for construction of 220 
kV neryungrinskaya SdPP 
– nizhniy Kuranakh – tom-
mot – maya ohl with 220 
kV tommot SS and 220 kV 
maya SS, the second phase 
of construction of 22- kV 
tommot SS and extension of 
220 kV nizhny Kuranakh SS 
(excluding construction of 
220 kV ohl, 220 kV maya SS 
and fiber-optic communica-
tion lines)"

JSC fGC uES and JSC 
“dESP”

in accordance with the assignment of the Cus-
tomer (JSC fGC uES), the Contractor (JSC “dESP”) 
will develop procurement documentation within 
terms and to the extent specified by the agreement 
and approved terms of reference for the develop-
ment of procurement documentation

Work price shall not exceed RuB 
461,685.62, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
261  of 27.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

116. Agreement for creating ener-
gy-efficient SCB (substation 
control building) 500/220/10 
kV nizhny novgorod SS 

JSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

the Contractor (JSC R&d Centre of fGC uES) 
undertakes to carry out work on: 
- drafting design and working documentation; 
- supervision; 
- reconstruction 
- provision of materials, equipment, spare parts

Work price shall not exceed RuB 
10,856,000.00, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
261  of 27.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

117. Real property lease contract JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the lessor (JSC fGC uES) undertakes to provide 
to the lessee (JSC “Electrosetservice unEG”) real 
property under the transfer and acceptance certifi-
cate for temporary possession and use for a fee

Rental payment is RuB 142,800.00 per 
month, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
261  of 27.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

118. Agreement for the installa-
tion of bird guards at 220 kV  
Amurskaya – Belogorsk/t 
ohl with branch lines to 
Belogorsk SS, Svobodnens-
kaya SS

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC “Electrosetservice unEG”) 
undertakes to perform  works on the installation of 
bird guards

Work price is RuB 1,806,109.40, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
261  of 27.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction
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119. Agreement for the installa-
tion of bird guards at 220 kV 
novokievka –fevralskaya ohl 
with branch lines to uland-
ochka SS

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC “Electrosetservice unEG”) will 
work on the installation of bird guards undertakes 
to perform  works on the installation of bird guards

Work price is RuB 3,484,200.89, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
261  of 27.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

120. Agreement for the installa-
tion of bird guards at 220 kV 
Amurskaya – Koroli/t ohl 
with branch lines to Belogorsk 
SS

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC “Electrosetservice unEG 
undertakes to perform  works on the installation of 
bird guards

Work price is RuB 2,172,484.90, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
261  of 27.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

121. Agreement for the installation 
of bird guards at  500 kV oJl 
of Bureyskaya hPP 

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC “Electrosetservice unEG 
undertakes to perform  works on the installation of 
bird guards

Work price is RuB 3,253,672.88, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
261  of 27.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

122. lease agreement JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

the lessor (JSC fGC uES) undertakes to provide 
the lessee (JSC “muS Energetiki”) with property 
under the transfer and acceptance certificate for 
temporary possession and use for a fee 

Rental payment is RuB 121,650.08 per 
month, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
261  of 27.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti;

123. Supplementary agreement 
no. 4 to the agreement no. 
02/13 of 15.02.2013

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the agreement Work price according to the supplemen-
tary agreement shall not exceed RuB 
951,263,438.08, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
261  of 27.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

124. Agreement for software 
upgrading

JSC fGC uES and it Energy 
Service, llC

the Contractor (it Energy Service, llC) undertakes 
to perform works on improving the automated sys-
tem of planning and budgeting of JSC fGC uES

Work price is RuB 493,997.40, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
261  of 27.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

125. Supplementary agreement 
no. 3 to the non-residential 
premises lease agreement 
no. 93-2012 of 01.06.2012

JSC fGC uES 
JSC «CiuS uES»

Amendments to the agreement Rental payment according to the supple-
mentary agreement is RuB 251,920.96 per 
month, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
261  of 27.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti;
member of the Company's management Board 
n.i. Pozdnyakov, who is a member of the Board of 
directors and a General director of a party to the 
transaction; member of the Company’s manage-
ment Board d.l. Shishkin, who is a member of the 
Board of dircetors of a party to the transaction

126. Agreement for the lease of 
buildings and constructions

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the lessor (JSC fGC uES) undertakes to provide 
the lessee (JSC “Electrosetservice unEG”) build-
ings and constructions for temporary compen-
sated possession and use (lease) 

Rental payment according to the agreement 
is RuB 122,561.57 per month, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
261  of 27.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

127. Agreement for development 
of design and technical part 
of tender documentation 
according to the lightning-
proof raising program "500 kV 
Sayano-Shushenskaya hPP – 
novokuznetskaya no. 2 aerial 
cable line. the replacement 
of ground wearer with more 
resistant to sticking of wet 
snow with the installation of 
icing  monitoring systems"

JSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

the Contractor (JSC R&d Centre of fGC uES) will 
perform works on: 
- engineering survey; 
- registration of land legal relations; 
- development of design documentation and the 
examination by obtaining a positive expert opinion; 
- drafting  the technical part of procurement docu-
mentation

Work price shall not exceed RuB 
4,521,600.00, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
262  of 27.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti
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128. Agreement for development 
of design and technical part 
of tender documentation 
according to the lightning-
proof raising program "500 kV 
Sayano-Shushenskaya hPP – 
novokuznetskaya no. 1 aerial 
cable line. the replacement 
of ground wearer with more 
resistant to sticking of wet 
snow with the installation of 
icing  monitoring systems"

JSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

the Contractor (JSC R&d Centre of fGC uES) will 
perform works on: 
- engineering survey; 
- registration of land legal relations; 
- development of design documentation and the 
examination by obtaining a positive expert opinion; 
- drafting  the technical part of procurement docu-
mentation

Work price is not more RuB 3,346,000.00, 
including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
262  of 27.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

129. Agreement for the project 
development under the invest-
ment program of expansion of 
ohl sites unEG of JSC fGC 
uES branches – mES under 
the title: "Expansion of ohl 
routes in the tomsk PmES 
service area"

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (“Electrosetservice unEG”) will 
perform comprehensive works on: 
- engineering survey;
- development, coordination of project documenta-
tion; 
- obtaining a positive expert opinion on design 
documentation; 
- development and coordination in the established 
procedure of forest development plans (if neces-
sary); 
- development of procurement documentation; 
- development and approval of working documen-
tation;
- arrangement of approvals and permits 

Work price is not more RuB 3,018,900.00, 
including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
262  of 27.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

130. Agreement no. 3377 of 
24.09.2013 for development 
of design and working docu-
mentation under the title: "the 
security management system 
of 220 kV Cometa SS" under 
the power facilities protection 
program of JSC fGC uES

JSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

the Contractor (JSC R&d Centre of fGC uES) un-
dertakes to perform comprehensive works on: 
- development and approval of project and working 
documentation in accordance with the require-
ments of technical standards; 
- expert assessment of project documentation; 
- development and approval of procurement docu-
mentation

Work price shall not exceed RuB 
2,461,839.31, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
262  of 27.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

131. Agreement for development 
of design and procurement 
documentation under the title: 
"Reconstruction of 500 kV 
Pyt-Yakh – nelym ohl"

JSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

the contractor (JSC R&d Centre of fGC uES) 
undertakes to perform works on: 
- development and approval of engineering sur-
veys; 
- development and approval of project documenta-
tion; 
- development and approval of procurement docu-
mentation; 
- support of expert assessment (if required) of 
project documentation

Work price shall not exceed RuB 
1,302,450.00, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
262  of 27.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

132. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 to the agreement 
no. 291 of 31.07.2013 for 
design, equipment supply, 
construction and installation, 
commissioning of automatic 
diagnostics systems of GiS 
for the needs of the federal 
Grid’s branch- mES East

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the work schedule and cost of 
work

Work price according to the supplemen-
tary agreement shall not exceed RuB 
19,566,330.14, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
262  of 27.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

133. Agreement no. ntC-0813 
of 19.08.2013 for drafting  
design specification and 
estimates under the title 
"Reconstruction of 220 kV 
mikhaylovskaya SS. Replace-
ment of AT 2х125 MVA with 
2x250 mVA transformer and 
110 kV capacitor banks"

JSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

the Contractor (JSC R&d Centre of fGC uES) 
undertakes to perform works on development of 
design specifications and estimates, namely work 
on: 
- engineering survey; 
- drafting design documentation; 
- state expertise of project documentation; 
- drafting procurement documentation

Work price shall not exceed RuB 
10,394,000.00, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
262  of 27.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti
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134. Supplementary agreement 
no. 3 to the agreement no. 
R-85-5/11 of 26.07.2011 for 
development of working docu-
mentation, construction and 
installation, commissioning, 
equipment supply under the 
title: "Creation of the intercon-
nection at 220 kV between 
uES of Siberia and uES of 
East on the basis of the Zabai-
kalskaya converter system on 
mogocha SS 220 kV"

JSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

Amendments to the agreement Price is not determined  due to the fact that 
the supplementary agreement does not 
change work price specified by the agree-
ment

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
262  of 27.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

135. Supplementary agreement 
no. 5 to the agreement no. 
06/13 of 18.02.2013 on re-
pairs, equipment diagnostics 
and targeted programmes for 
SS and ohl of mES Western 
Siberia

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the annexes to the agreement Work price is not determined  due to the 
fact that the supplementary agreement 
does not set forth additional works on the 
agreement

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
262  of 27.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

136. Supplementary agreement 
no. 6 to the agreement no. 
06/13 of 18.02.2013 on re-
pairs, equipment diagnostics 
and targeted programmes for 
SS and ohl of mES Western 
Siberia

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the annexes to the agreement Price is not determined  due to the fact that 
the supplementary agreement does not 
change work price provided in the agree-
ment

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
262  of 27.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

137. Real property lease contract JSC fGC uES and JSC “tuy-
menenergo”

the lessor (JSC "tyumenenergo") undertakes to 
provide to the lessee (JSC fGC uES) real property 
under the transfer and acceptance certificate for 
temporary possession and use for a fee 

Rental payment is RuB 192,708.75 per 
month, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
262  of 27.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's Board of directors  A.A. demin, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction 

138. Voluntary medical insurance 
agreement

JSC fGC uES 
JSC “SoGAZ”

Voluntary medical insurance services to employ-
ees of JSC fGC uES 

total service price (insurance premium 
amount) on the transaction for the whole 
period of transaction validity shall not be 
equal or exceed 2% of book value of assets 
of JSC fGC uES based on its account state-
ments on the latest date before entering 
into the agreement

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
262  of 27.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; members of the 
Company’s management Board: A.E. murov, V.A. 
Goncharov, A.V. Kazachenkov, A.V. Vasiliev, V.P. 
dikoy, A.A. Zagaratsky, n.i. Pozdnyakov, m.G. 
Tikhonova, D.L. Shishkin – beneficiaries in the 
transaction

139. Agreement for the provision 
of services of operational 
control of dCS and communi-
cation systems for the needs 
of the federal Grid’s branch– 
mES South

JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

the Contractor (JSC “muS Energetiki”) undertakes 
to provide the service operational control of dCS 
and communication systems

Service price shall not exceed RuB 
11,444,982.12, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
264  of 30.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

140. Agreement for the provision 
of services of operation con-
trol of dCS and communica-
tion systems of Sochi PmES

JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

the Contractor (JSC “muS Energetiki”) undertakes 
to provides complete services of operation control 
of dCS and communication systems of Sochi 
PmES

Service price shall not exceed RuB 
11,137,700.00, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
264  of 30.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

141. Agreement for the provision 
of services on technical 
maintenance of security and 
fire alarm system on 220 kV 
makkaveevo SS 

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Chi-
taenergo”

the Contractor (JSC “Chitaenergo”) undertakes to 
provide services for maintenance of security and 
fire alarm system on 220 kV Makkaveyevo SS 

Service price shall not exceed RuB 
162,202.80, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
264  of 30.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti
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142. Agreement for the provision 
of services for maintenance 
of uninterrupted power supply 
system and one time service 
for refueling backup diesel 
power plant of Situational 
analytical center of JSC fGC 
uES

JSC fGC uES and  it Energy 
Service, llC

the Contractor (it Energy Service. llC) undertakes 
to provide services for maintenance of uninterrupt-
ed power supply system and one time service for 
refueling backup diesel power plant of Situational 
analytical center of JSC fGC uES

Service price shall not exceed RuB 
357,130.00, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
264  of 30.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

143. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 to the agreement 
no. 24/1 of 26.03.2014 on 
replacement of reinforced 
concrete supports

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the agreement in terms of work 
deadlines

Work price is not determined  due to the 
fact that the supplementary agreement 
does not change work price specified in the 
agreement

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
264  of 30.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

144. Agreement for communica-
tion services

JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

the Contractor (JSC “muS Energetiki”) undertakes 
to provide services to the Customer (JSC fGC uES) 
for access (connection) to the communication 
channels

Service price for the period from 01.07.2014 
to 30.11.2014 is RuB 490,617.36, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
264  of 30.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

145. Agreement for the provision 
of services of operative con-
trol of SCS and communica-
tion systems of mES

JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

the Contractor (JSC “muS Energetiki”) undertakes 
to provide the Customer (JSC fGC uES) the ser-
vices of operative control of SCS and communica-
tion systems of mES in accordance with the terms 
of reference

Service price shall not exceed RuB 
78,770,924.40, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
264  of 30.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

146. Agency agreement JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

on the instructions of and for the account of 
the Principal (JSC fGC uES) Agent (JSC “muS 
Energetiki”) on its own behalf concludes contracts 
for the provision of local, intercity and international 
telephone communication services

the price of the agency agreement consists 
of:
- cost of services (agency fee) in the 
amount of 5.26%, including VAt (18%), the 
amounts of the contracts concluded by JSC 
"muS Energetiki" with third parties;
- expenses of JSC "muS Energetiki" in the 
amount of services provided by suppliers.
the limit of funds under the agreement 
shall not exceed RuB 7,527,624.00

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
264  of 30.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

147. Supplementary agreement 
no. 4 to the agreement no. 22 
of 08.04.2008 on SCS equip-
ment placement

JSC fGC uES and "SC idGC 
of Volga

Amendments to the agreement Service price according to the supplemen-
tary agreement is RuB 40,528.27, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
264  of 30.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

148. Supplementary agreement 
no. 5 to the agreement no. 
80326 of 01.04.2008 on SCS 
equipment placement

JSC fGC uES and JSC idGC 
of Volga

Amendments to the agreement Service price according to the supplemen-
tary agreement is RuB 46,318.02, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
264  of 30.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

149. Agreement for operation and 
maintenance of dispatch 
control system  for 2015

JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

the Contractor (JSC “muS Energetiki”) undertakes 
to perform works on maintenance of dispatch 
control system of electric grid facilities

Work price according to the agreement 
shall not exceed RuB 9,210,000.00, includ-
ing VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
264  of 30.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

150. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 to the agreement 
no. 409 of 01.04.2014 for 
operation and maintenance of 
dtCn equipment of ESuPCn 
of JSC fGC uES

JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

Amendments to the annexes to the agreement Service price according to the supple-
mentary agreement is RuB 11,182,823.52, 
including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
264  of 30.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

151. Supply agreement no. 738/14 
of 04.08.2014

JSC fGC uES and JSC "tRK" the Supplier (JSC "tRK") undertakes to transfer 
to the Buyer (JSC fGC uES) an insulator Pntu-
20/8000

the property price under the supply agree-
ment is RuB 117,454.04, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
264  of 30.04.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

152. Real property lease contract JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

the lessor (JSC fGC uES) undertakes to provide 
to the lessee (JSC “muS Energetiki”) real property 
(non-residential premises with a total area of 13 
sq.m.) under the transfer and acceptance certifi-
cate for temporary possession and use for a fee 

Rental payment is RuB 2,030.84 per month, 
including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
265  of 14.05.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti
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153. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 to the agreement no. 
427 of 11.06.2013 for the pro-
vision of services for all-day 
organisation and provision 
of video conferencing and 
intercom

JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

Amendments to the agreement, including services 
price

Service price according to the supple-
mentary agreement shall not exceed RuB 
46,114,640.88, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
265  of 14.05.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

154. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 to the agreement no. 
671 of 26.10.2009 for the 
provision of services for 
maintenance of  equipment of 
ESuCCn (3rd stage)

JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

Amendments to the agreement total service price for the period from 
01.01.2010 to 31.12.2014 is RuB 
43,480,020.31, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
265  of 14.05.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

155. Supplementary agreement 
no. 6 to the agreement no. 
05/13 of 05.03.2013 for 
repair, maintenance and di-
agnostic tests of electric grid 
facilities

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the agreement Work price is not determined  due to the 
fact that the supplementary agreement 
does not change work price specified by the 
agreement 

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
265  of 14.05.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

156. Supplementary agreement 
no. 7 to the agreement no. 
05/13 of 05.03.2013 for 
repair, maintenance and 
diagnostic test of electric grid 
facilities

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the agreement Work price according to the supplemen-
tary agreement shall not exceed RuB 
967,045.61, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
265  of 14.05.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

157. Supplementary agreement 
no. 7 to the agreement no. 
04/13 of 11.03.2013 for 
repair, maintenance and 
diagnostic test of electric grid 
facilities

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the agreement Work price is not determined  due to the 
fact that the supplementary agreement 
does not change work price specified by the 
agreement 

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
265  of 14.05.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

158. Agreement for repair and 
maintenance of electric grid 
facilities

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Chi-
taenergo”

the Contractor (JSC “Chitaenergo”) will perform 
works for repair and maintenance of electric grid 
facilities

Work price shall not exceed RuB 
1,229,101.94, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
265  of 14.05.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

159. Supplementary agreement 
no. 6 to the agreement no. 
533 of 01.11.2008  on mainte-
nance and repair of communi-
cation lines

JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

Amendments to the agreement Service price according to the supple-
mentary agreement shall not exceed RuB 
80,846.66, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
265  of 14.05.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

160. Agreement for termina-
tion of contract no. 533 of 
01.11.2008 for maintenance 
and repair of communication 
lines

JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

termination of the contract the price of the services/works under the 
agreement is not determined due to the fact 
that the agreement does not and cannot 
entail additional monetary obligations

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
265  of 14.05.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

161. Supplementary agreement 
no. 16 to the agreement no. 
ts/01 of  01.04.2008 for 
performing owner/developer 
functions

JSC fGC uES 
JSC “CiuS uES”

Amendments to the agreement Service price according to the supple-
mentary agreement for the period from 
01.01.2015 to 31.03.2015 shall not exceed 
RuB 575,250,000.00, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
265  of 14.05.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti;
member of the Company's management Board 
n.i. Pozdnyakov, who is a member of the Board of 
directors and a General director of a party to the 
transaction; member of the Company’s manage-
ment Board d.l. Shishkin, who is a member of the 
Board of dircetors of a party to the transaction
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162. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 to the agreement no. 
212 of 09.10.2012 for execu-
tion of works under the title: 
“Reconstruction of 330 kV 
Baksan SS (replacement of 
330 kV air circuit breakers) for 
the needs of the federal Grid’s 
branch- mES South”

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the agreement Work price is not determined  due to the 
fact that the supplementary agreement 
does not provide for any additional works 
under the agreement

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
266  of 15.05.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

163. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 to the agreement no. 
210 of 08.10.2012 for execu-
tion of works under the title: 
“Reconstruction of 33- kV 
Cherkessk SS (replacement 
of 330 kV air circuit breakers 
replacement) for the needs 
of the federal Grid’s branch- 
mES South”

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the agreement Work price is not determined  due to the 
fact that the supplementary agreement 
does not provide for any additional works 
under the agreement

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
266  of 15.05.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

164. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 to the agreement no. 
209 of 05.10.2012 for execu-
tion of works under the title: 
“Reconstruction of 330 kv 
Stavropol SS (330 kV air cir-
cuit breakers replacement) for 
the needs of the federal Grid’s 
branch– "mES of South”

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the agreement Work price is not determined  due to the 
fact that the supplementary agreement 
does not provide for any additional works 
under the agreement

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
266  of 15.05.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

165. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 to the agreement no. 
208 of 08.10.2012 for execu-
tion of works under the title: 
“Reconstruction of 330 kV Pri-
kumsk SS (330 kV air circuit 
breakers replacement)

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the agreement Work price is not determined  due to the 
fact that the supplementary agreement 
does not provide for any additional works 
under the agreement

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
266  of 15.05.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

166. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 to the agreement no. 
211 of 05.10.2012 for execu-
tion of works under the title: 
“Reconstruction of 330 kV 
nalchik SS (330 kV air circuit 
breakers replacement) for the 
needs of the federal Grid’s 
branch– "mES of South”

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the agreement Work price is not determined  due to the 
fact that the supplementary agreement 
does not provide for any additional works 
under the agreement

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
266  of 15.05.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

167. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 to the agreement no. 
193 of 25.09.2012  for execu-
tion of works under the title: 
“Reconstruction of Chirurt SS 
330/110/10 kV. 
Installation of rectifier device 
for ice melting 
(arranging ice melting on 
wires and cables of outgoing 
ohl 330 kV)”

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the agreement Work price is not determined  due to the 
fact that the supplementary agreement 
does not provide for any additional works 
under the agreement

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
266  of 15.05.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction
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168. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 to the agreement no. 
213 of 08.10.2012 for execu-
tion of works under the title: 
“Reconstruction of 330 kV 
Vladikavkaz-500 SS (330 kV 
air circuit breakers replace-
ment) for the needs of the 
federal Grid’s branch- mES of 
South”

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the agreement Work price is not determined  due to the 
fact that the supplementary agreement 
does not provide for any additional works 
under the agreement

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
266  of 15.05.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

169. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 to the agreement no. 
207 of 08.10.2012 for execu-
tion of works under the title: 
“Reconstruction of 330 kV 
mozdok SS (330 kV air circuit 
breakers replacement) for the 
needs of the federal Grid’s 
branch– "mES of South”

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the agreement Work price is not determined  due to the 
fact that the supplementary agreement 
does not provide for any additional works 
under the agreement

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
266  of 15.05.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

170. Agreement on repair of 
PASSmo-145 on 330 kV 
Bologoe SS 

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC “Electrosetservice unEG”) will 
perform repairs to PASSmo-145 at 330 kV Bologoe 
SS in accordance with the toR and defects state-
ments of the Customer (JSC "uES fGC") 

Work price shall not exceed RuB 
1,155,636.54, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
266  of 15.05.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

171. Agreement for diagnostic 
inspection of power trans-
former of 220 kV Energy SS 
of the federal Grid’s branch– 
"mES of East"

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC “Electrosetservice unEG”) 
will perform the works on diagnostic test of power 
transformer of 220 kV Energy SS of the federal 
Grid’s branch– "mES of East" in accordance with 
the toR of the Customer (JSC fGC uES)

Work price is RuB 396,092.61, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
266  of 15.05.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

172. Supplementary agreement 
no. 6 to the agreement no. 
0817/10-V of 01.01.2011 for 
maintenance and repair of 
ground wire in the area from 
support no. 1 KS-33, ud-32 
220 kV ohl – to support no. 
252 Bd-75 220 kV ohl

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Chi-
taenergo”

Amendments to the agreement Works price determined by the supplemen-
tal agreement for 2015 is RuB 5,648,000.00, 
including VAt (18 %)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
266  of 15.05.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti;

173. Supplementary agreement 
no. 2 to the premises sub-
lease agreement no. Sap/
ESS/1 of 01.06.2008 

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the agreement Rental payment determined by the supple-
mental agreement is RuB 3,526,953.18, 
including VAt (18 %)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
266  of 15.05.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

174. Agreement for design and 
survey work under the title: 
"Reconstruction of 500 kV 
ulyanovskaya-Yuzhnaya ohl 
for replacement of support 
no. 821 to transfer it to a safe 
distance from the ravine"

JSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

the Contractor (JSC R&d Centre of fGC uES) 
undertakes to perform works on: 
- engineering survey; 
- development of design documentation; 
- obtaining a positive expert opinion regarding the 
results of engineering survey and project documen-
tation; 
- drafting working documentation (including local 
budgets)

Work price under the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 4,614,136.01, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
269  of 29.05.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

175. Agreement no. 98-St/14 of 
28.11.2014 for execution of 
works  under the title: "Re-
construction of mogocha SS 
220/110/35/10 kV. installa-
tion of low-resistance devices 
into the neutrals of t3, t4, t5 
and t6 transformers"

JSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

the Contractor (JSC R&d Centre of fGC uES) will 
perform works on: 
- development of design and working documenta-
tion; 
- expertise of project documentation; 
- design supervision; 
- reconstruction 
as well as providing a complete set of materials, 
equipment, spare parts to the equipment in accor-
dance with design and working documentation

Work price under the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 67,923,200.76, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
269  of 29.05.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti
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176. Agreement no. 62-Suid of 
25.11.2014 for modernisation 
of power autotransformers, 
shunt reactors and oil circuit 
breakers for the needs of the 
federal Grid’s branch– "mES 
of Volga"

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC “Electrosetservice unEG”) will 
perform works to replace high-voltage bushings of 
power autotransformers and shunt reactors

Work price under the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 7,372,393.77, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
269  of 29.05.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

177. Agreement for development 
of design and working docu-
mentation, supply of material 
and technical resources and 
equipment, construction and 
installation and commis-
sioning works under the title: 
"Reconstruction of urengoi 
– Pangody (nadym) ohl 
220 kV and the Kirillovskaya 
- Kholmogory ohl 500 kV 
(installation /replacement of 
ground wire)" for the needs of 
JSC "uES fGC" branch – "mES 
of Western Siberia"

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC “Electrosetservice unEG”) will 
perform works on: 
- engineering survey; 
- development of design and working documenta-
tion; 
- implementation of supervision; 
- reconstruction to the extent provided design and 
working documentation under the title: "Recon-
struction of urengoi – Pangody (nadym) ohl 220 
kV and the 500 kV Kirillovskaya - Kholmogory ohl 
500 kV (installation/replacement of ground wire)"; 
- as well as providing a complete set of materials, 
equipment, spare parts for equipment in accor-
dance with project and working documentation

Work price under the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 19,206,000.00, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
269  of 29.05.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

178. Supplementary agreement 
no. 3 to the agreement no. 
262584 of 01.04.2013 

JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

the Contractor (JSC “muS Energetiki”) shall render 
comprehensive services on operation and mainte-
nance of data transmission central network (dtSn) 
of the Energy System’s Unified Process Communi-
cations network (ESuPCn) of JSC fGC uES

Service price under the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 1,313,040,640.00, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
269  of 29.05.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

179. Supplementary agreement 
no. 3 to the agreement no. 
284791 of 01.06.2013
 

JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

Amendments to the agreement Work price shall not exceed RuB 
27,868,825.65, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
269  of 29.05.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

180. Supplementary agreement 
no. 3 to the agreement no. 
262622 of 01.04.2013

JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

Amendments to the agreement Work price shall not exceed RuB 
51,080,365.27, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
269  of 29.05.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

181. Agreement concernin the 
termination of the greement 
no. 3907 of 15.05.2012 under 
the title: "Construction of two 
single circuit Arkhara – PS-29 
ohl 220 kV with SS 220 kV 
SS-29"

JSC fGC uES and JSC 
“dESP”

termination of the agreement no. 3907 of 
15.05.2012 from the date of signing the agreement

due to the fact that the agreement to termi-
nate the agreement no. 3907 of 15.05.2012 
does not and cannot entail additional mon-
etary obligations, the price of services/work 
under the agreement is not determined

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
269  of 29.05.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

182. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 to the agreement no. 8 
of 18.01.2012 to work under 
the title: "Reconstruction of 
330 kV Baksan SS. Replace-
memnt of rectifier device for 
ice melting 
and setting ice load control 
points at Baksan – nalchik 
ohl 330-30 for ice melting at 
wires and cables)"

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the agreement Work price is not determined due to the fact 
that the supplementary agreement does not 
set forth additional works on the agreement

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
269  of 29.05.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

183. Agreement for works (with the 
protocol of disagreements)

JSC fGC uES and JSC oGK-2 the Customer (JSC fGC uES) requests, and the 
Contractor ( JSC oGK-2) undertakes to perform the 
following activities: online maintenance of cell no. 
6 oRu-330 kV (Pskovskaya GRES – Starorusskaya 
ohl 330 kV) installed in oRu-330 kV of JSC oGK-2 
branch - Pskovskaya GRES and cell no. 14 (R-110) 
installed in oRu-330 kV of JSC oGK-2 branch - 
Pskovskaya GRES

Work price under the agreement for works 
(with the protocol of disagreements) is RuB 
309.79, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
269  of 29.05.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti, member of the 
Company's Board of directors d.V. fyodorov, who 
is a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction
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184. Supplementary agreement 
no. 2 to the agreement no. 
51/13 of 14.06.2013 for 
electrical equipment service 
maintenance

JSC fGC uES, JSC “Electro-
setservice unEG” and JSC 
“Electrozavod”

Amendments to the agreement Work price under the supplementary 
agreement no. 2 to the agreement no. 
51/13 of 14.06.2013 shall not exceed RuB 
108,038,267.15, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
269  of 29.05.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

185. Agreement for services of 
project management and SAP 
competence center

JSC fGC uES and  it Energy 
Service, llC

According to the agreed party application, the 
Contractor (it Energy Service, llC) undertakes to 
provide services of project management and SAP 
competence center

Service price under the agreement shall 
not exceed RuB 178,584.81, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
269  of 29.05.2015)

186. Supplementary agreement 
no. 4 to the agreement no. 
03/13 of 15.02.2013 for repair 
and diagnostic scanning of 
electric grid facilities (for tar-
get programs, financed under 
the main activity)

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the agreement Work price under the supplementary 
agreement no. 4 to the agreement no. 
03/13 of 15.02.2013 shall not exceed RuB 
975,798,200.21, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
270  of 01.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

187. Agreement JSC fGC uES and JSC 
“uESK”

the organiser (JSC fGC uES) undertakes to 
provide services to the Participant (JSC "uESK") 
concerning the access to the electronic document 
management system within corporate information 
system of digital signatures certification centre of 
JSC fGC uES

Service price under the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 20,408.36, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
270  of 01.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

188. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 to the agreement no. 
22/60 of 01.07.2013

JSC fGC uES and JSC 
“tyumenenergo” 

Amendments to the agreement Service price under the supplementary 
agreement no. 1 to the agreement no. 
22/60 of 01.07.2013
shall not exceed RuB 500,000.00, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
270  of 01.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti, member of the 
Company’s Board of directors A.A. demin, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

189. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 to the agreement no. 
7700/00295/14 of 22.08.2014

JSC fGC uES and JSC iGdS 
of Centre

Amendments to the agreement due to the fact that supplementary 
agreement no. 1 to the agreement no. 
7700/00295/14 of 22.08.2014 does 
not change the total service price under 
the agreement no. 7700/00295/14 of 
22.08.2014, the service price is not deter-
mined 

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
270  of 01.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti
 

190. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 to the agreement no. 6 
of 17.09.2012

JSC fGC uES and JSC "ESSK 
uES"

Amendments to the agreement Service price determined by a supplemen-
tary agreement no. 1 to the agreement 
no. 6 of 17.09.2012 shall not exceed RuB 
10,205.00, including VAt (18%). total ser-
vice price for the whole period of agreement 
no. 6 of 17.09.2012, in view of its prolonga-
tion shall not be equal or exceed 2% of the 
book value of the assets of JSC fGC uES 
according to its accounting statements at 
the last reporting date

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
270  of 01.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti, member of the 
Company’s management Board d.l. Shishkin, who 
is a member of the Board of dircetors of a party to 
the transaction

191. Agreement for management 
and monitoring of telecom-
munication network of mES 
of Volga

JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

the Contractor (JSC "muS Energetiki") provides 
the Customer (JSC fGC uES) with comprehensive 
service for management and monitoring of tele-
communication network of mES of Volga

Service price under the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 14,670,003.04, including VAt 
(18%), while the final price will be deter-
mined after conducting pre-contractual 
negotiations

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
270  of 01.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

192. Agreement for design and 
survey works on reconstruc-
tion of Relay Protection and 
Emergency Automation and 
organisation of communica-
tion channels at Arkhara  SS 
220 kV and related SS

JSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

the contractor (JSC R&d Centre of fGC uES) 
undertakes to carry out work on: 
- engineering survey; 
- development of design documentation; 
- development of procurement documentation

Work price under the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 9,918,962.00, including VAt 
(18%) 

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
270  of 01.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti
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193. Real property lease contract JSC fGC uES and JSC 
“tyumenenergo” 

the lessor (JSC “tyumenenergo”) undertakes to 
provide the lessee (JSC fGC uES) real property 
under the transfer and acceptance certificate for 
temporary possession and use for a fee

Rental payment is RuB 19,774.13, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
270  of 01.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti, member of the 
Company’s Board of directors A.A. demin, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

194. Supplementary agreement no. 
2 to the Real property lease 
contract no. 3.3-25/14/16 of 
26.09.2014
 
 

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the lessee (JSC "Electrosetservice unEG") 
undertakes to return on 31.03.2016, while the 
lessor (JSC fGC uES) undertakes to accept non-
residential premises: no. 7,8,9 area of 35,2 sq.m., 
located on the ground floor of the administrative 
building (inv. no. 0720-2-11-17057) at the address: 
Khanty-mansi Autonomous okrug, Surgut,  Bazo-
vaya str.,16; no 34,35,39 area of 28,7 sq.m., located 
on the 2nd floor of the building of administrative-
household (inv. no. 0720-2-11-17033) at the 
address: Khanty-mansi Autonomous okrug, Surgut, 
Bazovaya str.,16

Rental payment set by the supplemen-
tary agreement no.2 is RuB 910,177.51, 
including VAt (18%). total rental payment 
for the whole period of agreement no. 
3.3-25/14/16 of 26.09.2014 shall not be 
equal or exceed 2% of the book value of the 
assets of  JSC fGC uES according to its 
accounting statements at the last reporting 
date

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
272  of 08.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

195. Agreement for the mainte-
nance of the computing and 
information infrastructure of 
the executive office of JSC 
fGC uES

JSC fGC uES and  it Energy 
Service, llC

the Contractor (it Energy Service, llC) undertakes 
to provide services for the maintenance of the 
computing and information infrastructure of the 
executive office of JSC FGC UES

Service price under the agreement for the 
maintenance of the computing and informa-
tion infrastructure of the executive office of 
JSC fGC uES between JSC fGC uES and  it 
Energy Service, llC, that is an interested-
party transaction, shall not exceed RuB 
49,484,031.60, including VAt (18%) shall 
not exceed RuB 7,548,411.60. total service 
price for the whole period of agreement 
considering its prolongation shall not be 
equal or exceed 2% of the book value of 
the assets of JSC fGC uES according to ts 
accounting statements at the last reporting 
date 

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
272  of 08.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

196. Agreement for development 
of design and technical 
part of the procurement 
documentation under the 
title: "Reconstruction of 500 
kV tavricheskaya SS and 220 
kV moskovka SS (emergency 
control system modernisa-
tion) (for tP of energy receiv-
ing devices of JSC idGC of 
Siberia, Semirechenskaya SS 
110 kV)"

JSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

under the agreement the Contractor (JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES) undertakes to perform works 
to the Customer (JSC fGC uES) on:
- engineering surveys (pre-survey);
- development of design documentation and the 
examination to obtain a positive expert opinion;
- development of the technical part of the procure-
ment documentation

Work price under the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 698,800.00, including VAt 
(18%) 

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
272  of 08.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

197. on approval of an interested-
party transaction

in accordance with para. 15.7 
of the Regulation "on infor-
mation disclosure by issuers 
of securities", approved by 
the Bank of Russia no. 454-P 
dated 30/12/2014, informa-
tion about the terms and 
conditions of the transaction, 
as well as persons who are 
parties to it, and the benefi-
ciaries are not disclosed.

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
272  of 08.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

198. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 to the agreement no. 8 
of 12.11.2012 

JSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

Amendments to the agreement Service price under the supplementary 
agreement no. 1 to the agreement no. 8 of 
12.11.2012 shall not exceed RuB 99,000.00, 
including VAt (18%). total service price 
for the whole period of agreement, in view 
of its prolongation shall not be equal or 
exceed 2% of the book value of the assets 
of JSC fGC uES according to its accounting 
statements at the last reporting date 

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
273  of 19.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti
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199. Agreement for emergency and 
repair work

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC "Elektrosetservice unEG") 
undertakes to perform emergency repair work on 
the replacement input 110 kV of circuit breaker 
MKP-110 MV 110 L-120 of 330 kV Mozdok SS 
in the amount of the consolidated estimation  in 
accordance with the work schedule partly of the 
Customer’s (JSC fGC uES) materials

Work price under the agreement is RuB 
445,608.00, including VAt (18%) 

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
273  of 19.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

200. Agreement for the provision 
of services of operational 
control of dCS and communi-
cation systems

JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

the Contractor (JSC “muS Energetiki”) undertakes 
to provide to the Customer (JSC fGC uES) services 
of operational control of dCS and communication 
systems of Kuban PmES, consisting of compre-
hensive services  of operational control over the 
dispatch control system (hereinafter – dCS) and 
communication systems of PmES

Service price under the agreement is RuB 
277,587.92 per month, including VAt (18%). 
total service price under the agreement for 
the period from 01.01.2015 to 31.12.2015 
shall not exceed RuB 3,331,055.04, 
including VAt (18%) not exceeding RuB 
508,127.04. total service price for the 
whole period of agreement shall not be 
equal or exceed 2% of a book value of the 
assets of JSC fGC uES according to its 
accounting statements at the last reporting 
date

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
273  of 19.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

201. Supplementary agreement 
no. 4 to the agreement no. 
08/13 of 15.02.2013 for 
repair, maintenance and diag-
nostic inspection of electric 
grid facilities

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the agreement Work price under the supplementary agree-
ment shall not exceed RuB 607,187,515.51, 
including VAt (18%) 

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
273  of 19.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

202. Supplementary agreement 
no. 7 to the agreement 06/13 
of 18.02.2013 on repairs, 
troubleshooting of equipment 
and targeted programmes 
for the SS and ohl of mES of 
Western Siberia

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the conclusion of the supplementary agreement to 
the agreement no. 06/13 of 18.02.2013

due to the fact that the supplementary 
agreement no. 7 to the agreement no. 
06/13 of 18.02.2013 does not change work 
price under the agreement no. 06/13 of 
18.02.2013, the work price is not deter-
mined

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
273  of 19.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

203. Agreement for development 
of design and technical part 
of the procurement documen-
tation under the title: "500 kV 
tomskaya SS. Replacing auxil-
iary transformers, auxiliary 
boards, oil circuit breakers 
of 10 kV switchgear in the 
vacuum, diesel-generator 
installation, reconstruction 
of AlC"

JSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

the Contractor (JSC "R&d Centre of fGC uES") 
undertakes to carry out work on: 
- engineering survey; 
- development of design documentation and state 
expertise to obtain a positive conclusion; 
- developing the technical content of the procure-
ment documents

Work price under the agreement shall not 
exceed then RuB 1,531,800.00, includ-
ing VAt (18%)  shall not exceed then RuB 
233,664.41

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
273  of 19.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

204. Agreement no. 3379 of 
24.09.2013 for develop-
ment of design and working 
documentation under the title: 
"the security management 
system of 220 kV Pimskaya 
SS”  under the electric grid 
facilities protection program 
of JSC fGC uES

JSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

the Contractor (JSC R&d Centre of fGC uES) 
undertakes to perform works on: 
- development, coordination of project and working 
documentation in accordance with the require-
ments of normative-technical documents; 
- expertise of project documentation; 
- development and approval of procurement docu-
mentation

Work price under the agreement shall not 
exceed then RuB 2,050,583.59, includ-
ing VAt (18%)  shall not exceed then RuB 
312,800.89

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
273  of 19.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti
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205. Agreement no. 319 / id of 
17.09.2013 for drafting design 
documentation, technical 
documentation and tender 
documentation for the project: 
"improving the lighting-surge 
proofness under id."Kolskaya 
nPP - monchegorsk" ohl 
330 kV l 397, "Kolskaya nPP 
- monchegorsk" ohl 330 kV l 
398 (ohl without ground wire 
peaks), "Suojarvi - läskelä" 
ohl 220 kV l 224 

JSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

the Contractor (JSC "R&d Centre of fGC uES") 
undertakes to carry out work on: 
- engineering survey; 
- drafting design documentation; 
- drafting  working documentation (including local 
budgets); 
- drafting procurement documentation

Work price under the agreement shall not 
exceed then RuB 16,936,639.90, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
273  of 19.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

206. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 to the agreement  no. 
206 of 08.10.2012 to perform 
work for the project: “Recon-
struction of 330 kV Kropotkin 
SS (replacement of air circuit 
breakers 330 kV) for the 
needs of the federal Grid’s 
branch– "mES of South”

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the agreement due to the fact that supplementary agree-
ment no. 1 to the agreement no. 206 of 
08.10.2012 does not change work price un-
der the agreement no. 206 of 08.10.2012, 
the work price is not determined 

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
273  of 19.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

207. Real property lease contract JSC fGC uES 
JSC “CiuS uES”

the lessor (JSC fGC uES) undertakes to provide 
the lessee (JSC "CiuS uES") with non-residential 
premises with a total area of 356,5 sq. m located 
on the 4th floor in a building located to the ad-
dress: Sverdlovsk region, Ekaterinburg, tolmacheva 
str., 5, under the transfer and acceptance certifi-
cate for temporary possession and use for a fee

Rental payment under the Real property 
lease contract is RuB 327,604.64, includ-
ing VAt (18%) per month and includes the 
reimbursement of utility and maintenance 
costs. Rental payment for the period 
from 01.02.2015 to 31.12.2015 is RuB 
3,603,651.04 including VAt (18 %).
the total rent for the entire term of the Real 
property lease contract, taking into account 
its prolongation, shall not be or exceed 2 
percent of book value of assets of JSC fGC 
uES according to its accounting statements 
at the last reporting date

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
273  of 19.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti;
member of the Company's management Board 
n.i. Pozdnyakov, who is a member of the Board of 
directors and a General director of a party to the 
transaction; member of the Company’s manage-
ment Board d.l. Shishkin, who is a member of the 
Board of dircetors of a party to the transaction

208. Real property lease contract JSC fGC uES 
JSC “CiuS uES”

the lessor (JSC fGC uES) undertakes to provide 
the lessee (JSC "CiuS uES") with non-residential 
premises with an area of 11.2 sqm., stipulated in 
appendix 16 to this protocol, in administrative and 
production building (inv. no. 0402-2-11-29426), 
located on the territory of the RPB Saratov (Sara-
tov, Sokolovaya Gora, 40), cadastral (conditional) 
no. 63-01/48-163-26) , under the transfer and 
acceptance certificate for temporary possession 
and use for a fee

Rental payment under the Real property 
lease contract is RuB 5,341.21, including 
VAt (18%). Rental payment for the period 
from 01.03.2015 to 31.01.2016 is RuB 
58,753.31, including VAt (18%) .
the total amount of rent for the entire term 
of the Real property lease contract of lease 
of immovable property taking into account 
its prolongation should not be or exceed 2 
percent of book value of assets of JSC fGC 
uES according to its accounting statements 
at the last reporting date

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
273  of 19.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti;
member of the Company's management Board 
n.i. Pozdnyakov, who is a member of the Board of 
directors and a General director of a party to the 
transaction; member of the Company’s manage-
ment Board d.l. Shishkin, who is a member of the 
Board of dircetors of a party to the transaction

209. Supplementary agreement 
no. 3 to the real estate 
sub-lease agreement no. A/
CiuS/1 of 17.12.2012 

JSC fGC uES 
JSC “CiuS uES”

Amendments to the agreement due to the fact that the supplementary 
agreement no. 3 to the real estate sub-
lease agreement of 17.12.2012 does not 
change the total amount of the rental pay-
ment under the agreement of 17.12.2012 
no. A/CiuS/1, the price is not determined 

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
273  of 19.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti;
member of the Company's management Board 
n.i. Pozdnyakov, who is a member of the Board of 
directors and a General director of a party to the 
transaction; member of the Company’s manage-
ment Board d.l. Shishkin, who is a member of the 
Board of dircetors of a party to the transaction
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210. Agreement for termination 
of the agreement on using 
electric grid facilities no. di-
73/107/30-49 of 30.12.2005
. 

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Ku-
ban trunk Grids”

1.to terminate the agreement of a date prior to 
the date of approval by order of the federal tariff 
service (hereinafter - ftS of Russia) of the tariff for 
services on electric energy transmission through 
the unified national (all-Russian) electric network, 
rendered using the objects of the owner (JSC 
"Kuban trunk Grids")
 2. JSC fGC uES undertakes to reimburse the 
owner of the facilities leased under the agreement 
by signing the act of acceptance-transfer of the 
property to a date prior to the date of approval by 
the order of fSt of Russia of tariffs for services on 
electricity transmission via unEG, provided by the 
owner

due to the fact that the termination agree-
ment no. di-73/107/30-49 of 30.12.2005 
cannot entail additional monetary obliga-
tions, the price of services/work under the 
agreement is not determined 

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
273  of 19.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

211. Supplementary agreement 
no. 3 to the agreement no. 
01/13 of 15.02.2013 

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the agreement Work price under the supplementary 
agreement no. 3 to the agreement no. 
01/13 of 15.02.2013 shall not exceed RuB 
2,213,170,716.06, including VAt (18%) 

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
273  of 19.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

212. Agreement for maintenance 
of foCl Chelyabinsk-
Khabarovsk (Bearing 252 
hani-Khabarovsk)

JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

the Customer (JSC "muS Energetiki") assigns and 
the Contractor (JSC fGC uES) assumes the obliga-
tions for maintenance of communication lines of 
the Customer

Work price of the agreement on main-
tenance service of foCl Chelyabinsk-
Khabarovsk (Bearing 252 hani-Khabarovsk), 
is RuB 303,182.03, including VAt (18 
%) in the month, but not more than RuB 
6,670,004.66, including VAt (18%) for the 
period from 01.03.2015 to 31.12.2016. the 
total price of the agreement shall not be or 
exceed 2 percent of book value of assets of 
JSC fGC uES according to its accounting 
statements at the last reporting date

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
273  of 19.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

213. Supplementary agreement 
no. 3 to the agreement no. 
10/13 of 28.12.2012 on per-
forming emergency recovery 
works

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

Amendments to para 2.1.1 of the agreement shall 
be revised 

due to the fact that supplementary agree-
ment no. 3 to the agreement no. 10/13 of 
28.12.2012 does not change work price un-
der the agreement no. 10/13 of 28.12.2012, 
the work price is not determined 

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
273  of 19.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

214. Agreement no. 81-2014/1 of 
06.06.2014 for construction, 
installation and commis-
sioning works under the title: 
"modernisation of power auto-
transformers, shunt reactors 
and oil circuit breakers" on the 
objects of the federal Grid’s 
branch– "mES of Centre"

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC "Electrosetservice unEG") 
undertakes to perform works on the reconstruction 
of the object and deliver the result to the Customer 
(JSC fGC uES)

Work price under the agreement no. 81-
2014/1 of 06.06.2014 shall not exceed RuB 
19,057,000.00, including VAt (18%) 

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
274  of 25.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

215. Agreement for providing the 
use of pairs of metal strands 
of the cable (direct wire)

JSC fGC uES and JSC iGdS 
of Centre

the Contractor (JSC fGC uES) shall provide to the 
Customer (JSC "iGdS of Centre") a pair of metal 
cable conductors (direct wire), beneficially owned 
by the Contractor, for temporary compensated use 

Service price under the agreement is RuB 
358,055.66, including VAt (18%) per month. 
the total price under the agreement for the 
period from 01.01.2015 to 31.12.2015 is 
RuB 4,296,667.92, including VAt (18%). the 
total fees for the entire term of the agree-
ment, taking into account its prolongation, 
shall not be or exceed 2 percent of book 
value of assets of JSC fGC uES according 
to its accounting statements at the last 
reporting date

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
274  of 25.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti
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216. Agreement for the provision 
of property

JSC fGC uES and JSC iGdS 
of Centre

the Contractor (JSC iGdS of Centre) under-
takes to provide to the Customer (JSC fGC uES) 
property beneficially owned by the Contractor 
(record number of registration in the Unified state 
register of rights to immovable property and 
transactions therewith: no. 32-32-12/003/2008-
410 of 09.06.2008., no. 32-32-05/001/2008-353 
of 28.05.2008, no. 32-32-02/006/2008-833 of 
11.06.2008, no. 32-32-05/007/2008-781 of 
07.06.2008) 

the price of services on providing property 
for the use is RuB 6,095.46, including VAt 
(18%) per month, while the price of services 
on providing the use of property for the pe-
riod from 01.01.2013 to 31.12.2014 is RuB 
146,291.04, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
275  of 26.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

217. Agreement for the provision 
of services for providing com-
munication channels 

JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

the Contractor (JSC "muS Energetiki") provides 
to the Customer (JSC fGC uES) communication 
services for the provision of digital communication 
channels

the price of services under the agreement 
is RuB 15,692.82, including VAt (18%) per 
month for the provision of a single digital 
communication channel capacity 128 KB/s, 
the total price of the services under the 
agreement for the period from 23.01.2014 
to 30.06.2014 is RuB 2,353,923.00 includ-
ing VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
275  of 26.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

218. Agreement for the adjustment 
of working documentation, 
construction, installation and 
commissioning works for pro-
gram for improving lighting-
surge proofnesson ohl 220 
kV "Raichihinsk tPP – Yadrin-
t” with a branch line to the SS 
"tarmanchukan-t” 

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC "Electrosetservice unEG") 
undertakes to perform: 
- adjustment of the working documentation; 
- organisation of field supervision; 
- reconstruction 
- and to provide a complete set of materials, equip-
ment, spare parts for equipment in accordance 
with the design and working documentation, and 
deliver the result to the Customer (JSC fGC uES)

Work price under the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 20,068,653.45, including VAt 
(18%) 

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
275  of 26.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

219. Agreement for adjustment 
of working documentation, 
construction, installation and 
commissioning works for pro-
gram for improving lighting-
surge proofness at ohl 220 
kV “urgal – Eterkan” (l-8280) 
 

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC "Electrosetservice unEG") 
undertakes to perform: 
- adjustment of the working documentation; 
- organisation of field supervision; 
- reconstruction 
- and to provide a complete set of materials, equip-
ment, spare parts for equipment in accordance 
with the design and working documentation, and 
deliver the result to the Customer (JSC fGC uES)

Work price under the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 23,493,480.81, including VAt 
(18%) 

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
275  of 26.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

220. Agreement for adjustment 
of working documentation, 
construction, installation and 
commissioning works for pro-
gram for improving lighting-
surge proofness at ohl 220 
kV “urgal – Suluk” (l-279) 
 

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC "Electrosetservice unEG") 
undertakes to perform: 
- adjustment of the working documentation; 
- organisation of field supervision; 
- reconstruction 
- and to provide a complete set of materials, equip-
ment, spare parts for equipment in accordance 
with the design and working documentation, and 
deliver the result to the Customer (JSC fGC uES)

Work price under the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 20,323,745.20, including VAt 
(18%) 

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
275  of 26.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

221. Agreement for supply of ma-
terial and technical resources 
and equipment, execution of 
construction, installation and 
commissioning (substitute 
1V-500 demjanskaya) under 
the title: "Program of replace-
ment of VV 330-750 kV" for 
the needs of JSC "uES fGC" 
branch – "mES of Western 
Siberia"

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC "Electrosetservice unEG") 
undertakes to perform works on reconstruction of 
the facility of the Customer(JSC fGC uES)

Work price under the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 6,079,442.60, including VAt 
(18%) 

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
275  of 26.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction
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222. Agency agreement under the 
title: "Rostovskaya nPP – 
tikhoretskaya no. 2 ohl 500 
kV with extension of 500 kV 
tikhoretsk SS "

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Ku-
banenergo”

the Principal (JSC "Kubanenergo") entrusts, and 
the Agent (JSC fGC uES) is engaged in the manner 
and on the conditions stipulated in the agreement, 
in its own name but for the Principal’s account or 
on behalf and at the Principal’s expense legal and 
other actions on the reconstruction of Principal’s 
objects, within the construction of the facility of 
Agent

the price of the agency agreement is RuB 
30,234,280.00, including VAt (18%), includ-
ing the cost of agency fees in the amount of 
RuB 118,000.00, including VAt (18 %)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
275  of 26.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

223. Agreement for develop-
ment of design and tender 
documentation under the 
title: "lugovaya SS 500 kV. Re-
placement of 35 kV vacuum 
circuit breaker with Sf6 circuit 
breaker"

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC "Electrosetservice unEG") un-
dertakes to perform  set of works for the Customer 
(JSC fGC uES) on:
- development of project documentation and its 
approval with the Customer; 
- development of tender documentation and its 
approval with the Customer

Work price under the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 360,490.00, including VAt 
(18%) 

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
275  of 26.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

224. Agreement on performing 
emergency recovery work

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC "Electrosetservice unEG") 
undertakes to perform emergency repair work 
to replace the high-voltage bushing of phase "C" 
At-302 Prokhladnaya-2 SS 330 kV out of materials 
of the Customer (JSC fGC uES) and the Customer 
undertakes to accept and pay for work performed 
in accordance with the terms of the agreement and 
implementation schedule

Work price of the agreement to perform 
emergency and recovery operations 
between JSC "uES fGC" and JSC "Elek-
trosetservice unEG", that is an interested-
party transaction, in the amount of RuB 
1,058,912.00, including VAt (18%) in the 
amount of RuB 161,528.95

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
275  of 26.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

225. land sublease agreement JSC fGC uES and JSC idGC 
of Volga

With the written consent of the lessor, the Subles-
sor (JSC fGC uES) undertakes to provide, and the 
Sub-lessee (JSC idGC of Volga) takes to rent 1 
(one) part of the land plot (hereinafter – land) with 
an area of 48 sq.m, from land plot with cadastral 
number 56:21:1808003:0002, with a total area of 
54,007.94 sq.m, located at the address: found rela-
tive to the landmark "Kargalinsky" SS 220 kV 

Rental payment is RuB 1.70, including VAt 
(18%) per year. 
the total rental payment under the sublease 
agreement of the land plot for the period 
from 01.07.2014 to 09.06.2057 is RuB 
83.30, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
275  of 26.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

226. Supplementary agreement no. 
6 to the real property lease 
contract no. 05.42.592.10 of 
03.09.2010 

JSC fGC uES and JSC idGC 
of Siberia

Amendments to the agreement Rental payment determined by the supple-
mentary agreement, is RuB 211,760.40, 
including VAt (18%) per month. 
the total rent for the period from 
01.07.2010 till 31.12.2015 is RuB 
20,450,806.30, including VAt (18%).the 
total rent for the entire term of the Real 
property lease contract no. 05.42.592.10 
of 03.09.2010, taking into account its pro-
longation, shall not be or exceed 2 percent 
of book value of assets of JSC fGC uES 
according to its accounting statements at 
the last reporting date

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
275  of 26.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

227. Supplementary agreement 
no. 15 to the agreement 
no. 923 of 01.03.2006 for 
the provision of services for 
providing communication 
channels

JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

Amendments to the agreement for the provision of 
services for providing communication channels

Service price is determined by supplemen-
tary agreement, is RuB 129,907.21, includ-
ing VAt (18 %) per month. the total cost of 
services under the agreement no. 923 of 
01.03.2006 for the provision of services for 
providing communication channels for the 
period from 01.03.2006 till 29.02.2016 is 
RuB 168,715,418.90, including VAt (18%). 
total service price for the entire term of 
the agreement no. 923 of 01.03.2006 for 
the provision services for providing com-
munication channels, taking into account 
its prolongation, shall not be or exceed 2 
percent of book value of assets of JSC fGC 
uES according to its accounting statements 
at the last reporting date

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
275  of 26.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti
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228. Agreement on performing 
emergency recovery work

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC "Electrosetservice unEG") 
undertakes to perform emergency repair work on 
replacement of reinforced concrete portals at the 
t-15 SS 220 kV from materials of the Customer 
(JSC fGC uES) and the Customer undertakes to 
accept and pay the completed work

Work price under the agreement on per-
forming  emergency recovery works is RuB 
4,218,860.00, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
275  of 26.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

229. Agreement that is an interest-
ed-party transaction

JSC fGC uES and JSC idGC 
of urals

the organiser (JSC fGC uES) undertakes to 
provide to the Principal (JSC idGC of urals) ser-
vices for the creation and issuance of electronic 
signature keys and key certificates for verification 
of electronic signatures, organised and carried 
out in accordance with the agreement, the order 
on the digital signature use in JSC "uES fGC" and 
the organisation of cryptographic protection of 
information in the electronic document manage-
ment system of certification authority of JSC FGC 
uES, approved by the order of JSC fGC uES of 
27.12.2011 no. 800

Service price under the agreement shall 
not exceed RuB 103,000.00, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
275  of 26.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

230. Supplementary agreement 
no. 3 to the agreement no. 
3881 of 20.10.2011 for 
development of design and 
working documentation under 
thetitle: "Amulet SS 220 kV 
with magistralnaya – Amulet 
ohl 220 kV" for the needs of 
JSC "uES fGC" branch – "mES 
of Western Siberia"

JSC fGC uES and JSC 
“dESP”

Amendments to the agreement for development of 
design and working documentation under the title: 
"Amulet SS 220 kV with magistralnaya – Amulet 
ohl 220 kV" for the needs of JSC "uES fGC" 
branch – "mES of Western Siberia"

Work price determined by supplemen-
tary agreement, shall not exceed RuB 
98,379,548.86, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
275  of 26.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

231. Supplementary agree-
ment no. 1 to the Real 
property lease contract no. 
306742-13/407/30- 2045 of 
29.10.2013

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Ku-
banenergo”

Amendments to the agreement Rental payment determined by the supple-
mentary agreement is RuB 180,000.00, in-
cluding VAt (18%) per month. the total rent-
al payment under the Real property lease 
contract no. 306742-13/407/30-2045 of 
29.10.2013 for the period from 01.01.2013 
to 28.10.2014 is RuB 5,235,000.00, includ-
ing VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
275  of 26.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

232. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 to the agreement of 
06.02.2013 no. 08-2013 
for supply of equipment, 
construction and installation, 
commissioning works under 
the title: "Expansion of 220 
kV Sasovo SS. technological 
connection of power installa-
tions of llC Yandex

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the agreement for supply of equip-
ment, construction and installation, commissioning 
works under the title: "Expansion of Sasovo SS 220 
kV. technological connection of power installa-
tions of Yandex llC

due to the fact that the supplementary 
agreement does not provide for the per-
formance of additional work under the 
agreement of 06.02.2013 no. 08-2013 price 
of work is not determined

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
275  of 26.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

233. Supplemenrary agreement 
no. 1 to the agreement no. 
293929 of 06.08.2013 to 
perform design, construction 
and installation, commission-
ing works, equipment supply, 
systems of automatic diag-
nostics of GiS for the needs 
of the federal Grid’s branch– 
"mES of north-West"

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the agreement no. 293929 of 
06.08.2013 to perform design, construction and 
installation, commissioning works, equipment 
supply, systems of automatic diagnostics of GiS 
for the needs of the federal Grid’s branch– "mES of 
north-West"

Works price, as determinedin the supple-
mentary agreement shall not exceed RuB 
93,329,580.79, including VAt (18 %)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
275  of 26.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

234. Agreement for the repair of 
equipment at the facilities of 
the federal Grid’s branch– 
Southern PmES

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC "Electrosetservice unEG") un-
dertakes to perform works on repair of equipment 
at the facilities of the federal Grid’s branch– South-
ern PmES of the Customer (JSC fGC uES)

Work price under the agreement is RuB 
6,579,541.99, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
276  of 26.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction
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235. Share purchase agreement JSC fGC uES and JSC 
Rushydro

the Seller (JSC fGC uES) undertakes to transfer 
to the Buyer (JSC Rushydro) ordinary registered 
non-documentary shares of JSC "GVC Energetiki" 
in amount of 16,280 shares with a par value of 
RuB 10 each, state registration number of issue 
73-1-5123 that is 50,0031% of the share capital of 
JSC "mCC Energetiki", and the Buyer undertakes 
to accept the shares and pay the Seller their price 
in the manner and on the terms stipulated in the 
agreement

the price of the property alienated - ordi-
nary registered uncertified shares of JSC 
"GVC Energetiki" under the share purchase 
agreement between JSC fGC uES and JSC 
"Rushydro", that is an interested-party trans-
action, is RuB 568 million, VAt exempt

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
278  of 29.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti;
members of the Company’s Board of directors 
m.S. Bystrov and V.m. Kravchenko who are mem-
bers of the Board of directors of a party to the 
transaction

236. Claim assignment agreement JSC fGC uES and JSC 
Rushydro

the Assignor (JSC "uES fGC") concedes the 
right of claim to "GVC Energetiki". the Assignor 
concedes the right of claim to the extent and under 
the conditions that existed at the date of transfer 
of such rights, as well as rights to ensure fulfill-
ment of the obligations and other rights associated 
with this requirement, including the right to unpaid 
interest

Price (monetary valuation) of the assigned 
rights (monetary claims) under the claim 
assignment agreement shall not exceed 
RuB 97,979,060.38, VAt exempt

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
278  of 29.06.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti;
members of the Company’s Board of directors 
m.S. Bystrov and V.m. Kravchenko who are mem-
bers of the Board of directors of a party to the 
transaction

237. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 to the agreement of 
21.06.2013 no. 10/12 for 
research, developmental and 
technological works ("Creat-
ing phase A VtSP Kl of alter-
nating current of 200 m at a 
voltage of 20 kV with a current 
of 1500 A and install into pilot 
operation on selected object")

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
"Enin"

Amendments to the agreement no. 10/12 of 
21.06.2013 

due to the fact that the supplementary 
agreement does not change work price un-
der the agreement no. 10/12 of 21.06.2013, 
the work price is not determined 

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
279  of 24.07.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

238. Agreements, that are 
inter-related interested-party 
transactions

PJSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
279  of 24.07.2015)
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239. loan agreement PJSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

the lender (PJSC fGC uES) provides the Borrower 
(JSC "R&d Centre of fGC uES") with a loan for a 
total amount not exceeding  RuB 300 million, and 
the Borrower undertakes to repay the received 
funds and accrued interest thereon pursuant to the 
procedure established by the agreement

the price (monetary valuation) of the 
property disposed (acquired) under the 
agreement is determined by:
- the amount of funds available for a loan, 
not exceeding RuB 300 million;
- the amount of  interests, as determined 
by the interest rate, set on the basis of Mo-
sPrime's rate for a period of 3 months plus 
2.4% per annum;
the interest rate on the loan is determined 
on the basis of mosPrime's rate for a period 
of 3 months, published on the official 
website of the Central Bank of the Russian 
federation, 2 working days prior to the date 
of the Borrower Application. during the 
term of each loan, interest rate is reviewed, 
calculated and recorded for each subse-
quent period that is 3 months, in order to 
determine the interest rate for the next 
period the mosPrime's rate applies for a 
period of 3 months, published on the official 
website of the Central Bank of the Russian 
federation, 2 working days before the date 
of interest rate revision;
- obligations of JSC R&D Centre of FGC 
UES to pay PJSC FGC UES the delay accrued 
on the overdue amount at the rate of 0.1% of 
the unpaid/untimely paid amount for each day 
of delay. 
 The price of the loan agreement between 
PJSC fGC uES and JSC R&d Centre of fGC 
uES should not be or exceed 2 percent of 
book value of assets of PJSC fGC uES ac-
cording to its accounting statements at the 
last reporting date

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
279  of 24.07.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti, member of the 
Company’s management Board A.A. Zagaratsky, 
who is a member of the Board of directors of a 
party to the transaction

240. Pledge agreement PJSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

the real estate owned by the Pledger (JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES) on the property right: building 
of the administrative office of destination, number 
of floors 10, total area 11,253.6 sqm, located at the 
address: moscow, Kashirskoe shosse, 22, korp. 3, 
cadastral (or conditional) No. 26401, certificate of 
state registration series 77-Ao no. 796839, date 
of issue: 22.07.2013; the entry of registration in 
the Unified state register of rights to immovable 
property and transactions with it no. 77-77-
04/001/2007-290 of 02.02.2007

Price (monetary valuation) of property 
transferred under the agreement in an 
amount equal to the market value of the 
pledged immovable property (building of 
administrative-office premises, total area 
11253,6 sqm, located at the address: mos-
cow, Kashirskoe shosse, 22, korp. 3) is RuB 
578,913,000.00, including VAt.

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
279  of 24.07.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti, member of the 
Company’s management Board A.A. Zagaratsky, 
who is a member of the Board of directors of a 
party to the transaction

241. Agreement for replacing ta-
lashkino VV ohl-110 kV no. 
124 SS 330 kV (emergency 
repair work)

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG"

The Сontractor (JSC "Electrosetservice UNEG") 
undertakes to perform design and research, 
construction and installation, commissioning 
works on replacement of talashkino VV ohl-110 
kV no. 124 SS 330 kV related to the elimination 
of equipment damage, emergency work, with the 
aim of preventing human exposure to a hazardous 
production factor that can lead to injury or another 
sudden sharp deterioration in health as well as 
work on elimination of malfunctions and damages, 
threatening a disruption of the normal operation of 
equipment, installations, devices

Work price under the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 890,000.00, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
280  of 24.08.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction
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242. Agreement for development 
of design and exploration 
works, working documenta-
tion, construction and instal-
lation, commissioning works 
with equipment supply for 
replacement of 33 concrete 
poles with metal on Start-
Parus ohl-220 kV 

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG"

the Contractor (JSC "Electrosetservice unEG") 
undertakes to perform a set of works for the Cus-
tomer (PJSC fGC uES) on: 
- registration of rights to land plots for design and 
survey works (if necessary); 
- engineering survey; 
- registration of rights to land plots for the recon-
struction of the object; 
- development of design and working documenta-
tion; 
- for the implementation of supervision; 
- reconstruction; 
and to provide a complete set of materials, equip-
ment, spare parts

Work price under the agreement, that is 
an interested-party transaction, shall not 
exceed RuB 69,341,275.12, including VAt 
(18%) shall not exceed RuB 10,577,482.74

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
280  of 24.08.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

243. Agreement for development 
of design and working docu-
mentation, supply of material 
and technical resources and 
equipment, construction and 
installation and commis-
sioning works under the title: 
"Replacement of the defective 
ground wire on the section 
of supports no. 187-221 in 
the amount of 27 km of 500 
kV Kirillovskaya -Kholmogor-
skaya ohl"

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG"

the Contractor (JSC "Electrosetservice unEG") 
undertakes to perform a set of works for the Cus-
tomer (PJSC fGC uES) on: 
- engineering survey; 
- development of design and working documenta-
tion; 
- for the implementation of supervision; 
- reconstruction to the extent provided design and 
working documentation; 
- and to provide a complete set of materials, equip-
ment, spare parts

Work price under the agreement, that is 
an interested-party transaction, shall not 
exceed  RuB 10,969,916.28, including VAt 
(18%) shall not exceed RuB 1,673,377.06

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
280  of 24.08.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

244. Supplementary agreement 
no. 2 to the agreement no. 
200 of 04.10.2012 for execu-
tion of works under the title: 
"Reconstruction of "500 kV 
Shakhty" SS and SS 220 / 110 
/ 10 kV "Sh 30". installation of 
rectifier devices of ice melting 
with the reconstruction of 
a scheme for ice melting at 
outgoing ohl-220 kV"

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG"

Amendments to the agreement no. 200 of 
04.10.2012

Work price is not determined  due to the 
fact that the supplementary agreement 
does not provide additional works under the 
agreement

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
280  of 24.08.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

245. Supplementary agreement 
no. 2 to the agreement no. 
201 of 04.10.2012 for execu-
tion of works under the title: 
"Reconstruction of SS "t-15" 
220 / 110 / 35 / 10kV. installa-
tion of rectifier devices of ice 
melting (arranging ice melting 
on wires and cables for outgo-
ing ohl-220 kV)"

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG"

Amendments to the agreement no. 201 of 
04.10.2012 in accordance with annex no. 12

Work price is not determined  due to the 
fact that the supplementary agreement 
does not provide additional works under the 
agreement

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
280  of 24.08.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

246. Agreement for the provision 
of services of operational 
control of SCS and communi-
cation systems of CCE

JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

the Contractor (JSC "muS Energetiki") undertakes 
to provide the Customer (JSC fGC uES) a range 
of services of operational control of SCS and 
communication system of CCE and the personnel 
training center of Sochi PmES, the list of which is 
determined by the agreement

Service price under the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 3,723,503.21, including VAt 
(18%). total price of services (works) for 
the entire term of the agreement taking into 
account its prolongation, shall not be or ex-
ceed 2 percent of the book value of assets 
of PJSC fGC uES according to its account-
ing statements at the last reporting date

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
280  of 24.08.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti
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247. Agreement for operations 
support and maintenance of 
equipment

PJSC fGC uES and PJSC 
“lenenergo”

the Contractor (PJSC fGC uES) undertakes to 
carry out operations support and  maintenance of 
equipment owned by the Customer (PJSC "lenen-
ergo") by its own efforts and expenses

the price of the service under the agree-
ment shall not exceed RuB 417,266.37, in-
cluding VAt (18%). the price of the service 
per month is: 
- RuB 34,772.20, including VAt (18%) for the 
period from 01.01.2014 to 30.11.2014;
- RuB 34,772.17, including VAt (18%) for the 
period from 01.12.2014 to 31.12.2014

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
280  of 24.08.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

248. Guarantee agreement PJSC fGC uES and llC 
“BESK”

the Guarantor (PJSC fGC uES) is liable to the 
Creditor (llC "BESK") for the execution by the 
debtor (JSC "CiuS uES") the following obligations 
of the debtor under the relevant contract to be 
concluded in the future between the debtor and the 
Creditor:
- obligations of the debtor under the (re)payment 
to the Creditor of funds received by the debtor of 
the Creditor under the agreement as an advance 
payment(s). This guarantee ensures the fulfill-
ment of the abovementioned obligations of the 
debtor arising by virtue of the agreement (on the 
grounds provided for by the agreement) and / or by 
operation of law (or judicial decisions), including 
in connection with the agreement termination, its 
recognition as invalid (null and void); 
- the obligations of the debtor to pay the Creditor 
the penalty (fines), established by the agreement 
for late performance of the debtor's obligations on 
return (payment) to the Creditor of funds received 
by the debtor of the Creditor under the agreement 
as an advance payment(s); 
- the obligations of the debtor to pay the Credi-
tor the interest that accrues on the amount of 
funds paid by the Creditor to the debtor under the 
agreement as an advance payment(s), and shall 
be returned by the debtor in the cases and on the 
grounds provided for by the agreement

the price of the property which may be 
disposed / acquired under the guarantee 
agreement is determined as the aggregate 
of the following obligations provided JSC 
"CIUS UES" (the beneficiary) under the rel-
evant contract agreement to be concluded 
in the future between JSC "CiuS uES" and 
llC "BESK":
- obligations of JSC "CiuS uES" on the 
return / payment of llC "BESK" funds 
received by JSC "CiuS uES" of llC "BESK" 
under the agreement as an advance 
payment(s) in the amount of up to 30% of 
the agreement price, but not more than RuB 
2,131,500,000.00, including VAt (18%);
- obligations of JSC "CiuS uES" for the 
payment of LLC "BESK" of penalties (fines) 
established by the contract agreement for 
delay in performance of JSC "CiuS uES" 
duties refundable (payable) llC "BESK" 
funds received by JSC "CiuS uES" of llC 
"BASK" under the agreement as an advance 
payment(s);
- obligations of JSC "CiuS uES" for the 
payment of llC "BESK" of interest charged 
on the amount of funds paid to llC "BESK" 
of JSC "CiuS uES" under the contract 
agreement as an advance payment(s), and 
returnable JSC "CiuS uES" in the cases and 
on the grounds provided for by the contract 
or by law;
as well as the obligations of PJSC fGC 
uES for the payment of llC "BESK" penalty 
accrued on overdue amount specified in the 
written request of llC "BESK" sent in the 
manner and time stipulated in the guaran-
tee agreement, for each day of delay from 
calculation of the key rate of the Bank of 
Russia (or the refinancing rate of the Bank 
of Russia, in the absence of the key rate) 
acting on the corresponding day of delay;
- obligations of the llC "BESK" payment 
of PJSC fGC uES penalty of 0.001% of the 
amount specified in the written request of 
llC "BESK", in case of failure of llC "BESK" 
to PJSC FGC UES documents confirming 
the claim of llC "BEEK" to JSC "CiuS uES", 
and default of llC "BESK" obligations for 
the transmission of PJSC fGC uES of the 
rights providing this requirement. 
the total price of the property which may be 
alienated / acquired by the guarantee agree-
ment must be equal to or exceed 2 percent 
of book value of assets of PJSC fGC uES 
according to its accounting statements at 
the last reporting date

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
281  of 28.08.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti
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249 Agreement for establishing 
fGC - Asset management, llC 

PJSC fGC uES and “index 
energetiki fGC uES”, llC 

Establishing fGC –Asset management, llC", under 
the conditions specified in the agreement

Price (monetary valuation) of property 
transferred as a contribution to the autho-
rised capital created through the establish-
ment of "fGC – asset management”, llC is 
RuB 80,206.32 , not subject to VAt

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
282  of 28.08.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

250. Contracting agreement PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG"

Contract agreement for the supply of material and 
technical resources and equipment, construction 
and installation and commissioning works under 
the title: "Expansion of Kirillovskaya oRu 110 kV SS 
220 kV on two linear cells" between JSC fGC uES 
(the Customer) and JSC "Electrosetservice unEG" 
(the Contractor)

Work price under the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 64,497,600.32, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
283 of 17.09.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

251. Agreement for development 
of design and exploration 
works, working documen-
tation, construction and 
installation, commissioning 
works and supply of material 
and technical resources and 
equipment

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG"

development of design and exploration works, 
working documentation, construction and installa-
tion, commissioning works and supply of material 
and technical resources and equipment under the 
title: "the installation of the second autotrans-
former with capacity of 125 mVA at Pogorelovo SS 
220 kV with the Ru 220 kV and 110 kV" between 
JSC fGC uES (the Customer) and JSC "Electroset-
service unEG" (the Contractor)

Work price under the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 343,332,800.00, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
283 of 17.09.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

252. Agreement for executing 
works under the title: “Emer-
gency repair work to replace 
the At-5 at 220 kV Alyuminie-
vaya SS”

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG"

Executing works under the title: "Emergency repair 
work to replace the At-5 at 220 kV Alyuminievaya 
SS" between JSC fGC uES (the Customer) and JSC 
"Electrosetservice unEG" (the Contractor)

Work price under the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 21,578,446.72, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
283  of 17.09.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

253. Agreement to carry out emer-
gency repair works to replace 
a damaged high-voltage 
bushings of the At-2 at 220 
kV Bobrov SS of the federal 
Grid’s branch– "Verkhne-don-
skoye PmES"

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG"

JSC "Electrosetservice unEG" (the Contractor) 
undertakes to perform emergency repair work to 
replace a damaged high-voltage bushings of the 
At-2 at 220 kV Bobrov SS of JSC fGC uES  branch 
– "Verkhne-donskoye PmES" in accordance with 
the damage statement of PJSC fGC uES (the 
Customer)

Work price under the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 1,621,958.72, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
283  of 17.09.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

254. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 to agreement no. 046-
13 / EdmS of 29.10.2013 for 
supply of material and techni-
cal resources and equipment, 
construction and installation 
and commissioning works

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG"

Amendments to the agreement no. 046-13 / EdmS 
of 29.10.2013 for supply of material and technical 
resources and equipment, construction and instal-
lation and commissioning works under the title: 
"Program of replacement of current transformers 
(Ct) 110-750 kV at JSC fGC uES for the needs 
of of the federal Grid’s branch- Eastern PmES" 
between PJSC fGC uES (the Customer) and JSC 
"Electrosetservice unEG" (the Contractor)

Work price is not determined  due to the 
fact that the supplementary agreement 
does not change work price specified by the 
agreement 

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
283 of 17.09.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

255. Supplementary agreement 
no. 2 to agreement no. 045-
13 / EdmS of 29.10.2013 for 
supply of material and techni-
cal resources and equipment, 
construction and installation 
and commissioning works

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG"

Amendments to the agreement no. 045-13 / EdmS 
of 29.10.2013 for supply of material and technical 
resources and equipment, construction and instal-
lation and commissioning works under the title: 
"Program of replacement of current transformers 
(Ct) 110-750 kV at JSC fGC uES for the needs of 
of the federal Grid’s branch– "Yamalo-nenetskoe 
PmES" between PJSC fGC uES (the Customer) and 
JSC "Electrosetservice unEG" (the Contractor)

Price is not determined  due to the fact that 
the supplementary agreement does not 
change work price specified by the agree-
ment 

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
283 of 17.09.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction
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256. Supplementary agreement 
no. 3 to rental agreement no. 
22-07/14 of 24.04.2012 

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG"

Amendments to the rental agreement no. 22-07/14 
of 24.04.2012 between PJSC fGC uES (the lessor) 
and JSC "Electrosetservice unEG" (the lessee)

Rents determined by the supplementary 
agreement, is RuB 177,608.38, including 
VAt (18%).
Rental payment under the rental agreement 
no. 22-07/14 of 24.04.2012 for the period 
from 01.04.2012 to 24.12.2015 is RuB 
10,055,491.85, including VAt (18%).
the total rent for the entire term of the 
agreement no. 22-07/14 of 24.04.2012 tak-
ing into account its prolongation, shall not 
be or exceed 2 (two) percent of the book 
value of assets of PJSC fGC uES accord-
ing to its accounting statements at the last 
reporting date

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
283  of 17.09.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

257. Agreement for replacing RPn 
At-1 on Vyborgskaya SS 400 
kV (emergency repair work)

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG"

JSC "Electrosetservice unEG" (the Contractor) 
undertakes to perform on the objects of PJSC 
fGC uES (the Customer) emergency repair works 
(construction and erection, commissioning, 
development of working documentation, equip-
ment supply) to replace RPn At-1 on Vyborgskaya 
SS 400/330kV associated with the elimination of 
equipment damage, emergency work, performed 
with the aim of preventing human exposure to a 
hazardous production factor that can lead to injury 
or another sudden sharp deterioration in health as 
well as work on elimination of faults and damages, 
threatening a disruption of the normal operation of 
equipment, structures, devices, and the Customer 
undertakes to accept and pay the completed work

Work price under the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 21,118,994.02, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
283 of 17.09.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

258. Supplementary agreement 
no. 4 to the agreement  no. 
3896 of 16.03.2012 for de-
veloping design and working 
documentation

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“dESP”

Amendments to the agreement of 16.03.2012 no. 
3896 for developing design and working docu-
mentation under the title: "Construction of 500 kV 
Svyatogor SS with ohl approaches 500 kV and 
220 kV" for the needs of the federal Grid’s branch- 
mES of Western Siberia between PJSC fGC uES 
(the Customer) and JSC "dESP" (the Contractor)

Work price determined by the supplemen-
tary agreement, shall not exceed RuB 
93,243,904.06, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
283 of 17.09.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

259. Agreement to perform design 
and survey work

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“dESP”

JSC "dESP" (the Contractor) undertakes to perform 
a complex of works on: development of design 
documentation; obtaining a positive expert opinion 
regarding the estimated portion of project docu-
mentation; development of procurement documen-
tation for the project "Replacement of tn-1-110 
and tn-2-110 Barysh SS 220 kV", and PJSC fGC 
uES (the Customer) undertakes to accept result of 
works and pay for them

Work price under the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 581,350.00, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
283 of 17.09.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

260. Agreement for the completion 
of the work package

PJSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

JSC R&d Centre of fGC uES (the Contractor) 
undertakes to perform a complex of works under 
the title: "Elaboration of a unified system of heat-
ing cabinets drives and electrical circuit breakers, 
disconnectors, separators, RPn autotransformers 
oRu 220-750 kV" at the SSs of the federal Grid’s 
branch– mES of Volga and to deliver the result of 
the work of PJSC fGC uES (the Customer) and the 
Customer undertakes to accept result of works 
and pay the stipulated price

Work price under the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 12,154,000.00, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
285 of 02.10.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti, member of the 
Company’s management Board A.A. Zagaratsky, 
who is a member of the Board of directors of a 
party to the transaction

261. Supplementary agreement 
no. 2 to the agreement of 
25.02.2014 on the use of 
national standards

PJSC fGC uES and JSC "So 
uES"

Amendments to the agreement of 25.02.2014 on 
the use of national standards between PJSC fGC 
uES and JSC "So uES"

the price is not determined due to the fact 
that the supplementary agreement does 
not and cannot entail liabilities of monetary 
nature, and not related to the transfer of 
property (property rights)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
286 of 29.10.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti, member of the 
Company's Board of directors and the Chairman 
of the management Board A.E. murov, mem-
bers of the Company's Board of directors V.m. 
Kravchenko, m.S. Bystrov, who  are members of 
the Board of directors of a party to the transaction
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262. Agreement for the completion 
of the work package

PJSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

JSC R&d Centre of fGC uES (the Contractor) un-
dertakes to perform a complex of works under the 
title: "Coanda ohl 220 kV - Chara (KC-49), taksimo 
ohl 110 kV - tyagovaya (tt-72). Reconstruction of 
ohl (support no. 233 - no. 238)", and to deliver the 
result of the work of PJSC fGC uES (the Customer) 
and the Customer undertakes to accept result of 
works and pay the stipulated price

Work price under the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 36,967,020.00, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
286 of 29.10.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti, members of the 
Company’s management Board: A.A. Zagaratsky, 
m.n. Pichugina, who  are members of the Board of 
directors of a party to the transaction

263. Agreement for the provision 
of testing services for trans-
former oil

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG"

JSC "Electrosetservice unEG" (the Contractor) 
undertakes to provide a range of services for 
transformer oil test equipment of PJSC fGC uES 
(the Customer): chemical and chromatographic 
analysis of transformer oil, in accordance with the 
schedule of services in 2015, and the Customer 
undertakes to accept the result of the rendered 
services and pay for it

Service price under the agreement is RuB 
403,822.59, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
286 of 29.10.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

264. Agreement for the completion 
of the work package

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG"

JSC "Electrosetservice unEG" (the Contractor) un-
dertakes to perform a complex of works under the 
title: "Emergency repair work  to replace reliance 
on Gumrak ohl 220 kV – Krasnoarmeyskaya with 
branches at the Volgograd ChP 3" and deliver the 
result of the work of PJSC fGC uES (the Customer) 
and the Customer undertakes to accept result of 
works and pay the stipulated price

Work price under the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 3,196,631.50, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
286 of 29.10.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

265. Agency agreement no. 
370384 of 22.06.2015 

JSC fGC uES and JSC “muS 
Energetiki”

JSC fGC uES (the Principal) assigns and JSC 
"muS Energetiki" (the Agent) assumes the obliga-
tion of its own name but for the account and in 
the interests of the Principal to perform legal and 
practical actions: 
- search of organisations (users) to enter contracts 
of communication services, except for transac-
tions for the provision of telephone communication 
services, rent of equipment, communications and 
spaces of the Principal, rendering services related 
to the use of equipment, communication and 
spaces of the Principal;
- representation of interests of the Principal in all 
matters arising out of contracts, the conclusion of 
additional agreements to contracts;
- ensuring the full workflow on contracts and the 
timely provision of the principal primary docu-
ments;
- monitoring the performance by the users of their 
obligations under the contracts;
- maintenance of claims work under contract 
disputes

Service price (agency fees) under the 
agency agreement shall not exceed RuB 
490,000.00, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
286 of 29.10.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

266. Agreement of compensated 
use of the road

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
"tyumenenergo"

PJSC fGC uES (the owner) provides to the 
use of approach road (designation: construc-
tion of transport, length of 253m., inv. no. 
71:119:002:000003910:9015, lit. 15, address: 
Khanty-mansiysk Autonomous okrug-ugra, nizh-
nevartovsk district, " Progress SS 220 kV", inv. no. 
0720-2-12-55013) and JSC tyumenenergo (the 
user) uses it for its intended purpose in accor-
dance with paragraph 1.5 of the Rules of the road 
adopted by the Council of ministers – the Govern-
ment of the Russian federation, by the resolution 
of 23.10.1993 no. 1090

the amount of fees under the agree-
ment is RuB 845.05, including VAt (18 %) 
per month. the total payment under the 
agreement for the period 01.06.2015 by 
30.04.2016 is RuB 9,295.55, including VAt 
(18%). 
the total fees for the entire term of the 
agreement of compensated use of the road, 
taking into account its prolongation, shall 
not be or exceed 2 (two) percent of the 
book value of assets of PJSC fGC uES ac-
cording to its accounting statements at the 
last reporting date

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
286 of 29.10.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti
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267. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 to the agreement no. 
123-2014 of 19.12.2014 on 
design, working documenta-
tion, construction and installa-
tion, commissioning

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG"

Amendments to the agreement no. 123-2014 of 
19.12.2014 on design, working documentation, 
construction and installation, commissioning un-
der the title: "Limitation of icing and fluctuations at 
the facilities of the federal Grid’s branch– mES of 
Center” between JSC fGC uES (the Customer) and 
JSC "Electrosetservice unEG" (the Contractor)

Works price is not determined due to the 
fact that the agreement does not change 
the price of the agreement

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
286 of 29.10.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

268. Agreement on rendering 
services on laying fiber optic 
communication lines in the 
server no. 0.3 dPC "China-
town"

PJSC fGC uES and  it Energy 
Service, llC

it Energy Service, llC (the Contractor) undertakes 
to provide services on laying fiber optic communi-
cation lines between the server racks in no. 0.3 of 
dPC "Chinatown", located at: moscow, Kitaygorod-
skiy Pr., d. 7, p. 5, 0.3 server, ground floor, hall No. 
2, in accordance with the terms of reference, and 
PJSC fGC uES (the Customer) undertakes to ac-
cept and pay for services rendered

Service price under the agreement is RuB 
498,000.00, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
286 of 29.10.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

269. Approval of inter-related 
interested-party transactions

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Kuban trunk Grids”

Approval of inter-related interested-party transac-
tions:
1. to determine that the amount of compensation 
according to the agreement about compensation 
under the title "Rostovskaya nPP – tikhoretskaya 
no. 2 ohl 500 kV with extension of tikhoretsk 
SS 500 kV", shall not exceed RuB 6,704,866.20, 
including VAt (18%) in the amount of not more 
RuB 1,022,776.20.

2. to approve the agreement on compensation 
of expenses under the title "Rostovskaya nPP – 
tikhoretskaya no. 2 ohl 500 kV with extension 
of tikhoretsk SS 500 kV" between JSC fGC uES 
(the Company) and JSC "Kuban trunk Grids" (the 
owner).

3. to determine the price of the agency agreement 
under the title " Rostovskaya nPP – tikhoretskaya 
no. 2 ohl 500 kV with extension of tikhoretsk 
SS 500 kV" between JSC fGC uES, JSC "Kuban 
trunk Grids", in the amount of not more RuB 
6,704,866.20, including VAt (18%) in the amount 
of not more RuB 1,022,776.20, including the cost 
of agency fees in the amount of RuB 118,000.00, 
including VAt (18 %) in the amount of RuB 
18,000.00. 

4. to approve an agency agreement under the title 
"Rostovskaya nPP – tikhoretskaya no. 2 ohl 
500 kV with extension of tikhoretsk SS 500 kV" 
between JSC fGC uES (the Agent) and JSC "Kuban 
trunk Grids" (the Principal).

Work price shall not exceed RuB 
64,497,600.32, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
287 of 02.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

270. Supplementary agreement 
no. 3 to the agreement no. 
42/2009-08 of 24.12.2009

PJSC fGC uES and  it Energy 
Service, llC

Provision for maintenance services and technical 
support between the JSC fGC uES (the Customer) 
and it Energy Service, llC (the Contractor)

Service price determined by supplemen-
tary agreement, since 01.01.2014 is RuB 
1,162,300.00, including VAt (18%) per 
month, is RuB 13,947,600.00, including VAt 
(18%) at 12 months, and under the agree-
ment for the period from 07.12.2009 to 
31.12.2014 is RuB 75,022,705.37, including 
VAt (18%). 

total price of services for the entire term of 
the agreement, taking into account its pro-
longation, shall not be or exceed 2 percent 
of the book value of assets of PJSC fGC 
uES according to its accounting statements 
at the last reporting date.

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
287 of 02.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti
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271. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 to the agreement no. 
291of 31.07.2013 

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG"

design work, equipment supply, construction and 
installation, commissioning works of automated di-
agnostics systems GiS for the needs of the federal 
Grid’s branch– mES of East between PJSC fGC 
uES (the Client) and JSC "Electrosetservice unEG" 
(the Contractor)

Work price determined by supplemen-
tary agreement, shall not exceed RuB 
19,413,297.13, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
287 of 02.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

272. Contracting agreement PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG"

Construction and installation with supply of materi-
als for the project: "liman ohl 220 kV (Astrakhan 
SS – SS lyman). measures to protect wires of the 
upper phase of site no. 280-420 of approximation 
to the posts supports" between JSC fGC uES and 
JSC "Electrosetservice unEG"

Work price of the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 9,700,000.00, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
287 of 02.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

273. Agreement no. 025-14/EdmS 
of 01.09.2014 for construc-
tion and installation and com-
missioning works

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG"

Construction and installation and commissioning 
of the modernisation programme of the power 
transformers, shunt reactors and oil circuit break-
ers, replacement of hV inputs 500 kV on trachu-
kovskaya SS 500 kV and ilkovskaya SS 500 kV for 
the needs of the federal Grid’s branch– "mES of 
Western Siberia" between JSC fGC uES and JSC 
"Electrosetservice unEG"

Work price of the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 1,100,838.17, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
287 of 02.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

274. Agreement no. 381059 of 
30.06.2015 to perform works 
on technical inspection of 
ohl of unEG

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG"

Execution of works on technical inspection of 
overhead power lines of unEG for the needs 
of Kuzbass PmES, between JSC fGC uES (the 
Customer) and JSC "Electrosetservice unEG" (the 
Contractor)

Work price of the agreement is RuB 
479,080.00, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
287 of 02.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

275. Real property lease contract 
(with protocol of disagree-
ments)

PJSC fGC uES and PJSC 
Rushydro

PJSC Rushydro (the lessor) undertakes to transfer 
the PJSC fGC uES (the lessee) for temporary use 
of part of waterworks for placing and maintenance 
of supports of overhead power lines with a voltage 
of 220 kV and 500 kV

Rental value under the Real property lease 
contract (with protocol of disagreements) 
between PJSC fGC uES and JSC "Rushy-
dro", that is an interested-party transaction 
is RuB 149,630.48, including VAt (18%) is 
RuB 22,824.99 per month, but not more 
RuB 1,645,935.28, including VAt (18%) shall 
not exceed RuB 251,074.89 for the period 
from 01.05.2014 to 31.03.2015

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
287 of 02.11.2015)

members of the Company's Board of directors 
V.m. Kravchenko, m.S. Bystrov, who are mem-
bers of the Board of directors of a party to the 
transaction; member of the Board of directors 
and the Chairman of the management Board n.G. 
Shulginov, who is a General director of a party to 
the transaction

276. Agreement no. 73-Suid of 
01.12.2014 to perform design 
and survey work

JSC fGC uES and JSC 
“dESP”

Execution of design and survey works for the 
project: "Reconstruction reserve spaces nos. 6, 
8 indoor switchgear 10 kV orlovskaya SS 220 kV  
with the installation of vacuum circuit breakers and 
current transformers for technological connection 
of llC "n. B.A." between JSC fGC uES (the Cus-
tomer) and JSC "dESP" (the Contractor)

Work price of the agreement shall not ex-
ceed  RuB 475,000.00, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
287 of 02.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

277. Agreement no. 024-14/Suid 
of 11.09.2014 for perform-
ing work including supply of 
materials, technical resources 
and equipment, construction, 
installation and commission-
ing 

JSC "fGC uES and JSC 
"tyumenenergo"

Execution of work including supply of materials, 
technical resources and equipment, construction, 
installation and commissioning for the project: 
"Reconstruction of oRu Pyt-Yakh 110 kV SS 500 
kV (Agreement on implementation of technologi-
cal connection of 07.10.2009 no. 283/tP-m8)" 
between JSC fGC uES (the Customer) and JSC 
"tyumenenergo" (the Contractor)

Work price of the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 5,634,714.41, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
287 of 02.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

278. Agreement no. 84-Suid of 
25.12.2014 to perform design 
and survey work

JSC fGC uES and JSC 
“dESP”

Execution of design and survey works for the 
project: "Reconstruction of nizhegorodskaya SS 
500 kV, Kudma SS 220 kV and the construction 
of transmission line "Kudma - GPP5" 220 kV and 
transmission line "nizhegorodskaya GPP5" 220 kV 
for technological connection of power receiving 
devices of llC "luKoil - nizhegorodnefteorgsin-
tez" (GPP-5), the application of 13.11.2013 no. 
iA/3tP/705, between JSC fGC uES (the Customer) 
and JSC "dESP" (the Contractor)

Work price of the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 17,331,010.00, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
287 of 02.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction
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279 Supplementary agreement 
no. 17 to the agreement 
no. ts/01 of 01.04.2008 for 
performing Customer-Builder 
functions 

PJSC fGC uES 
JSC “CiuS uES”

the Customer-Builder functions between PJSC 
fGC uES (the Company) and JSC "CiuS uES" 
(Customer-Builder)

Service price determined by supplementary 
agreement, for the period from 01.04.2015 
to 31.12.2015 shall not exceed RuB 
1,224,250,000.00, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
287 of 02.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board n.i. Pozdnyakov, 
who is a member of the Board of directors and 
a General director of a party to the transaction; 
member of the Company’s management Board 
d.l. Shishkin, who is a member of the Board of 
dircetors of a party to the transaction

280. Supplementary agreement 
no. 16 to the agreement no. 
923 of 01.03.2006 

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“muS Energetiki”

the provision of services on provision of commu-
nication channels between JSC fGC uES (the Cus-
tomer) and JSC "muS Energetiki" (the Contractor)

the price of services determined by 
the supplementary agreement, is RuB 
22,777.78, including VAt (18 %)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
288 of 16.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

281. Agreement on termination of 
the agreement for rendering 
services on placement of 
technological equipment no. 
10 / 11 of 02.12.2011 

PJSC fGC uES and PJSC 
idGC of north-West

termination of the agreement between PJSC fGC 
uES (the Contractor) and PJSC "idGC of north-
West" (the Customer)

not determined (the termination agreement 
does not entail and cannot entail any ad-
ditional monetary obligations)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
288 of 16.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

282. Supplementary agree-
ment no. 1 to the property 
lease agreement no. B-1 of 
24.01.2014 

PJSC fGC uES and PJSC 
Rosseti

Amendments to the property lease agreement no. 
B-1 of 24.01.2014 between PJSC fGC uES (the 
lessor) and PJSC Rosseti (the lessee)

the amount of rent determined by the 
supplementary agreement for the period 
from 09.07.2014 to 30.09.2014 shall not 
exceed RuB 26,154,040.19, including VAt 
(18%) per month. the amount of rent 
from 01.10.2014 under the propert lease 
agreement of 24.01.2014 no.  B-1 shall not 
exceed RuB 26,579,313.46, including VAt 
(18%) per month.
the total rent value for the validity period of 
the property lease agreement of 24.01.2014 
no. B-1, taking into account its prolonga-
tion, shall not be or exceed 2 (two) percent 
of the book value of assets of PJSC fGC 
uES according to its accounting statements 
at the last reporting date

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
288 of 16.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

283. Supplementary agreement 
no. 2 to the agreement of 
11.06.2013 
no. 427 for the provision of 
services for all-day organisa-
tion and provision of video 
conferencing and intercom

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“muS Energetiki”

the conclusion of supplementary agreement no. 2 
to the agreement of 11.06.2013 
no. 427 for the provision of services for all-day or-
ganisation and provision of video conferencing and 
intercom between PJSC fGC uES (the Customer) 
and JSC "muS Energetiki" (the Contractor)

Service price determined by the supple-
mentary agreement, shall not exceed RuB 
40,960,458.64, including VAt 18% for the 
period from 01.03.2013 till 29.02.2016.
total price of services for the validity period 
of the agreement of 11.06.2013 no. 427, 
taking into account its prolongation, shall 
not be or exceed 2 percent of the book 
value of assets of PJSC fGC uES accord-
ing to its accounting statements at the last 
reporting date

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
288 of 16.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti

284. Agreement of compensated 
use of immovable property

PJSC fGC uES and PJSC 
idGC of Siberia

the conclusion of the agreement  of compensated 
use of immovable property under the title of con-
struction "foCl "Chelyabinsk–novosibirsk–tay-
shet-Vladivostok" on a new period of substantial 
conditions of the agreement of compensated use 
of immovable property on the title of construction 
"foCl "Chelyabinsk–novosibirsk–tayshet-Vladivo-
stok" no. 3-2011/18.2400.2687.11 of 29.12.2011 
between PJSC fGC uES (the user) and PJSC idGC 
of Siberia (the owner)

Service price under the agreement is RuB 
7,080.96, including VAt (18%) per month. 
Service price under the agreement for the 
period from 01.10.2014 on 31.07.2015 is 
RuB 70,809.60, including VAt (18 %).
total price of services for the entire term of 
the agreement no. 3-2011/18.2400.2687.11 
of 29.12.2011, taking into account its 
prolongation, shall not be or exceed 2 (two) 
percent of the book value of assets of PJSC 
fGC uES according to its accounting state-
ments at the last reporting date.

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
288 of 16.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

285. Supplementary agreement 
no. 2 to the agreement of 
30.06.2011 no. 59/2011-02

PJSC fGC uES and  it Energy 
Service, llC

Supplementary agreement no. 2 to the agreement 
of 30.06.2011 no. 59/2011-02 between PJSC fGC 
uES (the Customer) and it Energy Service, llC (the 
Contractor)

Service price determined by the supple-
mentary agreement shall not exceed RuB 
53,470,647.96, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
288 of 16.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti
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286. Agreement on operational 
maintenance of energy equip-
ment

PJSC fGC uES  and
PJSC "lenenergo"

Agreement for operational maintenance of energy 
equipment between PJSC fGC uES (the Contrac-
tor) and PJSC "lenenergo" (the Customer)

the price of services under the agreement 
is RuB 284,655.71, including VAt 18% per 
year.
total price of services for the entire term of 
the agreement on operational operational 
maintenance of energy equipment, taking 
into account its prolongation, shall not be 
or exceed 2 percent of the book value of 
assets of PJSC fGC uES according to its 
accounting statements at the last reporting 
date.

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
288 of 16.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

287. Supplementary agreement 
no. 2 to the premises lease 
agreement

PJSC fGC uES and  PJSC 
idGC of north-West

Supplementary agreement no. 2 to the premises 
lease agreement of 25.10.2010 no. 1-mES be-
tween PJSC idGC of north-West (the lessor) and 
JSC fGC uES (the lessee)

Rents determined by the supplementary 
agreement, is RuB 6,128.92, including VAt 
(18 %) per month. the amount of the lease 
payment for 11 months is RuB 67,418.12, 
including VAt (18 %). 
the total rent for the entire term of the 
premises lease agreement of 25.10.2010 
no. 1-mES with regard to its prolongation 
should not be or exceed 2 percent of the 
book value of assets of PJSC fGC uES ac-
cording to its accounting statements at the 
last reporting date.

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
288 of 16.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

288. Supplementary agreement 
no. 2 to the agreement of 
27.12.2012 no. 42/2012-02 

PJSC fGC uES and  it Energy 
Service, llC

Supplementary agreement no. 2 to the agreement 
of 27.12.2012 no. 42/2012-02 for the provision of 
telecommunications services and hardware main-
tenance of the lAn infrastructure of PJSC fGC 
uES between PJSC fGC uES (the Customer) and it 
Energy Service, llC (the Contractor)

the price of services is not determined 
due to the fact that the agreement does 
not change the price of services under the 
agreement

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
288 of 16.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

289. Supplementary agreement 
no. 23 to the agreement of 
31.10.2002 no. 481 

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“muS Energetiki”

Supplementary agreement no. 23 to the agree-
ment of 31.10.2002 no. 481 on the provision of 
communication services between PJSC fGC uES 
(the Subscriber) and JSC "muS Energetiki" (the 
operator)

the price of services determined by the 
supplementary agreement, shall not exceed 
RuB 665,979.21, including VAt (18%) per 
month. 
total price of services under the agree-
ment of 31.10.2002 no. 481 for the period 
from 01.01.2006 till 31.10.2015 is RuB 
280,966,534.15, including VAt (18%).
total price of services for the entire term of 
the agreement 31.10.2002 no. 481, taking 
into account its prolongation, shall not be 
or exceed 2 percent of the book value of 
assets of PJSC fGC uES according to its 
accounting statements at the last reporting 
date.

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
288 of 16.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

290. R&d agreement PJSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

R&d "System testing of the StAtCom at mogocha 
SS, scientific and technical support of the com-
missioning and operation of equipment StAtCom 
at mogocha SS" between PJSC fGC uES (the 
Customer) and JSC "R&d Centre of fGC uES" (the 
Contractor)

Work price of the agreement is RuB 
16,630,000.00, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
288 of 16.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti, members of the 
Company’s management Board: A.A. Zagaratsky, 
m.n. Pichugina, who  are members of the Board of 
directors of a party to the transaction
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291. Supplementary agreement 
no. 4 to the real property 
lease contract of 01.06.2012 
no. 93-2012

PJSC fGC uES and
JSC “CiuS uES”

Amendments to the real property lease contract of 
01.06.2012 no. 93-2012 between PJSC fGC uES 
(the lessor) and JSC "CiuS uES" (the lessee)

Rent value determined by the supplementa-
ry agreement, is RuB 103,043.51, including 
VAt (18 %) per month.
Rental payment under the real prop-
erty lease contract of 01.06.2012 no. 
93-2012 for the period from 01.06.2012 till 
31.01.2016 is RuB 8,807,908.57, including 
VAt (18 %).
the total rent value for the entire term 
of the agreement taking into account its 
prolongation, shall not be or exceed 2 (two) 
percent of the book value of assets of PJSC 
fGC uES according to its accounting state-
ments at the last reporting date.

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
288 of 16.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board n.i. Pozdnyakov, 
who is a member of the Board of directors and 
a General director of a party to the transaction; 
member of the Company’s management Board 
d.l. Shishkin, who is a member of the Board of 
dircetors of a party to the transaction

292. Agreement on termination of 
the agreement for lease of 
copper cables connection of 
01.10.2010 no. 50-10/511m

PJSC fGC uES and PJSC 
"moESK"

termination of the lease agreement of 01.10.2010 
no. 50-10/511m between PJSC fGC uES (the les-
sor) and PJSC "moESK" (the lessee)

Agreement on termination of the real 
property lease contract does not and can-
not entail additional monetary obligations, 
the price of the services/work under the 
agreement

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
288 of 16.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

293. Supplementary agreement 
no. 2 to the real property 
lease contract of 02.09.2013 
no. 1

PJSC fGC uES and
JSC «CiuS uES»

Amendments to the real property lease contract 
of 02.09.2013 no. 1 between PJSC fGC uES (the 
lessor) and JSC "CiuS uES" (the lessee)

Rent value determined by the supplemen-
tary agreement, is RuB 64,784.47, including 
VAt (18 %).
the total rent value under the agreement for 
the period from 06.03.2013 till 02.06.2016 
is RuB 4,251,204.84, including VAt (18%).
the total rent for the entire term of the 
rental agreement taking into account its 
prolongation should not be or exceed 2 
percent of the book value of assets of PJSC 
fGC uES according to its accounting state-
ments at the last reporting date.

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
288 of 16.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti;
member of the Company's management Board 
n.i. Pozdnyakov, who is a member of the Board of 
directors and a General director of a party to the 
transaction; member of the Company’s manage-
ment Board d.l. Shishkin, who is a member of the 
Board of dircetors of a party to the transaction

294. lease agreement PJSC fGC uES and JSC uES 
"Sakrusenergo"

lease of "Centralnaya" ohl 500 kV - Enguri hPP 
(Kavkasioni) on the territory of the Russian federa-
tion between JSC uES "Sakrusenergo" (the lessor) 
and PJSC fGC uES (the lessee)

Rental value under the agreement is RuB 
1,791,162.01 per month, including VAt 
(18%) and the tax on the income of renting 
of immovable property used on the territory 
of the Russian federation (20 %), in the 
amount of RuB 303,586.78.
the total rental payment under the agree-
ment for 11 months is RuB 19,702,782.11, 
including VAt (18%) and the tax on the 
income of leasing immovable property used 
on the territory of the Russian federation 
(20 %), in the amount of RuB 3,339,454.58.
the total rent value for the entire term of 
the agreement taking into account its pro-
longation, shall not be or exceed 2 percent 
of the book value of assets of PJSC fGC 
uES according to its accounting statements 
at the last reporting date.

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
288 of 16.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti, member of the 
Company’s management Board m.n. Pichugina, 
who  is a member of the Board of directors of a 
party to the transaction

295. Service agreement PJSC fGC uES and JSC idGC 
of urals

Compensated provision of services by JSC idGC 
of Urals (the Contractor) to provide firmly places 
for placement of communication equipment of 
PJSC fGC uES (the Customer) in non-residential 
premises no. 43 in accordance with the scheme 
on the ground floor of non-residential building (ad-
ministrative), located at the address: Chelyabinsk, 
Revolution square, 5

the price of services under the agreement 
is RuB 39,120.00, including VAt (18%) per 
month. 
the price of services under the agree-
ment for the period from 01.01.2015 to 
30.11.2015 is RuB 430,320.00, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
288 of 16.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

296. Agreement of 24.09.2013 
no. 3378 on development of 
design and working documen-
tation

JSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

Execution of works on development of design and 
working documentation for the project: "Safety sys-
tem  of mirnaya SS 220 kV" under the program to 
ensure protection of electric grid facilities of JSC 
fGC uES, between JSC fGC uES (the Customer) 
and JSC "R&d Centre fGC uES" (the Contractor)

Work price under the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 2,792,239.31, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
288 of 16.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti, members of the 
Company’s management Board: A.A. Zagaratsky, 
m.n. Pichugina, who  are members of the Board of 
directors of a party to the transaction
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297. Agreement of 23.12.2013 
no. 3383 on development of 
design and working documen-
tation

JSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

Execution of works on development of design and 
working documentation for the project: "Safety 
system of orbita SS 220 kV" under the program to 
ensure protection of electric grid facilities of JSC 
fGC uES between JSC fGC uES (the Customer) 
and JSC "R&d Centre fGC uES" (the Contractor)

Work price under the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 1,845,600.00, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
288 of 16.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti, members of the 
Company’s management Board: A.A. Zagaratsky, 
m.n. Pichugina, who  are members of the Board of 
directors of a party to the transaction

298. Agreement of 23.12.2013 
no. 3384 on development of 
design and working documen-
tation

JSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

Execution of works on development of design and 
working documentation for the project: "Safety sys-
tem of Knyazhevo SS 220 kV" under the program to 
ensure protection of electric grid facilities of JSC 
fGC uES between JSC fGC uES (the Customer) 
and JSC "R&d Centre fGC uES" (the Contractor)

Work price under the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 1,910,200.00, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
288 of 16.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti, members of the 
Company’s management Board: A.A. Zagaratsky, 
m.n. Pichugina, who  are members of the Board of 
directors of a party to the transaction

299. Accident and illness insur-
ance contract

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“SoGAZ”

Accident and illness insurance the price of services (the insurance 
premium) under the agreement is RuB 
1,040,899.54 (VAt exempt)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
288 of 16.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's Board of directors and the manage-
ment Board Chairman A.E. murov, members of the 
Company’s management Board: V.A. Goncharov, 
A.V. Vasiliev, V.P. dikoy, A.A. Zagaratsky, m.n. 
Pichugina, n.i. Pozdnyakov, m.G. tikhonova, d.l. 
Shishkin – beneficiaries in the transaction

300. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 to the compensation 
agreement of 31.10.2013 no. 
237

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
"Kuban trunk Grids"

Amendments to supplementary agreement no. 1 
to the compensation agreement of 31.10.2013 no. 
237 between PJSC fGC uES (the Company) and 
JSC "Kuban trunk Grids" (the owner)

the amount of compensation deter-
mined by additional agreement is RuB 
998,951,928.81, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
289 of 16.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

301. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 to the agency agree-
ment of 31.10.2013 no. 238

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
"Kuban trunk Grids"

Amendments to the agency agreement of 
31.10.2013 no. 238 between PJSC fGC uES (the 
Agent) and JSC "Kuban trunk Grids" (the Principal)

Price of work determined by supplementary 
agreement, is RuB 996,119,928.81, includ-
ing VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
289 of 16.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

302. Agreement for the completion 
of the work package

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG"

Execution of complex of works on the project: 
"disassembly / reassembly of isolating suspen-
sion wires (insulators) on the facility BnPP-Kras-
noarmeyskaya-2 Samarskaya PmES ohl 500 kV" 
between PJSC fGC uES (the Customer) and JSC 
"Electrosetservice unEG" (the Contractor)

Work price under the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 45,510,020.00, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
289 of 16.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

303. Agreement for the completion 
of the work package

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG"

Execution of complex of works on the project: 
"disassembly / reassembly of isolating suspension 
wires (insulators) on the facility BnPP-Krasno-
armeyskaya-2 nizhne-Volzhskaya PmES ohl 500 
kV" between PJSC fGC uES (the Customer) and 
JSC "Electrosetservice unEG" (the Contractor)

Work price under the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 66,987,410.00, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
289 of 16.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

304. Contracting agreement for 
construction and installation, 
commissioning works with 
equipment supply

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG"

Contract for performance of construction and 
installation, commissioning works with equipment 
supply for the project: "Astahovskaya SS 220 KV 
(Reconstruction with replacement of equipment, 
including od, SC)" for the needs of the federal 
Grid’s branch- Volgo-donskoye PmES" between 
PJSC fGC uES (the Customer) and JSC "Electro-
setservice unEG" (the Contractor)

Work price of the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 87,413,762.00, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
289 of 16.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

305. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 to the agreement of 
31.07.2013 no. 290 

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

Changes to the agreement of 31.07.2013 no. 
290 to perform design works, equipment supply, 
construction, commissioning, automated diagnos-
tics systems CR for the needs of the federal Grid’s 
branch– mES of East between PJSC fGC uES (the 
Customer) and JSC "Electrosetservice unEG" (the 
Contractor)

Price of work determined by supplemen-
tary agreement, shall not exceed RuB 
9,181,724.22, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
289 of 16.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction
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306. Agreement of 17.12.2014 no. 
74-Suid to perform design 
and survey work

JSC fGC uES and JSC 
“dESP”

Execution of design and survey works for the 
project: "Reconstruction of Prosvet SS 220 kV 
with the installation of the backup cell no. 17 
indoor switchgear 6 kV vacuum circuit breaker and 
current transformers for tP llC "Velesstroy", con-
nection agreement of 03.09.2013, no. 158/tP-m6" 
between JSC fGC uES (the Customer) and JSC 
"dESP" (the Contractor)

Work price of the agreement shall not ex-
ceed RuB 215,452.00, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
289 of 16.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

307. Agreement for performance 
of works (adjustment of proj-
ect documentation, working 
documentation, construction 
and assembly works, equip-
ment, registration of rights on 
land plots) for the project: "Re-
construction of makhachka-
la–330 SS 330/110/10 kV " 
(replacing the rectifier devices 
for ice melting)"

PJSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

the performance by the Contractor (JSC "R&d 
Centre of fGC uES") of a complex of works on: 
- registration of rights to land plots for design and 
survey works (if necessary); 
- engineering survey; 
- registration of rights to land plots for the recon-
struction of the object; 
- adjusting the project documentation and the 
design documentation; 
- examination of project documentation; 
- design supervision; 
- reconstruction

Work price is determined in the amount of 
not more than RuB 65,487,510.00, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
291  of 19.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti, members of the 
Company’s management Board: A.A. Zagaratsky, 
m.n. Pichugina, who  are members of the Board of 
directors of a party to the transaction

308. Agreement on performance 
of works (design documenta-
tion, working documentation, 
construction and assemble 
works, equipment, registration 
of land rights) for the project: 
"Reconstruction of the t–15 
SS 220/110/35/10 kV (instal-
lation of rectifier devices for 
ice melting, arranging ice 
melting on wires and cables 
for outgoing ohl 220 kV)"

PJSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

the performance by the Contractor (JSC "R&d 
Centre of fGC uES") of a complex of works on: 
- registration of rights to land plots for design and 
survey works (if necessary); 
- engineering survey; 
- registration of rights to land plots for the recon-
struction of the object; 
- adjusting the project documentation and the 
design documentation; 
- the examination of project documentation; 
- design supervision; 
- reconstruction

Work price is determined in the amount of 
not more than RuB 39,409,610.00, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
291  of 19.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti, members of the 
Company’s management Board: A.A. Zagaratsky, 
m.n. Pichugina, who  are members of the Board of 
directors of a party to the transaction

309. Agreement for performance 
of works (design documenta-
tion, working documentation, 
construction and assemble 
works, equipment, registration 
of land rights) for the project: 
"Reconstruction of "Zimovniki" 
SS 220/110/10 kV (installa-
tion of rectifier devices for ice 
melting, arranging ice melting 
on the exhaust ohl 220 kV)"

PJSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

the performance by the Contractor (JSC "R&d 
Centre of fGC uES") of a complex of works on: 
- registration of rights to land plots for design and 
survey works (if necessary); 
- engineering survey; 
- registration of rights to land plots for the recon-
struction of the object; 
- adjusting the project documentation and the 
design documentation; 
- examination of project documentation; 
- design supervision; 
- reconstruction

Work price is determined in the amount of 
not more than RuB 24,840,530.00, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
291  of 19.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti, members of the 
Company’s management Board: A.A. Zagaratsky, 
m.n. Pichugina, who  are members of the Board of 
directors of a party to the transaction

310. Agreement for performance 
of works (design documenta-
tion, working documentation, 
construction and assemble 
works, equipment, registration 
of land rights) for the project: 
"Reconstruction of the Volgo-
donsk RP 220 kV (installation 
of rectifier devices of ice melt-
ing, arranging ice melting on 
wires and cables for outgoing 
ohl 220 kV)"

PJSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

the performance by the Contractor (JSC "R&d 
Centre of fGC uES") of a complex of works on: 
- registration of rights to land plots for design and 
survey works (if necessary); 
- engineering survey; 
- registration of rights to land plots for the recon-
struction of the object; 
- adjusting the project documentation and the 
design documentation; 
- the examination of project documentation; 
- design supervision; 
- reconstruction

Work price is determined in the amount of 
not more than RuB 42,878,360.00, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
291  of 19.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti, members of the 
Company’s management Board: A.A. Zagaratsky, 
m.n. Pichugina, who  are members of the Board of 
directors of a party to the transaction
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311. Agreement for performance 
of works (design documenta-
tion, working documentation, 
construction and assemble 
works, equipment, registration 
of land rights) for the project: 
"Reconstruction of the B–10 
SS 220/110/10 kV (installa-
tion of rectifier devices of ice 
melting, arranging ice melting 
on wires and cables for outgo-
ing ohl 220 kV)"

PJSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

the performance by the Contractor (JSC "R&d 
Centre of fGC uES") of a complex of works on: 
- registration of rights to land plots for design and 
survey works (if necessary); 
- engineering survey; 
- registration of rights to land plots for the recon-
struction of the object; 
- adjusting the project documentation and the 
design documentation; 
- the examination of project documentation; 
- design supervision; 
- reconstruction

Work price is determined in the amount of 
not more than RuB 62,940,150.00, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
291  of 19.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti, members of the 
Company’s management Board: A.A. Zagaratsky, 
m.n. Pichugina, who  are members of the Board of 
directors of a party to the transaction

312. Agreement for performance 
of works on development of 
software module for determin-
ing hourly deviations of the 
amount of electricity

PJSC fGC uES and  it Energy 
Service, llC

the Contractor (it Energy Service, llC) work on de-
veloping a software module for determining hourly 
deviations of volumes of electricity for automated 
measuring and information system for electricity 
fiscal metering  (hereinafter - the Work). 
the scope of Work agreed upon by the Parties in 
the specification to the agreement

Work price is determined in the amount of 
RuB 479,622.89, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
291  of 19.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

313. Agreement on termination 
of the lease agreement 
of 01.08.2010 no. 1836-
10/345m of means of dis-
patch and process control

PJSC fGC uES and PJSC 
"moESK"

termination of the lease agreement of means of 
dispatch and process control of 01.08.2010 no. 
1836-10/345m from 01.04.2015

the price of services is not determined  (the 
termination agreement does not and cannot 
entail any additional obligations related to 
money)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
293  of 27.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti, members of the 
Company’s Board of directors: o.m. Budargin,V.m. 
Kravchenko and A.A. demin, who are members of 
the Board of directors of a party to the transaction

314. Supplementary agreement 
no. 6 to the agreement of 
31.01.2010 no. 58-10/436m 
of lease of means of dispatch 
and process control 

PJSC fGC uES and PJSC 
"moESK"

Amendments to the agreement Rent value determined by the supplemen-
tary agreement, is RuB 12,955.00 including 
VAt (18%), per month

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
293  of 27.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti, members of the 
Company’s Board of directors: o.m. Budargin,V.m. 
Kravchenko and A.A. demin, who are members of 
the Board of directors of a party to the transaction

315. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 to the agreement of 
27.04.2011 no. 99-2011 for 
the execution of complex 
of works on the project: 
"Replacement of air circuit 
breakers 330 – 750 kV"

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the agreement Works price is not determined due to the 
fact that the agreement does not change 
the price of the agreement

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
293  of 27.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

316. Supplementary agreement 
no. 4 (with the protocol of 
disagreements) to the lease 
agreement  of 27.09.2011 no. 
44.1900.587.11

PJSC fGC uES and PJSC 
idGC of Siberia

Prolongation of lease term and the term of the 
agreement

Rental value, following the conclusion 
of the supplementary agreement, is RuB 
45,329.48, including VAt (18%), per month

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
293  of 27.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti;

317. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 to the agreement of 
16.10.2012 no. 164-2012 for 
the development of design 
and working documentation, 
construction and installation 
works on the integrated pro-
gram for improving lighting-
surge proofness of ohl

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the agreement in terms of work 
schedule, procurement and funding

Works price is not determined due to the 
fact that the agreement does not change 
the price of the agreement

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
293  of 27.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

318. Agreement on debt repayment 
arising from the agreement of 
services rendering in transfer 
of electricity via unEG  of 
25.01.2012 no. 544/P

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Yantarenergo”

Settlement of debt repayment conditions the size of the debt, subject to settlement 
under the agreement, amounts to RuB 
1,761,360,927.47., including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
293  of 27.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti, member of the 
Company’s Board of directors m.A. Kolesnikov, 
who is a member of the Board of directors of a 
party to the transaction

319. Supplementary agreement 
no. 2 to the agreement of 
15.05.2013 no. 58/13 for 
electrical equipment service 
maintenance

PJSC fGC uES, JSC “Electro-
setservice unEG”, and JSC 
“Electrozavod”

Amendments to the agreement Price of work determined by supplemen-
tary agreement, amounts to no more RuB 
17,650,368.07, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
293  of 27.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction
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320. Supplementary agreement 
no. 2 to the agreement of 
15.05.2013 no. 57/13 for 
electrical equipment service 
maintenance

PJSC fGC uES, JSC “Electro-
setservice unEG”, and JSC 
“Electrozavod”

Amendments to the agreement Price of work determined by supplemen-
tary agreement, amounts to no more RuB 
42,616,358.49, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
293  of 27.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

321. Supplementary agreement 
no. 2 to the agreement of 
15.05.2013 no. 52/13 for 
electrical equipment service 
maintenance

PJSC fGC uES, JSC “Electro-
setservice unEG”, and JSC 
“Electrozavod”

Amendments to the agreement Works price is not determined due to the 
fact that the agreement does not change 
the price of the agreement

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
293  of 27.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

322. Supplementary agreement 
no. 3 to the agreement of 
01.05.2013 no. 53/13 for 
electrical equipment service 
maintenance

PJSC fGC uES, JSC “Electro-
setservice unEG”, and JSC 
“Electrozavod”

Amendments to the agreement Price of work determined by supplemen-
tary agreement, amounts to no more RuB 
32,388,106.64, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
293  of 27.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

323. Compensation agreement PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
"tyumenenergo"

Compensation of expenses incurred by the owner 
(PJSC fGC uES ) in connection with the actions of 
the Customer (JSC "tyumenenergo") on the con-
struction of the Customer's facility that involve the 
need for reconstruction of the owner's object

the preliminary amount of compen-
sation under the agreement is RuB 
441,685,612.50, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
293  of 27.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti;

324. Supplementary agreement 
no. 4 to the agreement of 
10.11.2012 no. 195/12 to 
perform work on service 
maintenance of equipment 
and systems preventing ex-
plosions and fires in oil-filled 
transformer equipment of 
Proteсtor Transformer (TR) 
brand

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG

Amendments to the agreement Works price is not determined due to the 
fact that the supplementary agreement 
does not change the price of the agreement

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
293  of 27.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

325. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 to the agreement of 
06.06.2014 no. 81-2014/1 
for execution of works on 
construction and installation, 
commissioning works for 
the project: "modernisation 
of power autotransformers, 
shunt reactors and oil circuit 
breakers"

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG"

Amendments to the agreement in terms of the 
work schedule, services and supplies

Works price is not determined due to the 
fact that the supplementary agreement 
does not change the price of the agreement

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
293  of 27.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

326. Agreement of compensated 
provision of services

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (PJSC fGC uES) undertakes to 
provide to the Customer (JSC "Electrosetservice 
unEG") parking spaces to accommodate vehicles 
of the Customer

the price of services under the agreement 
is RuB 6,310.38, including VAt (18%) per 
month

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
293  of 27.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

327. Contracting agreement of 
18.06.2014 no. 029-14/Suid 
for the supply of material 
and technical resources and 
equipment, construction and 
installation and commission-
ing works for the project: 
"Replacement of voltage 
transformers”

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC "Electrosetservice unEG") un-
dertakes to perform a complex of works, including
obtaining of permissive documentation for con-
struction (if necessary); construction and installa-
tion works

Work price shall not exceed RuB 
10,439,522.52, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
293  of 27.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction
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328. Contracting agreement for 
execution of construction 
and commissioning works 
with equipment supply for 
the project: "modernisation of 
Balashovskaya SS 500 kV. Re-
placement of At-1" under the 
replacement program of At

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC "Electrosetservice unEG") un-
dertakes to perform a complex of works, including 
dismantling of the existing equipment (autotrans-
former At-1, arresters 10 kV At-1); the construction 
of building structures under the equipment supply 
of the necessary structures and materials

Work price is determined in the amount of 
not exceeding RuB 25,926,494.66, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
293  of 27.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

329. Сontracting agreement for 
performance of design and 
exploration works, working 
documentation, construction-
assembly, commissioning for 
modernisation of autotrans-
formers, shunt reactors and 
oil circuit breakers at SS of 
mES of East

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC "Electrosetservice unEG") un-
dertakes to perform a complex of works , including 
the development of project and working documen-
tation; supervision; renovation

Work price is determined in the amount of 
not exceeding RuB 14,955,837.73, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
293  of 27.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

330. Contracting agreement for 
construction and installation 
and commissioning works 
under the program of improv-
ing reliability of the main 
equipment of SS an ohl of 
PJSC fGC uES

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC "Electrosetservice unEG") 
undertakes to peform a set of works on recon-
struction

Work price is determined in the amount of 
not exceeding RuB 9,746,028.01, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
293  of 27.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

331. Contracting agreement for 
performance of design and 
exploration works, working 
documentation, construction 
and installation , commission-
ing works on ohl recon-
struction by replacement of 
porcelain isolation of mES of 
East

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC "Electrosetservice unEG") 
undertakes to perform a complex of works on: 
- development of design and working documenta-
tion; 
- design supervision; 
- reconstruction

Work price is determined in the amount of 
not exceeding RuB 17,213,120.00, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
293  of 27.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

332. Agreement for drafting work-
ing documentation, peforming 
construction and installa-
tion, commissioning works 
with equipment delivery at 
liteinaya SS 220 kV for the 
project: "technical re-equip-
ment of liteinaya SS 220 
kV, Satarovskaya SS 220 kV. 
Installation of rectifier devices 
to system PG"

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC "Electrosetservice unEG") 
undertakes to perform a complex of works on: 
- development of working documentation; 
- organisation of field supervision; 
- technical re-equipment of the object.

Work price is determined in the amount of 
not exceeding RuB 54,110,056.45, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
293  of 27.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

333. Contracting agreement for 
construction and installation 
and commissioning works 
under the program of improve-
ment of reliability of the main 
equipment of PJSC fGC 
uES SS and ohl during the 
modernisation of autotrans-
formers, shunt reactors and 
oil circuit breakers

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC "Electrosetservice unEG") 
undertakes to perform construction, installation 
and commissioning works

Work price is determined in the amount not 
exceeding RuB 0.82, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
293  of 27.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

334. Gift agreement PJSC fGC uES and fSBEi hE 
"nRu "mPEi"

transfer by the donator (PJSC fGC uES ) free of 
charge into the ownership of the donee (fSBEi 
hE "nRu "mPEi") of laboratory equipment for use 
in generally useful purposes within the system of 
higher, secondary and primary professional educa-
tion

Price of property transferred as a gift is RuB 
5,560,593.22, VAt exempt

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
293  of 27.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti;
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335. Contracting agreement for the 
construction and installation 
and commissioning works for 
the program of increase of re-
liability of the main equipment 
of PJSC fGC uES SS and ohl

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC "Electrosetservice unEG") 
undertakes to perform a complex of works on 
reconstruction

Work price is determined in the amount of 
not exceeding RuB 81,058,890.00, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
294  of 27.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

336. Contracting agreement for 
construction and installation 
and commissioning works 
under the program of improve-
ment of reliability of the main 
equipment of PJSC fGC uES 
SS and ohl regarding re-
placement and reinforcement 
of ohl supports

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC "Electrosetservice unEG") 
undertakes to perform of construction, installation 
and commissioning works

Work price is determined in the amount of 
not exceeding RuB 14,392,625.99, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
294  of 27.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

337. Contracting agreement for 
construction and installation 
and commissioning works 
under the program of improve-
ment of reliability of the main 
equipment of PJSC fGC uES 
SS and ohl in the reconstruc-
tion of ohl by replacement of 
porcelain insulation

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC "Electrosetservice unEG") 
undertakes to perform construction, installation 
and commissioning works

Work price is determined in the amount of 
not exceeding RuB 16,263,008.46, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
294  of 27.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

338. Contracting agreement for 
construction and installation 
and commissioning works 
under the program of improve-
ment of reliability of the main 
equipment of PJSC fGC uES 
SS and ohl

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC "Electrosetservice unEG") 
undertakes to perform construction, installation 
and commissioning works

Work price is determined in the amount of 
not more than RuB 47,602,990.54, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
294  of 27.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

339. Agreement for performance 
of design and exploration 
works, working documenta-
tion, construction, commis-
sioning for the replacement 
and reinforcement of ohl 
supports

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC "Electrosetservice unEG") 
undertakes to perform a work package: 
- registration of rights to land plots for design and 
survey works (if necessary); 
- engineering survey; 
- registration of rights to land plots for the recon-
struction of the object; 
- development of design and working documenta-
tion; 
- for the implementation of supervision; 
- reconstruction

Work price is determined in the amount of 
not more than RuB 5,268,017.96, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
294  of 27.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

340. Agreement to perform emer-
gency recovery work

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC "Electrosetservice unEG") 
undertakes to perform emergency recovery work 
on replacement of the 500 kV breaker at "Shakhty" 
SS 500 kV of materials of the Customer (PJSC fGC 
uES)

Work price is determined in the amount of 
RuB 2,219,004.69, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
294  of 27.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction
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341. Agreement for performance 
of work-in-progress on the 
development of working 
documentation, construction 
and installation , commission-
ing and supply of material 
and technical resources and 
equipment of the 1st phase of 
construction for the project: 
"Construction of 500 kV 
Beloberezhskaya SS with 
approaches novobryanskaya 
–Eletskaya ohl 500 kV, Belo-
berezhskaya – Cementnaya 
ohl 220 kV, Beloberezhskaya 
–mashzavod ohl 220 kV and 
Beloberezhskaya – Bryans-
kaya ohl 220 kV"

PJSC fGC uES and
JSC «CiuS uES»

the Contractor (JSC "CiuS uES") undertakes to 
perform work-in-progress on the development of 
working documentation, construction and instal-
lation works, commissioning works and supply of 
material and technical resources and equipment 
of the 1st phase of construction for the project: 
"Construction of 500 kV Beloberezhskaya SS with 
approaches novobryanskaya –Eletskaya ohl 500 
kV, Beloberezhskaya – Cementnaya ohl 220 kV, 
Beloberezhskaya –mashzavod ohl 220 kV and 
Beloberezhskaya – Bryanskaya ohl 220 kV"

Work price is determined in the amount 
of not more than RuB 3,297,566,756.73, 
including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
294  of 27.11.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board n.i. Pozdnyakov, 
who is a member of the Board of directors and 
a General director of a party to the transaction; 
member of the Company’s management Board 
d.l. Shishkin, who is a member of the Board of 
dircetors of a party to the transaction

342. lease agreement of electric 
grid facilities

PJSC fGC uES and PJSC 
iGdS of Centre

the lessor (PJSC idGC of Centre) transfers, and 
the lessee (PJSC fGC uES) accepts, for payment 
for temporary possession and use, electric grid 
facilities beneficially owned by the  Lessor 

Rental payment under the lease agreement 
of electric grid facilities in a month is RuB 
11,607.24 including VAt (18%). the total 
lease payment under the lease agreement 
of electric grid facilities for 11 months is 
RuB 127,679.64, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
296  of 07.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

343. Agreement for the termination 
of the real property lease con-
tract of 18.06.2013 no. 3135

PJSC fGC uES and
JSC «CiuS uES»

the parties on the basis of voluntary expression 
terminate the real property lease contract from 
18.06.2013 no. 3135. the last day of validity of the 
agreement is considered 31.05.2015

due to the fact that the agreement on ter-
mination real property lease contract does 
not and cannot entail additional monetary 
obligations, the price of services / work 
under the agreement is not determined 

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
296  of 07.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board n.i. Pozdnyakov, 
who is a member of the Board of directors and 
a General director of a party to the transaction; 
member of the Company’s management Board 
d.l. Shishkin, who is a member of the Board of 
dircetors of a party to the transaction

344. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 to the real property 
lease contract of 10.07.2015 
no. 372671

PJSC fGC uES and
JSC «CiuS uES»

Amendments  to the real property lease contract of 
10.07.2015 no. 372671

Rent value determined by the supplementa-
ry agreement is RuB 270,630.37, including 
VAt (18%) per month.
the total rent value under the lease con-
tractt for the period from 01.02.2015 to 
31.12.2015 is RuB 3,204,831.15, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
296  of 07.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board n.i. Pozdnyakov, 
who is a member of the Board of directors and 
a General director of a party to the transaction; 
member of the Company’s management Board 
d.l. Shishkin, who is a member of the Board of 
dircetors of a party to the transaction

345. Agreement for operational 
service of power equipment

PJSC fGC uES and PJSC 
“lenenergo”

the Contractor (PJSC fGC uES) undertakes to 
provide operational service of power equipment 
owned by the Customer (PJSC “lenenergo”) on its 
own

Service price under the agreement on 
operational service of power equipment will 
be RuB 170,790.30, including VAt (18%) 
per year. 
total price of services for the entire term 
of the agreement taking into account its 
prolongation, shall not be or exceed 2 (two) 
percent of the book value of assets of PJSC 
fGC uES according to its accounting state-
ments at the last reporting date.

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
296  of 07.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

346 Agreement for the provision 
of communication services

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“muS Energetiki”

the Contractor (JSC “muS Energetiki”) provides 
the Customer (PJSC fGC uES) with communica-
tion services in accordance with the terms of the 
agreement

the price of services under the agreement 
per month consists of: 
- prices for a service connection by provid-
ing access to 8 channels at RuB 81,769.56, 
including VAt (18%); 
- prices for a service connection by 
providing access to 6 channels at RuB 
61,327.17, including VAt (18%).total price 
of services under the agreement on provi-
sion of communication services for the 
period 01.05.2015 to 30.04.2016 is RuB 
776,810.82, including VAt (18%).

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
296  of 07.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti
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347 Supplementary agreement 
no. 3 to the premise lease 
agreement no. 18/3 of 
25.10.2010 

PJSC fGC uES and PJSC 
idGC of north-West

Amendments to the premise lease agreement of 
25.10.2010 no. 18/3

Rent value determined by the supplemen-
tary agreement is RuB 24,135.72, including 
VAt (18 %) per month. 
the total rental payment under the agree-
ment for 11 months is RuB 265,492.92, 
including VAt (18 %).the total rent for the 
entire term of the premise lease taking into 
account its prolongation, shall not be or ex-
ceed 2 percent of the book value of assets 
of PJSC fGC uES according to its account-
ing statements at the last reporting date.

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
296  of 07.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

348. Agreement for the provision 
of services on repair, mainte-
nance and diagnostic inspec-
tion of electric grid facilities

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“muS Energetiki”

the Contractor (JSC "muS Energetiki") undertakes 
to provide the complex of services on maintenance 
and repair of communications equipment, and the 
Customer (PJSC fGC uES) undertakes to pay for 
services rendered.

Service price under the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 16,700,000.00, including VAt 
(18%) 
total price of services for the entire term of 
the agreement taking into account its pro-
longation should not be or exceed 2 percent 
of the book value of assets of PJSC fGC 
uES according to its accounting statements 
at the last reporting date.

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
296  of 07.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

349. Agreement for the provision 
of services for equipment 
placement 

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
"tyumenenergo"

the owner (PJSC fGC uES) provides the user 
(JSC "tyumenenergo") services for placement of 
the user's equipment at "Kartopia" SS 220/110/10 
kV in accordance with the scheme of allocation of 
equipment

the price of services under the agreement 
for the provision of services for equipment 
placement is RuB 12,074.48, including VAt 
(18 %). 
total price under the agreement for render-
ing services on equipment placement for 
a period of 12 months is RuB 144,893.76, 
including VAt (18%). total price of services 
for the entire term of the agreement taking 
into account its prolongation, shall not be 
or exceed 2 (two) percent of the book value 
of assets of PJSC fGC uES according to its 
accounting statements at the last reporting 
date.

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
296  of 07.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

350. Agreement on the transfer 
and protection of information 
constituting a commercial 
secret

PJSC fGC uES and PJSC 
Rushydro

Subject and other essential conditions are estab-
lished by the agreement

due to the fact that the agreement on the 
transfer and protection of information con-
stituting a commercial secret does not and 
cannot entail for the parties the liabilities 
of monetary nature, and not related to the 
transfer of property (property rights), agree-
ment price is not determined .

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
296  of 07.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; members of the 
Company's Board of directors: m.S. Bystrov, V.m. 
Kravchenko, n.G. Shulginov, who are members of 
the Board of directors of a party to the transaction 

351. Supplementary agreement 
no. 4 to the agreement no. 
07/13 of 13.03.2013 for 
maintenance and diagnostic 
inspection of electric grid 
facilities

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the agreement of 13.03.2013 no. 
07/13  for maintenance and diagnostic inspection 
of electric grid facilities

Work price under the supplementary agree-
ment shall not exceed RuB 224,374,883.95, 
including VAt (18%) 

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
296  of 07.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

352. Supplementary agreement 
no. 2 to the agreement of 
09.10.2012 no. 212 for execu-
tion of works for the project: 
“Reconstruction of Baksan SS 
330 kV” (replacement of air 
circuit breakers 330 kV) for 
the needs of the federal Grid’s 
branch– "mES of South"

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the agreement of 09.10.2012 no. 
212 

due to the fact that the supplementary 
agreement does not change the price of the 
agreement of 09.10.2012 no. 212, price is 
not determined 

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
296  of 07.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

353. Supplementary agreement 
no. 8 to the agreement 06/13 
of 18.02.2013 on repairs, 
troubleshooting of equipment 
and targeted programmes 
for the SS and ohl of mES of 
Western Siberia

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the agreement no. 06/13 of 
18.02.2013 on repairs, troubleshooting of equip-
ment and targeted programmes for the SS and 
ohl of mES of Western Siberia

due to the fact that the supplementary 
agreement does not change the price of the 
agreement of 18.02.2013 no. 06/13, price 
of work is not determined .

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
296  of 07.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction
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354. Agreement for execution 
of working documentation, 
construction and installa-
tion, commissioning works 
with equipment supply for 
the project: "Reconstruction 
of relay protection and PA 
at metallurgicheskaya SS 
750 kV, Yuzhnaya SS 330 kV, 
Zheleznogorskaya SS 330 
kV, Kurskaya SS 330 kV (the 
power output of the Kursk 
nPP)"

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

under the agreement, the Contractor (JSC "Elec-
trosetservice unEG") undertakes to perform a 
complex of works on: 
- development of working documentation; 
- organisation of field supervision; 
- reconstruction of the object, 
- and to provide a complete set of materials, equip-
ment, spare parts for equipment in accordance 
with the documentation, and deliver the result to 
the Customer (PJSC fGC uES)

Work price of the agreement will not exceed 
RuB 107,436,265.20, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
296  of 07.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

355. Agreement on repair and 
maintenance of electric grid 
facilities

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Chitatechenergo”

the Contractor (JSC "Chitatechenergo") under-
takes to perform repair and maintenance of 
electric grid facilities (hereinafter - works) in 
accordance with the technical specifications and 
the Customer (JSC fGC uES) undertakes to accept 
result of work and pay for it

Work price of the agreement will not exceed 
RuB 7,015,217.82, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
296  of 07.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

356 Agreement for the provision 
of transport services

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (PJSC fGC uES) undertakes to 
provide, on request of the Customer (JSC "Electro-
setservice unEG"), the institutional and technical 
capacity of the services to the Customer vehicle 
for payment for temporary use and implementation 
by the provider of vehicles and their operation for 
transportation support of the Customer’s activities

Service price under the agreement will not 
exceed RuB 500,000.00, including VAt 
(18%). total price of services for the entire 
term of the agreement for the provision 
of transport services taking into account 
its prolongation should not be equal to or 
greater than 2 (two) percent of the book 
value of assets of PJSC fGC uES accord-
ing to its accounting statements at the last 
reporting date.

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
296  of 07.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

357. Agreement for the provision 
of services on placement of 
communication equipment 
RuS in Chita for the needs of 
trans-Baikal PmES

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Chitatechenergo”

the Customer (PJSC fGC uES) requests, and the 
Contractor (JSC "Chitatechenergo") undertakes 
to provide services on placement of equipment 
of a Single digital network of electric Power in its 
production premises located at the address: trans-
baikalian Edge, Chita, Profsoyuznaya str., 23, with a 
total area 115.2 sqm

the price of services under the agreement 
is RuB 79,000.00, including VAt (18%) per 
month. total price of services for the period 
from 01.01.2015 to 31.12.2015 under the 
agreement for the provision of services on 
placement of communications equipment 
RuS in Chita for the needs of trans-Baikal 
PmES is RuB 948,000.00, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
296  of 07.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

358. Agreement for the provision 
of services for operational 
maintenance of cells Sobo-
linaya-1 and Sobolinaya-2 110 
kV at 220 kV  Kartopia SS 

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
"tyumenenergo"

the Contractor (PJSC fGC uES) undertakes to 
provide services on operation and maintenance 
of Customer-owned (JSC tyumenenergo) linear 
high-voltage equipment of cells Sobolinaya-1 and 
Sobolinaya-2110 kV, located on the territory of 220 
kV Kartopia SS 

the price of services under the agreement 
is RuB 53,709.21, including VAt (18 %) per 
month. the total price under the agreement 
is RuB 483,382.89, including VAt (18%). 
total price for the provision of services for 
the entire term of the agreement taking into 
account its prolongation, shall not be or 
exceed 2 (two) percent of the book value 
of assets of PJSC fGC uES according to its 
accounting statements at the last reporting 
date.

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
296  of 07.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

359. Supplementary agreement 
no. 17 to the Agency agree-
ment of 29.05.2006, no. 69 
on the implementation of 
the investment program of 
JSC "Kuban trunk Grids" on 
reconstruction and technical 
re-equipment of electric grid 
facilities

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Kuban trunk Grids”

Amendments to paragraph 1 of the supplementary 
agreement no. 17 to the agency agreement of 
29.05.2006 no. 69

Works price, as determined in the supple-
mentary agreement shall not exceed RuB 
80,770,000.00, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
296  of 07.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti
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360. Agreement on performance 
of works on maintenance 
and repair of communication 
equipment

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“muS Energetiki”

the Contractor (JSC "muS Energetiki") undertakes 
to perform works on maintenance and repair of 
communications equipment for the needs of the 
federal Grid’s branch- Vyborg PmES in accordance 
with the technical task of the Customer (PJSC 
fGC uES), and the Customer undertakes to accept 
result of work and pay for it

Works price of the agreement is RuB 
16,872,04700, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
296  of 07.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

361. Agreement on performance 
of works on modernisation 
of automated measuring 
and information system for 
electricity fiscal metering with 
respect to formation of the 
normative-reference informa-
tion of points of supply

PJSC fGC uES and  it Energy 
Service, llC

the Customer (PJSC fGC uES) charges and pays 
for, and the Contractor (it Energy Service, llC) 
undertakes to perform works on modernisation of 
automated measuring and information system for 
electricity fiscal metering with respect to formation 
of the normative-reference information of points 
of supply

Works price of the agreement is RuB 
489,333.75, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
296  of 07.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

362. Agreement for the recovery 
work

PJSC fGC uES and PJSC 
idGC of the South

According to the Customer (PJSC idGC of the 
South) the Contractor (PJSC fGC uES) undertakes 
to perform emergency recovery work on liquidation 
of consequences of natural disaster at facilities of 
PJSC idGC of the South branch - "Astrakhanenergo" 
using Customer's materials

Works price under the agreement on 
recovery works between PJSC fGC uES and 
PJSC "idGC of the South", that is an interest-
ed-party transaction, is RuB 26,748.75, 
including VAt (18 %) in the amount of RuB 
4,080.32

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
296  of 07.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

363. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 to the real property 
lease contract of 28.01.2015 
no. 15/154m

PJSC fGC uES and PJSC 
"moESK"

Amendments to the real property lease contract of 
28.01.2015 no. 15/154

due to the fact that the supplementary 
agreement to the real property lease con-
tract of 28.01.2015 no. 15/154 does not 
change the amount of the rental payment 
under the real property lease contract of 
28.01.2015 no. 15/154m, rental value is not 
determined

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
296  of 07.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti, members of the 
Company’s Board of directors: o.m. Budargin, V.m. 
Kravchenko and A.A. demin, who are members of 
the Board of directors of a party to the transaction

364. Agreement PJSC fGC uES and PJSC 
"moESK"

the Contractor (PJSC "moESK") takes responsi-
bilities for the technical operation of the network 
facilities owned by  the Customer (PJSC fGC 
uES), located at: moscow, Akademika Chelomeya 
str., 5A, in accordance with the Rules of technical 
operation of consumer electrical installations, ap-
proved by order of ministry of energy of 13.01.2003 
no. 6, and instructions for the operation of the 
power facility, including, but not limited to: 
- operational work 
- inspection, 
- implementation of installation of power facilities, 
- testing to ensure the power supply of the object

Service price under the agreement is RuB 
79,842.04, including VAt (18%) per year. 
total price of services for the entire term 
of the agreement, taking into account its 
prolongation, shall not be or exceed 2 
percent of the book value of assets of PJSC 
fGC uES according to the accounting state-
ments at the last reporting date.

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
296  of 07.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti, members of the 
Company’s Board of directors: o.m. Budargin, V.m. 
Kravchenko and A.A. demin, who are members of 
the Board of directors of a party to the transaction

365. Agreement on performance of 
works (adjustment of project 
documentation, working 
documentation, construc-
tion and commissioning, the 
equipment, registration of 
land rights) for the project: 
"Reconstruction of "Shakhty" 
SS 500 kV and SS 220/110/10 
kV Sh 30 (installation of recti-
fier devices of ice melting with 
the reconstruction of scheme 
of ice melting for melting ice 
on outgoing ohl 220 kV)" for 
the needs of PJSC fGC uES 
branch - mES of South

PJSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

the Contractor (JSC "R&d Centre of fGC uES") 
undertakes to perform a complex of works on: 
- registration of rights to land plots for design and 
survey works (if necessary); 
- engineering survey; 
- registration of rights to land plots for the recon-
struction of the object; 
- adjusting the project documentation and the 
design documentation; 
- the examination of project documentation; 
- design supervision; 
- reconstruction 
as well as providing a complete set of materials, 
equipment, spare parts for equipment in accor-
dance with the design and working documentation, 
and deliver the result to the Customer (PJSC fGC 
uES)

Works price shall not exceed RuB 
50,330,640.00, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
296  of 07.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti, members of the 
Company’s management Board: A.A. Zagaratsky, 
m.n. Pichugina, who  are members of the Board of 
directors of a party to the transaction
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366. Agreement for the provision 
of services

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“muS Energetiki”

the Contractor (PJSC fGC uES) undertakes to 
provide the Customer (JSC "muS Energetiki") with 
educational services for the organisation and con-
duct of training on professional development on 
"Teaching skills in first aid to persons injured". 
the program and other conditions of educational 
services, as well as a list of Customer employees 
sent for training to the Contractor are determined 
by the Parties in the program.

Service price under the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 31,464.25, including VAt (18 %) 

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
296  of 07.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

367. Contracting agreement no. 
050-13/Suid of 31.10.2013 
for the supply of material 
and technical resources and 
equipment, construction and 
installation and commis-
sioning of the replacement 
program tt 110-750 kV at 
JSC fGC uES for the needs 
of the federal Grid’s branch- 
Southern PmES

JSC fGC uES and JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC "Electrosetservice unEG") 
undertakes to perform a complex of works on 
complex technical upgrading of the object, and 
deliver the result to the Customer (JSC fGC uES), 
and the Customer undertakes to accept result of 
works and pay the stipulated price as set forth in 
the agreement

Works price under the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 43,355,084.54, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
298  of 11.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

368. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 to the agreement of 
18.02.2013 no. 34-2013 on 
construction and installation, 
commissioning works for the 
program of replacement of tt 
110-750 kV at JSC fGC uES

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the agreement of 18.02.2013 no. 
34-2013 in terms of cost and work schedule

due to the fact that the agreement does 
not change the price of the agreement of 
18.02.2013 no. 34-2013, price of work is 
not determined 

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
298  of 11.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

369. Real property lease contract PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

the lessor (PJSC fGC uES) undertakes to provide 
to the lessee (JSC "Electrosetservice unEG") 
real property under the transfer and acceptance 
certificate for temporary possession and use for a 
fee, and the lessee undertakes to pay rent and to 
return the facilities to the lessor upon the agree-
ment expiration in good working condition (subject 
to normal wear and tear)

Rent under the Real property lease contract 
is RuB 150,985.74, including VAt (18%) 
per month, the total amount of rent for the 
entire term of the agreement shall not be 
or exceed 2 (two) percent of the book value 
of assets of PJSC fGC uES according to its 
accounting statements at the last reporting 
date.

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
298  of 11.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

370. Agreement for the execution 
of working documentation, 
construction and installation, 
commissioning works with 
equipment supply for the 
project: "Reconstruction of 
northern SS 220 kV to set the 
third At 220/110/10 kV with 
a capacity of 200 mVA, the 
expansion of the Ru 110 kV of 
northern SS 220 kV with the 
construction of two new cells 
for the implementation of tP 
JSC "tula regional corporation 
of development" for the needs 
of the federal Grid’s branch- 
Priokskoye PmES"

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

According to the agreement, the Contractor (JSC 
"Electrosetservice unEG") undertakes to comply 
with the Customer (JSC fGC uES) a complex of 
works on: 
- registration of rights to land plots for the recon-
struction of the object (if necessary); 
- development of working documentation; 
- for the implementation of supervision; 
- reconstruction; 
as well as providing a complete set of materials, 
equipment, spare parts for equipment in accor-
dance with the design and working documentation.

Work price of the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 44,397,350.00, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
298  of 11.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction
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371. Contracting agreement for 
construction and installation, 
commissioning works with 
equipment supply for the 
project: "Kotelnikovo SS 220 
kV. Replacing the At-4" under 
the program of replacing the 
At for the needs of PJSC fGC 
uES branch - Volgo – dons-
koye PmES"

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC "Electrosetservice unEG") 
undertakes to perform to the Customer (PJSC fGC 
uES) works on: 
- dismantling of existing equipment (autotrans-
former At-4, foundations and construction of the 
oil catch tank of At-4, arresters 110 kV of At-4, 
arresters 10 kV of At-4); 
– the construction of building structures under 
equipment with delivery of designs and materials; 
– supply of oPn-110 kV and oPn-10 kV, coupling, 
armature contact and insulators; 
– installation and commissioning of primary equip-
ment; 
– the construction of the oil channels to the exist-
ing well; 
– installation and commissioning of secondary 
equipment (relay protectionand automatics, control 
current circuits and SChCn); 
– the supply of secondary equipment and materi-
als; 
– integration into the existing automated measur-
ing and information system for electricity fiscal 
metering; 
– installation of the grounding system; 
– training of operating personnel of the Customer; 
- services in chief-installation of At-4 and the sec-
ondary switching (relay protection and automaics); 
– commissioning, site acceptance tests and com-
missioning of all systems listed objects; 
– provision of warranty after commissioning of the 
equipment in the framework of technical re-equip-
ment, replacement of the autotransformer At-4.

Work price of the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 21,445,095.62, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
298  of 11.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

372. Contracting agreement for 
development of working docu-
mentation, supply of materi-
als, execution of construction 
installation and commission-
ing works under the program 
of increase of reliability of 
the main equipment of PJSC 
fGC uES SS and ohl (the 
program of modernisation of 
autotransformers, shunt reac-
tors and oil circuit breakers, 
program of replacement and 
reinforcement of ohl sup-
ports, the construction ohl 
by replacement of porcelain 
insulation) for the needs of 
PJSC fGC uES branch – "mES 
of urals"

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

According to the agreement, the Contractor (JSC 
"Electrosetservice unEG") undertakes to perform 
for the Customer (PJSC fGC uES) a complex of 
works on reconstruction of the objects: 
- on the programme of modernisation of autotrans-
formers, shunt reactors and oil circuit breakers: 
construction and installation works; 
commissioning. 
- on the programme of replacement and reinforce-
ment of ohl supports: 
development of working documentation; 
delivery of materials; 
construction and installation work. 
- on the programme of reconstruction by replacing 
the porcelain insulation: 
development of working documentation; 
construction and installation work.

Works price under the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 48,942,000.00, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
298  of 11.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

373. Contracting agreement for 
construction and installation 
and commissioning works 
under the program of increase 
of reliability of the main 
equipment of PJSC fGC uES 
SS and ohl for the needs of 
PJSC fGC uES branch - mES 
of South in 2015 under the 
title "Programme for the re-
placement and reinforcement 
of ohl supports"

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

According to the agreemet, the Contractor (JSC 
"Electrosetservice unEG") undertakes to comply 
with the Customer (PJSC fGC uES) a complex of 
works on reconstruction and to provide a complete 
set of materials in accordance with project and 
working documentation

Works price under the agreement shall not 
exceed  RuB 43,543,072.06, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
298  of 11.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction
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374. Agreement for the replace-
ment of linear portals and 
traverse of the northern SS 
220 kV, Kirovskaya, neftepro-
vod, Vladimirovka of PJSC 
fGC uES branch – "Volgo-
donskoye PmES"

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

under the agreement, the Contractor (JSC "Elec-
trosetservice unEG") undertakes to perform works 
on replacement of linear portals and traverse of 
the northern SS 220 kV, Kirovskaya, nefteprovod, 
Vladimirovka of PJSC fGC uES branch – "Volgo-
donskoye PmES" in accordance with the technical 
tasks of the Customer (PJSC fGC uES)

Work price of the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 6,019,200.00, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
298  of 11.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

375. Agreement for the construc-
tion and installation work with 
supply of materials for the 
project: "Replacement of ohl 
support on Volgo-okskaya 
PmES"

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC "Electrosetservice unEG") 
undertakes to perform a complex of works in ac-
cordance with design and estimate documentation 
provided by the Customer (PJSC fGC uES) for the 
supply of materials, execution of construction and 
installation works for the project: "Replacement of 
ohl support on Volgo-okskaya PmES": 
• OHL 220 kV Kostromskaya GRES-Vichuga II chain 
of support: no. 33, no. 133; 
• OHL 220 kV Kostromskaya GRES-Ivanovo II chain 
of support: no. 175; 
• OHL 220 kV Kostromskaya GRES-Kostroma – 2 
supports: no. 7, no. 31, no. 62, no. 63, no. 79; 
• OHL 220 kV Vladimirskaya - Steklovolokno - II 
chain of support: no. 32, no. 33.

Works price under the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 25,263,000.00, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
298  of 11.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

376. Supplementary agreement 
no. 2 to the agreement 
of 08.10.2012 no. 206 to 
perform work for the project: 
"Reconstruction of Kropotkin 
SS 330 kV (replacement of air 
circuit breakers 330 kV) for 
the needs of the federal Grid’s 
branch– "mES of South"

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the agreement of 08.10.2012 no. 
206

due to the fact that the supplementary 
agreement does not change the price of the 
agreement of 08.10.2012 no. 206, price of 
work is not determined.

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
298  of 11.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

377. Supplementary agreement 
no. 2 to the agreement 
of 05.10.2012 no. 211 to 
perform work for the project: 
"Reconstruction of nalchik 
SS 330 kV (replacement of air 
circuit breakers 330 kV) for 
the needs of the federal Grid’s 
branch- mES of South

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the agreement of 05.10.2012 no. 
211

due to the fact that the supplementary 
agreement does not change the price of the 
agreement of 05.10.2012 no. 211, price of 
work is not determined.

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
298  of 11.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

378. Supplementary agreement 
no. 2 to the agreement 
of 08.10.2012 no. 207 to 
perform work for the project: 
"Reconstruction of mozdok 
SS 330 kV (replacement of air 
circuit breakers 330 kV) for 
the needs of the federal Grid’s 
branch– "mES of South"

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the agreement of 08.10.2012 no. 
207

due to the fact that the supplementary 
agreement does not change the price of the 
agreement of 08.10.2012 no. 207, price of 
work is not determined.

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
298  of 11.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

379. Supplementary agreement 
no. 2 to the agreement 
of 08.10.2012 no. 213 to 
perform work for the project: 
"Reconstruction of Vladika-
vkaz-500 SS 330 kV (replace-
ment of air circuit breakers 
330 kV) for the needs of the 
federal Grid’s branch– "mES 
of South"

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the agreement of 08.10.2012 no. 
213

due to the fact that the supplementary 
agreement does not change the price of the 
agreement of 08.10.2012 no. 213, price of 
work is not determined.

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
298  of 11.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction
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380. Supplementary agreement 
no. 2 to the agreement 
of 08.10.2012 no. 208 to 
perform work for the project: 
"Reconstruction of Prikumsk 
SS 330 kV (replacement of air 
circuit breakers 330 kV) for 
the needs of the federal Grid’s 
branch- mES of South

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the agreement of 08.10.2012 no. 
208

due to the fact that the supplementary 
agreement does not change the price of the 
agreement of 08.10.2012 no. 208, price of 
work is not determined.

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
298  of 11.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

381. Agreement for the replace-
ment of suspended porcelain 
insulation on glass (linear 
valve) on oRu SS 220 kV; 500 
kV for the needs of PJSC fGC 
uES branch – "nizhegorods-
koe PmES"

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC "Electrosetservice unEG") 
undertakes to perform works on replacement of 
suspended porcelain insulation on glass (linear 
valve) on oRu SS 220 kV; 500 kV of PJSC fGC uES 
branch – "nizhegorodskoe PmES" in accordance 
with the technical task of the Customer (PJSC fGC 
uES)

Work price of the agreement is RuB 
2,130,716.56, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
298  of 11.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

382. Agreement for the develop-
ment of project and working 
documentation, construction 
and installation and commis-
sioning works and supply 
of material and technical 
resources and equipment 
for the project "ohl 220 kV 
dorogobuzhskaya ChPP 
– talashkino, ohl 220 kV 
talashkino Smolensk–1, ohl 
220 kV novobryanskaya – 
naitopovichi 2 chain"

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

under the agreement, the Contractor (JSC "Electro-
setservice unEG") undertakes to perform a com-
plex of works to the Customer (PJSC fGC uES) on: 
- registration of rights to land plots for design and 
survey works (if necessary); 
- engineering survey; 
- registration of rights to land plots for the recon-
struction (if necessary); 
- development of design and working documenta-
tion; 
- reconstruction; 
- providing a complete set of materials, equipment, 
spare parts for equipment in accordance with the 
design and working documentation, and deliver the 
result to the Customer.

Works price of the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 13,204,703.00, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
298  of 11.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

383. Agreement on performance of 
works on repair of electric grid 
facilities

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

under the agreement, the Contractor (JSC "Elec-
trosetservice unEG") undertakes to perform works 
on replacement of cable braces in the amount of 
100 pieces for 25 poles of ohl 220 kV: Arzamas – 
Bobylskaia and Bobylskaia – Kudima of PJSC fGC 
uES branch - nizhegorodskoe PmES in accordance 
with the technical task of the Customer (PJSC fGC 
uES)

Work price of the agreement is RuB 
3,139,463.16, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
298  of 11.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

384. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 to the agreement of 
31.10.2013 no. 050-13/Suid 
for the supply of material 
and technical resources and 
equipment, construction and 
installation and commission-
ing works of the replacement 
program tt 110-750 kV at 
JSC fGC uES for the needs 
of the federal Grid’s branch– 
"Southern PmES"

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the agreement of 31.10.2013 
no. 050-13/Suid for the supply of material and 
technical resources and equipment, construction 
and installation and commissioning works of the 
replacement program tt 110-750 kV at JSC fGC 
uES for the needs of the federal Grid’s branch– 
"Southern PmES"

due to the fact that the supplementary 
agreement does not change the price of 
works under the agreement of 31.10.2013 
no. 050-13/Suid for the supply of mate-
rial and technical resources and equip-
ment, construction and installation and 
commissioning works of the replacement 
program tt 110-750 kV at JSC fGC uES 
for the needs of the federal Grid’s branch– 
"Southern PmES", the price of work is not 
determined .

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
298  of 11.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

385. Supplementary agreement 
no. 3 to the rental agreement 
of 19.04.2012 no. 22-07/12 

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the rental agreement of 
19.04.2012 no. 22-07/12 

Rents are determined by the supplementary 
agreement is RuB 851,350.93, including 
VAt (18%) per month, the total amount of 
the rent for the entire term of the agreement 
of 19.04.2012 no. 22-07/12 should not be 
or exceed 2 percent of book value of assets 
of PJSC fGC uES according to its account-
ing statements at the last reporting date.

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
298  of 11.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction
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386. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 to the agreement of 
10.12.2013 no. 201-2013 
for the supply of equipment, 
construction and installation, 
commissioning works on the 
programme of replacement 
ohl 330-750 kV on the ob-
jects of PJSC fGC uES branch 
– "mES of Center" phase i

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the agreement of 10.12.2013 no. 
201-2013 in terms of cost and work schedule

due to the fact that the supplementary 
agreement does not change the price of the 
agreement of 10.12.2013 no. 201-2013, the 
price of work is not determined .

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
298  of 11.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

387. Agreement for the repair of 
video surveillance and fire 
alarm systems at the facilities 
of the Amur PmES

PJSC “fGC uES” and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

According to the agreement, the Customer (JSC 
"Electrosetservice unEG") reports, and the Contrac-
tor (PJSC fGC uES) undertakes the execution of 
the following works: the repair and replacement 
of video surveillance systems, access control, fire 
detection and alarm system in a fire at the facilities 
of the Amur PmES: 500 kV Amurskaya SS; Zeisky 
mu northern RES; novobureisky mu Eastern RES

Work price of the agreement is RuB 
1,275,519.97, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
298  of 11.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

388. Supplementary agreement 
no. 3 to the agreement of 
15.05.2013 no. 56/13 for 
execution of works on mainte-
nance of electrical equipment

PJSC “fGC uES”, JSC “Elec-
trosetservice unEG”, and 
JSC “Electrozavod”

Amendments to the agreement of 15.05.2013 no. 
56/13

due to the fact that the supplementary 
agreement does not change the price of the 
agreement of 15.05.2013 no. 56/13, price 
of work is not determined.

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
298  of 11.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

389. Agreement for emergency 
repair works to replace a 
damaged high-voltage bush-
ing of 220 kV f. from At-5 at 
Yamskaya SS 220 kV of PJSC 
fGC uES branch – Priokskoye 
PmES

PJSC “fGC uES” and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC "Electrosetservice unEG") 
undertakes to comply with the Customer (PJSC 
fGC uES) emergency repair work to replace a dam-
aged high-voltage bushing of 220 kV f. from At-5 
at Yamskaya SS 220 kV of PJSC fGC uES branch 
– Priokskoye PmES

Work price of the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 1,044,461.46, including VAt 
(18 %)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
298  of 11.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

390. Agreement on compensation 
of expenses

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
"tyumenenergo"

PJSC fGC uES (the Company) compensates 
expenses to JSC "tyumenenergo" (the owner) for 
the implementation of activities for the recon-
struction of owner's objects because of the need 
of Company's construction, according to project 
estimate documentation under the title: "ohl 220 
kV nyaganskaya GRES – Kartopia"

the amount of compensation under the 
agreement is RuB 116,746,222.44, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
299 of 15.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

391. Agreement on compensation 
of expenses

PJSC fGC uES, JSC "tyum-
enenergo" and JSC “YuRESK”

PJSC fGC uES (the Company) compensates 
expenses to JSC "tyumenenergo" (the owner no. 
1) on the implementation of measures for the 
reconstruction of the object of common ownership 
"ohl-110 kV Vandmtor-Sergino 1,2 with a branch 
line of ohl 110 kV on SS "Zarechnaya" in connec-
tion with necessity of formation of the object ohl 
220 kV "nyaganskaya GRES – Kartopia".

the amount of compensation under the 
agreement is RuB 55,365,227.22, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
299 of 15.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

392. Agreement on compensation 
of expenses

PJSC fGC uES and JSC idGC 
of urals

PJSC fGC uES (the Company) compensates for 
JSC idGC of urals (the owner) the costs of imple-
menting the owner-focused events and in connec-
tion with the Company's actions for construction 
of a Company's facility, which entails the necessity 
of reorganisation of the owner's object: SS 110/10 
kV "Atymia", ohl-110 kV SS of Atimia – SS of 
Kartopia-2, letter 3, which is part of the electric grid 
complex of the SS 110/10kV "Atymia" belonging to 
the owner of the right of ownership

the amount of compensation under the 
agreement is RuB 13,183,130.20, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
299 of 15.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti
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393. Agreement on compensation 
of expenses

PJSC fGC uES and PJSC 
idGC of Centre and Privolzhie

PJSC fGC uES (the Company) compensates to the 
PJSC idGC of Centre and Privolzhie (the owner) 
the costs of implementing the owner's activities in 
the interests and in connection with the Company's 
actions for construction (reconstruction, techni-
cal re-equipment) of the electric grid facility under 
the title: "Complex technical re-equipment and 
reconstruction of 220 kV Vichuga SS", located in 
the ivanovo region, Vichuga, 2nd Kirovskaya street, 
39 (hereinafter – objects), which involves the need 
of reconstruction (technical re-equipment, change 
of configuration) of the Owner's facilities. 
due to the compensation receivable of the Com-
pany the Owner provides fulfillment (completion) 
of works on reconstruction of the owner's facili-
ties, the installation of communication equipment 
at opposite ends of the SS 110 kV Zavolzhsk 
and SS 110 kV novlyanskaya, and also performs 
other activities related to the reconstruction of the 
owner's facilities.

the estimated amount of compensation 
under the agreement for compensation is 
RuB 62,823,471.64, including VAt (18%). 
The final amount of compensation agreed 
by the Parties in the supplementary agree-
ment and includes all the owner's costs 
associated with the execution of the com-
pensation agreements.

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
299 of 15.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

394. Real property lease contract PJSC fGC uES and PJSC 
idGC of Siberia

PJSC fGC uES (the lessor) undertakes to provide 
the PJSC idGC of Siberia (the lessee) real property, 
namely, premises no. 1 and no. 2 for staff accom-
modation, garage space no. 3 for the placement 
of vehicles with the right to use the land plot with 
cadastral number 75:25:180104:0220 to accom-
modate emergency and maintenance inventories, 
under the transfer and acceptance certificate for 
temporary possession and use for a fee, and the 
lessee undertakes to pay rent and to return the ob-
ject to the lessor on termination of the agreement  
in good condition.

Rental value under the agreement is RuB 
47,451.21, including VAt (18%) per month. 
the total rental payment under the agree-
ment for 11 months is RuB 521,963.31, 
including VAt (18%).
the total rental payment under the real 
property lease contract for the entire term 
of the agreement, taking into account its 
prolongation, shall not be or exceed 2 (two) 
percent of the book value of assets of PJSC 
fGC uES according to its accounting state-
ments at the last reporting date.

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
299 of 15.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

395. Agreement for operational 
support and technical mainte-
nance of equipment

PJSC fGC uES and PJSC 
"lenenergo"

PJSC fGC uES (the Contractor) undertakes to carry 
out operational support and technical maintenance 
of power equipment, owned by the PJSC "lenener-
go" (the Customer) at its own efforts and expenses 
in accordance with the terms of reference.

the price of services under the agreement 
shall not exceed RuB 251,215.79, including 
VAt (18%), according to the local estimate 
shall not exceed RuB 38,321.05. With the 
price of services under the agreement per 
month is: 
- RuB 20,934.65, including VAt (18%) for the 
period from 01.01.2014 to 30.11.2014; 
- RuB 20,934.00, including VAt (18%) for the 
period from 01.12.2014 to 31.12.2014.

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
299 of 15.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

396. Agreement of compensated 
provision of services

PJSC fGC uES and  PJSC 
idGC of north-West

on the instructions of PJSC fGC uES (the Cus-
tomer), PJSC idGC of north-West (the Contractor) 
undertakes to provide the following services: to co-
ordinate the production of works in security zones 
of ohl 35-110 kV and SS, to allow the Customer's 
employees to work in security zones of transmis-
sion lines and substation, as well as to provide 
technical supervision of works at the objects.

the price of services under the agreement 
shall not exceed RuB 236,000.00, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
299 of 15.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

397. Approval of related-party 
transactions 

PJSC fGC uES and PJSC 
idGC of South

Compensation to PJSC idGC of South (the owner) 
costs for the exercise by the owner of activities in 
the interests and in connection with the actions of 
PJSC fGC uES (the Company) for construction of 
a facility of the Company that involve the need of 
Reconstruction of objects of the owner under title: 
"ohl 500 kV Rostovskaya nPP – tikhoretskaya 
no. 2 with extension of SS 500 kV tikhoretsk".

Agency agreement under the title: "ohl 500 kV 
Rostovskaya nPP – tikhoretskaya no. 2 with 
extension of SS 500 kV tikhoretsk" between PJSC 
fGC uES (the Agent) and PJSC idGC of the South 
(Principal).

the amount of compensation according to 
the agreement about compensation is RuB 
18,852,780.00, including VAt (18%)

the price of the agency agreement is RuB 
18,852,780.00, including VAt (18%), includ-
ing the cost of agency fees in the amount of 
RuB 118,000.00, including VAt (18 %)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
299 of 15.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti
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398. Real property lease contract PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“muS Energetiki”

PJSC fGC uES (the lessor) undertakes to transfer 
to JSC "muS Energetiki" (the lessee) real property 
under the transfer and acceptance certificate for 
temporary possession and use for a fee.

the amount of the lease payment per 
month under the agreement consists of a 
fixed part and a variable part:
- the value of the fixed part of the rent for 
the lease of non-residential premises with 
a total area of 1,498.82 sqm, located on 3rd 
floor in a building (non-residential premises 
in block B, space 20,072.90 sqm,  Belove-
zhskaya str., 4, inv. no. 0100-1-11-00008), is 
RuB 1,951,068.95, including VAt (18%);
- the value of the fixed part of the rent for 
the lease of non-residential premises with 
a total area of 159.93 sqm, intended for 
general use and located on the 3rd floor in a 
building (non-residential premises in block 
B, space 20,072.90 sqm, Belovezhskaya 
str., 4, inv. no. 0100-1-11-00008), is RuB 
104,093.37, including VAt (18%);
- the value of the fixed part of the rent for 
the lease of parking spaces in the amount 
of 8 units with numbers: 1-8, located on 
the 1st floor in a building (non-residential 
premises in block B, space 20,072.90 sqm,  
Belovezhskaya str., 4, inv. no. 0100-1-11-
00008) is RuB 99,299.36, including VAt 
(18%) 
- the value of the fixed portion of the rent for 
parking spaces in the amount of 20 units 
with numbers: 316-335, located on the pla-
nar structure (open guest parking, Belove-
zhskaya str., 4, inv. no. 0100-1-12-00415), is 
RuB 137,210.40, including VAt (18%).
the variable part of the rent are:
- utilities (heat, water, sewerage, purification 
of water), and electricity;
- cleaning of these facilities, including solid 
waste removal, deratization, disinfection 
and disinsection;
- communication services;
- maintenance of engineering systems of 
these objects and external networks;
- maintenance of fire safety systems of 
specified objects;
- ensuring protection and access control;
- lighting rentals (facade and street lighting 
with consumables);
- service of public transportation;
 - wash the outside glass and ventilated 
facade.
the magnitude of the variable part of the 
rent for non-residential premises with a 
total area 1,498.82 sqm. located on the 3rd 
floor in a building (non-residential premises 
in block B, space 20,072.90 sqm,  Belove-
zhskaya str., 4, inv. no. 0100-1-11-00008) 
and parking spaces in the amount of 8 units 
with numbers: 1-8, located on the 1st floor 
in a building (non-residential premises in 
block B, space 20,072.90 sqm,  Belovezhs-
kaya str., 4, inv. no. 0100-1-11-00008) is cal-
culated in proportion to the area transferred 
for temporary possession and use of the 
lessee's object.

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
299 of 15.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti
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the magnitude of the variable part of the 
rent for non-residential premises with a 
total area 159.93 sqm, intended for general 
use and located on the 3rd floor in a build-
ing (non-residential premises in block B, 
space 20,072.90 sqm,  Belovezhskaya str., 
4, inv. no. 0100-1-11-00008) is calculated 
with a factor of 0.5.
the magnitude of the variable part of the 
rent for parking spaces in the amount of 
20 units with numbers: 316-335, located on 
the planar structure (open guest parking, 
Belovezhskaya str., 4, inv. no. 0100-1-12-
00415), calculated in proportion to the 
amount transferred to the use lessee park-
ing spaces.
the magnitude of the variable part of the 
rent in respect of connection services is cal-
culated upon the lessee rendered services.
the total amount of rent for the entire term 
of the property lease agreement, taking into 
account its prolongation, shall not be or 
exceed 2 (two) percent of the book value 
of assets of PJSC fGC uES according to its 
accounting statements at the last reporting 
date.

399. Agreement for the provision 
of complex services

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“muS Energetiki”

Providing comprehensive technical support ser-
vices and maintenance of facilities of KASuB of 
north-West in 2015 between PJSC fGC uES (the 
Customer) and JSC "muS Energetiki"

the price of services under the agreement 
shall not exceed RuB 3,200,000.00, includ-
ing VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
299  of 15.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

400. Contracting agreement PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

Contract for performance of design and explora-
tion works, working documentation, construction 
and installation, commissioning works with equip-
ment supply for reconstruction of ZRu 6 kV SS 
220kV londoko for tP JSC "teploozersky cement 
plant" between PJSC fGC uES (the Customer) and 
JSC "Electrosetservice unEG" (the Contractor).

Work price of the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 5,295,607.43, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
299 of 15.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

401. Agreement on compensation 
of expenses

PJSC fGC uES and PJSC 
“Kubanenergo”

the agreement on compensation of expenses 
under title: "ohl 500 kV Rostovskaya nPP – 
tikhoretskaya no. 2 with extension of SS 500 kV 
tikhoretsk" between PJSC fGC uES (the Company) 
and PJSC “Kubanenergo” (the owner)

the amount of compensation under the 
agreement is RuB 30,477,150.00, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
299 of 15.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

402. Agreement of 20.05.2014 
no. 806/14 on the provision 
of services on placement of 
communication equipment

JSC fGC uES and JSC idGC 
of Volga

JSC idGC of Volga (the Contractor) shall provide 
PJSC fGC uES (the Customer) service on place-
ment of communications equipment and other 
property of the Customer in the premises belong-
ing to the Contractor

the price of services under the agreement 
per month is RuB 38,320.61, including VAt 
(18%)
the price of services under the agree-
ment for the period from 01.01.2014 to 
31.12.2014 is RuB 459,847.32, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
299 of 15.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

403. Agreement on performance of 
works on repair of fiber optic 
cable in lightning protection 
cable

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Chitatechenergo”

JSC "Chitatechenergo" (the Contractor) undertakes 
to produce on a plot of ohl-35 kV tK-302 sup. no. 
27 – sup. no. A2 – ohl-110 kV Rt-104 sup. no. 
34 repair of fiber optic cable in lightning protection 
cable

Work price of the agreement is RuB 
374,741.62, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
299 of 15.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

404. R&d agreement PJSC fGC uES, JSC "Enin", 
JSC “R&d Centre of fGC 
uES”

PJSC fGC uES (the Customer) assigns and JSC 
"Enin", JSC  R&d Centre of fGC uES" (the Contrac-
tor) undertakes to perform research, developmen-
tal and technological works on the topic: "Study 
and development of a prototype of compact 
devices for distributed series compensation for 
transmission lines 220 kV with the selection and 
justification of the pilot implementation".

Works price of the agreement is RuB 
29,900,000.00, including VAt 18%

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
299 of 15.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti, members of the 
Company’s management Board: A.A. Zagaratsky, 
m.n. Pichugina, who  are members of the Board of 
directors of a party to the transaction
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405 Agreement to perform design 
and survey work

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“dESP”

Execution of design and survey works for the 
project: "Reconstruction of reserve cells ZRu 6 kV 
of SS 220kV “Kremenki” with the installation of 
vacuum circuit breakers, current transformers for 
the implementation of the tP llC "novoulyanovsk-
cogeneration", the application of 12.09.2013 m6/
ZtP/302" between PJSC fGC uES (the Customer) 
and JSC "dESP" (the Contractor).

Works price of the agreement shall not ex-
ceed RuB 404,468.00, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
300 of 21.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

406. Agreement for the provision 
of services to support the cor-
porate information manage-
ment system

PJSC fGC uES and  llC “it 
Energy Service”

it Energy Service, llC (the Contractor) undertakes 
to provide a set of services to support and / or 
technical support of the corporate management 
information system (Additional modules) of PJSC 
fGC uES (the Customer).

the price of services under the agreement 
shall not exceed RuB 22,570,473.60, includ-
ing VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
300 of 21.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

407. Supplementary agreement of 
21.03.2014 no. 3 to the agree-
ment of 16.03.2012 no. 3896 

JSC fGC uES and JSC 
“dESP”

Amendments to the agreement of 16.03.2012 no. 
3896 for the development of design and working 
documentation for the project: "Construction of 
SS 500 kV “Svyatogor” with entries of ohl 500 kV 
and 220 kV" of the federal Grid’s branch– "mES 
of Western Siberia" between JSC fGC uES (the 
Customer) and JSC "dESP" (the Contractor).

Works price is not determined due to the 
fact that the supplementary agreement 
does not change the price of the agreement

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
300 of 21.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

408. Agreement on performance 
of works on development of 
project, working and procure-
ment documentation

PJSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

Execution of works on developing design, technical 
and procurement documentation: "750 kV lenin-
gradskaya nPP-2 – leningradskaya ohl, 750 kV 
leningradskaya nPP - leningradskaya nPP -2 ohl, 
access ohl 750 kV leningradskaya nPP - lenin-
gradskaya on oRu 750 kV of leningradskaya nPP-
2" between PJSC fGC uES (the Customer) and JSC 
R&d Centre of fGC uES (the Contractor).

Works price of the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 319,115,000.00, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
300 of 21.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti, members of the 
Company’s management Board: A.A. Zagaratsky, 
m.n. Pichugina, who  are members of the Board of 
directors of a party to the transaction

409. Statement for offseting coun-
ter claims between PJSC fGC 
uES and JSC "Kuban trunk 
Grids"

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
"Kuban trunk Grids"

Counter claims to be offset Amount of counter claims to be offset is 
RuB 996,001,928.80, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
300 of 21.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

410. Agreement of 01.10.2014 no. 
ChB-0239-2014 for the provi-
sion of services on placement 
of equipment

JSC fGC uES and JSC 
Rushydro

JSC Rushydro (the Contractor) undertakes to 
provide services to JSC fGC uES (the Customer) 
on placement of the equipment owned by the Cus-
tomer at the production facility of Rushydro branch 
- Cheboksarskaya hPP.

the price of services under the agreement 
is RuB 35,400.00, including VAt (18%) per 
quarter.
the price of services under the agree-
ment for the period from 01.10.2014 till 
31.12.2015 is RuB 177,000.00, including 
VAt (18 %)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
300 of 21.12.2015)

members of the Company's Board of directors 
V.m. Kravchenko, m.S. Bystrov, who are mem-
bers of the Board of directors of a party to the 
transaction; member of the Board of directors 
and the Chairman of the management Board n.G. 
Shulginov, who is a General director of a party to 
the transaction

411. Agreement for performing 
design and exploration works, 
drafting working documenta-
tion

PJSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

Execution of design and exploration works, work-
ing documentation under the project: "Construction 
of approaches of  220 kV Klyuchevaya - Sivaki 
ohl in Ru 220 kV of SS 220 kV nPS-23 (for tP of 
energy receiving devices of llC "dalnefteprovod") 
(tC Application no. m3/ZtP/338 of 21.07.2014)" 
between PJSC fGC uES (the Customer) and JSC 
R&d Centre of fGC uES (the Contractor).

Works price of the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 13,137,304.00, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
300 of 21.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti, members of the 
Company’s management Board: A.A. Zagaratsky, 
m.n. Pichugina, who  are members of the Board of 
directors of a party to the transaction

412. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 (with the protocol of dis-
agreements) to the agreement 
of 22.12.2014 no. 1104/14-
340027

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Yantarenergo”

Supplementary agreement no. 1 (with the protocol 
of disagreements) to the agreement of 22.12.2014 
no. 1104/14-340027 for repair and maintenance of 
electric grid facilities between PJSC fGC uES (the 
Customer) and JSC "Yantarenergo" (the Contrac-
tor).

Price of work determined by the supple-
mentary agreement, shall not exceed RuB 
1,249,143.28, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
300 of 21.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti
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413. Agreement on termination 
of the Real property lease 
contract

PJSC fGC uES and
JSC “CiuS uES”

PJSC fGC uES (the lessor) and JSC "CiuS uES" 
(the lessee) agreed to terminate the real prop-
erty lease contract of 14.10.2014 no. 4055 since 
01.06.2015, the object of which is a part of non-
residential premises with a total area of 10.6 sqm, 
2 floor of 5-storey administrative building (cadas-
tral (conditional) number 59-59-20/068/2006-453), 
located at the address: the Perm Edge, Perm, 
Visherskaya str., 34.

Agreement on termination of the real 
property lease contract does not and can-
not entail additional monetary obligations, 
the price of the services / work under the 
agreement.

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
300 of 21.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board n.i. Pozdnyakov, 
who is a member of the Board of directors and 
a General director of a party to the transaction; 
member of the Company’s management Board 
d.l. Shishkin, who is a member of the Board of 
directors of a party to the transaction

414 license agreement PJSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

PJSC fGC uES (the licenser) undertakes to entitle 
JSC R&d Centre of fGC uES (the licensee), on 
the basis of a simple (nonexclusive) license, to 
use the know-how on the territory of the Russian 
federation and the CiS countries, provided that the 
licensee pays remuneration to the licensor.

the price of services (remuneration) under 
the license agreement consists of the 
amount of: 
- fixed payments in the amount of RUB 
200,000.00 for each set of technical 
documentation under the agreement (not 
subject to VAt); 
- current transfers (royalties) in the amount 
of 80% of sales volume for subcontracts 
not subject to VAt. 
total price of services (remuneration) under 
a license agreement for the entire term of 
the license agreement, taking into account 
its prolongation, shall not be equal or ex-
ceed 2 percent of the book value of assets 
of PJSC fGC uES according to its account-
ing statements at the last reporting date.

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
300 of 21.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti, members of the 
Company’s management Board: A.A. Zagaratsky, 
m.n. Pichugina, who  are members of the Board of 
directors of a party to the transaction

415. Agreement for performance 
of works on adjustment of 
design documentation

PJSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

Execution of works on tupdating design documen-
tation for the project: "p by id (Reconstruction of 
ohl-330-18 Stavropol – Blagodarnaya (suspension 
surge arrester) for the needs of the federal Grid’s 
branch– "mES of South" between PJSC fGC uES 
(the Customer) and JSC R&d Centre of fGC uES 
(the Contractor).

Works price of the agreement shall not ex-
ceed RuB 918,950.00, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
300 of 21.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti, members of the 
Company’s management Board: A.A. Zagaratsky, 
m.n. Pichugina, who  are members of the Board of 
directors of a party to the transaction

416. Agreement to perform design 
and exploration works, work-
ing documentation

PJSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

Execution of design and exploration works, drafting 
working documentation for the project: "Construc-
tion of approaches of 220 kV Khabarovskaya 
-Birobidzhan no. 1 ohlwith a branch line to SS 
ikura/t in Ru 220 kV SS 220 kV nPS-32" (for tP of 
energy receiving devices of llC "dalnefteprovod") 
(tC Application no. m3/ZtP/340 of 21.07.2014)" 
between PJSC fGC uES (the Customer) and JSC 
R&d Centre of fGC uES (the Contractor).

Work price of the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 14,875,491.01, including VAt 
(18 %)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
300 of 21.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti, members of the 
Company’s management Board: A.A. Zagaratsky, 
m.n. Pichugina, who  are members of the Board of 
directors of a party to the transaction

417. Supplementary agreement 
no. 2 to the agreement of 
05.10.2012 no. 209

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

Supplementary agreement no. 2 to the agreement 
of 05.10.2012 no. 209 to perform work for the 
project: "Reconstruction of 330 kV Stavropol SS 
(replacement of air circuit breakers 330 kV) for the 
needs of the federal Grid’s branch– "mES of South" 
between PJSC fGC uES (the Customer) and JSC 
"Electrosetservice unEG" (the Contractor).

Works price is not determined due to the 
fact that the agreement does not change 
the price of the agreement

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
300 of 21.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

418. Agreement on performance 
of works on adjustment of 
design documentation

PJSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

Execution of works on tupdating design docu-
mentation for the project: "improving lightning-
surge proofness by id (Reconstruction of 330 kV 
Budennovsk-Kizlyar-Chiryurt ohl (suspension 
surge arrester) for the needs of the federal Grid’s 
branch- mES of South" between PJSC fGC uES (the 
Customer) and JSC R&d Centre of fGC uES (the 
Contractor).

Works price of the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 4,030,770.00, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
300 of 21.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti, members of the 
Company’s management Board: A.A. Zagaratsky, 
m.n. Pichugina, who  are members of the Board of 
directors of a party to the transaction
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419. Agreement for repair and 
maintenance of electric grid 
facilities

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Yantarenergo”

Agreement for repair and maintenance of electric 
grid facilities (with the protocol of disagreements) 
between PJSC fGC uES (the Customer) and JSC 
"Yantarenergo" (the Contractor).

Price of works and services under the 
agreement for the period from 01.01.2015 
to 31.12.2015 shall not exceed RuB 
7,534,406.20, including VAt (18%). 
total price of works and services under the 
agreement for the entire term of the agree-
ment shall not be or exceed 2 percent of 
the book value of assets of PJSC fGC uES 
according to its accounting statements at 
the last reporting date.

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
300 of 21.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

420. Agreement to perform design 
and exploration works, work-
ing documentation

PJSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

Execution of design and exploration works, work-
ing documentation on the object: "Construction 
of visits ohl 220 kV Amurskaya -Koroli/t with a 
branch line to SS Belogorsk in Ru 220 kV SS 220 
kV nPS-26 (for tP of energy receiving devices of 
llC "dalnefteprovod") (tC Application no. m3/
ZtP/339 of 21.07.2014)" between PJSC fGC uES 
(the Customer) and JSC R&d Centre of fGC uES 
(the Contractor).

Works price of the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 11,066,898.00, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
300 of 21.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti, members of the 
Company’s management Board: A.A. Zagaratsky, 
m.n. Pichugina, who  are members of the Board of 
directors of a party to the transaction

421. Agreement on performance 
of works on development of 
working documentation

PJSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

Execution of works on development of working 
documentation for the project: " 750 kV leningrad-
skaya – Belozerskaya ohl" for the needs of PJSC 
fGC uES branch - mES north-West between PJSC 
fGC uES (the Customer) and JSC R&d Centre of 
fGC uES (the Contractor).

Works price of the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 593,970,000.00, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
300 of 21.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti, members of the 
Company’s management Board: A.A. Zagaratsky, 
m.n. Pichugina, who  are members of the Board of 
directors of a party to the transaction

422. Agreement for termination of  
the agreement of 19.09.2013 
no. KS-0913 for drafting 
design documentation and 
estimates

PJSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

Agreement on agreement termination of 
19.09.2013 no. KS-0913 for the development of 
design documentation and estimates for the proj-
ect: "Complex reconstruction of 220 kV Kamskaya 
hPP – Soboli and Sl 220 kV Kamskaya hPP – 
Vladimirskaya 1 ohl" between PJSC fGC uES (the 
Customer) and JSC R&d Centre of fGC uES (the 
Contractor).

Price of the agreement to terminate the 
agreement of 19.09.2013 no. KS-0913 for 
the development of design documentation 
and estimates is RuB 687,553.35, including 
VAt (18 %)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
300 of 21.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti, members of the 
Company’s management Board: A.A. Zagaratsky, 
m.n. Pichugina, who  are members of the Board of 
directors of a party to the transaction

423. Supplementary agree-
ment no. 1 to the agree-
ment on compensation of 
18.12.2012 no. 0211-92-K/12 
(7600/12024/12)

PJSC fGC uES and PJSC 
iGdS of Centre

Supplementary agreement no. 1 to the agreement 
on compensation of 18.12.2012 no. 02-11-92-K/12 
(7600/12024/12) determines the amount of com-
pensation between PJSC fGC uES (the "Company") 
and PJSC idGC of Centre (the owner).

the amount of compensation determined 
by supplementary agreement no. 1 to the 
agreement on compensation of 18.12.2012 
no. 02-11-92-K/12 (7600/12024/12) is RuB 
20,796,060.73, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
300 of 21.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

424. Agreement for the develop-
ment of basic technical solu-
tions, design, technical and 
procurement documentation

PJSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

Execution of works on the development of basic 
technical solutions, design, technical and procure-
ment documentation for the project: "Construction 
of 220 kV mezhdurechenskaya – Stepnaya ohl 
with the reconstruction of buildings and construc-
tions of substations and the installation SKRm" 
between PJSC fGC uES (the Customer) and JSC 
R&d Centre of fGC uES (the Contractor).

Works price of the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 227,033,940.00, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
300 of 21.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti, members of the 
Company’s management Board: A.A. Zagaratsky, 
m.n. Pichugina, who  are members of the Board of 
directors of a party to the transaction

425. Agreement of 23.03.2014  
no. 29-3/117-GSiRPiR 

JSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

Execution of works on development of design 
documentation for the project: "Reconstruction 
of ohl 220 kV urengoi-Pangody (nadym), ohl 
220 kV Pangody-nadym. installation of supports 
on new foundations" between JSC fGC uES (the 
Customer) and JSC R&d Centre of fGC uES (the 
Contractor).

Works price of the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 3,682,800.00, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
300 of 21.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti, members of the 
Company’s management Board: A.A. Zagaratsky, 
m.n. Pichugina, who  are members of the Board of 
directors of a party to the transaction

426. Real property lease contract PJSC fGC uES and
JSC “CiuS uES”

the lessor (PJSC fGC uES) undertakes to transfer 
to the lessee (JSC "CiuS uES") real property under 
the transfer and acceptance certificate for tempo-
rary possession and use for a fee.

Rental value per month consists of fixed 
and variable parts: 
- the fixed part of the rent is RUB 
1,416,402.70, including VAt (18%); 
- the variable part of the rent is calculated in 
accordance with the terms of the agree-
ment

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
301 of 28.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board n.i. Pozdnyakov, 
who is a member of the Board of directors and 
a General director of a party to the transaction; 
member of the Company’s management Board 
d.l. Shishkin, who is a member of the Board of 
directors of a party to the transaction
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427. Real property lease contract PJSC fGC uES and
JSC “CiuS uES”

the lessor (PJSC fGC uES) undertakes to provide 
to the lessee (JSC "CiuS uES") real property under 
the transfer and acceptance certificate for tempo-
rary possession and use for a fee, and the lessee 
undertakes to pay the rent and to return the object 
to the lessor upon the termination of the agree-
ment in good working condition (subject to normal 
wear and tear).

Rental value is RuB 90,183.85, including 
VAt (18%) per month

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
301 of 28.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board n.i. Pozdnyakov, 
who is a member of the Board of directors and 
a General director of a party to the transaction; 
member of the Company’s management Board 
d.l. Shishkin, who is a member of the Board of 
directors of a party to the transaction

428. Real property lease contract PJSC fGC uES and
JSC “CiuS uES”

the lessor (PJSC fGC uES) undertakes to provide 
to the lessee (JSC "CiuS uES") real property under 
the transfer and acceptance certificate for tempo-
rary possession and use for a fee, and the lessee 
undertakes to pay the rent and to return the object 
to the lessor upon the termination of the agree-
ment in good working condition (subject to normal 
wear and tear).

Rental value under the real property lease 
contract is RuB 3,310.87, including VAt 
(18%) per month

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
301 of 28.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board n.i. Pozdnyakov, 
who is a member of the Board of directors and 
a General director of a party to the transaction; 
member of the Company’s management Board 
d.l. Shishkin, who is a member of the Board of 
dircetors of a party to the transaction

429. Real property lease contract PJSC fGC uES and
JSC “CiuS uES”

the lessor (PJSC fGC uES) undertakes to provide 
to the lessee (JSC "CiuS uES") real property under 
the transfer and acceptance certificate for tempo-
rary possession and use for a fee, and the lessee 
undertakes to pay the rent and to return the object 
to the lessor upon the termination of the agree-
ment in good working condition (subject to normal 
wear and tear).

Rental value under the real property lease 
contract is RuB 14,490.00, including VAt 
(18%) per month

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
301 of 28.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board n.i. Pozdnyakov, 
who is a member of the Board of directors and 
a General director of a party to the transaction; 
member of the Company’s management Board 
d.l. Shishkin, who is a member of the Board of 
dircetors of a party to the transaction

430. Supplementary agreement 
no. 3 to the agreement of 
22.03.2013 no. 479/267607 
for the provision of services 
for maintenance and repair of 
communication systems

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“muS Energetiki”

Amendments to the terms and conditions of the 
agreement of 22.03.2013 no. 479/267607 for the 
provision of services for maintenance and repair of 
communication systems

the price of services, determined by the 
supplementary agreement no. 3 to the 
agreement of 22.03.2013 no. 479/267607 
shall not exceed RuB 200,242,191.53, 
including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
301 of 28.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

431. Agency agreement on per-
forming customer/developer 
functions

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
"tomsk trunk Grids"

Agent (PJSC fGC uES) undertakes on the instruc-
tions of the Principal (JSC "tomsk trunk Grids") of 
its own name but at the expense of the Principal, to 
perform functions of Customer/developer, associ-
ated with modernisation, reconstruction, technical 
re-equipment of electric grid facilities beneficially 
owned by the Principal relating to the unEG, and 
the Principal shall pay the Agent compensation for 
performing the Principal's instructions and reim-
burse costs incurred by the Agent when performing 
the Principal's instructions.

the total price of the agency agreement 
on performing functions of customer/de-
veloper for the entire term of the contract 
shall not be or exceed 2 (two) percent of 
the book value of assets of PJSC fGC uES 
according to its accounting statements at 
the last reporting date.

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
301 of 28.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

432. Agreement for the provision 
of services for technical 
support of the automated 
investment projects manage-
ment system of PJSC fGC 
uES based on the "oracle 
Primavera" software

PJSC fGC uES and  it Energy 
Service, llC

the Contractor (it Energy Service, llC) undertakes 
to provide a range of services on technical support 
of automated investment projects management 
system of the Customer (JSC fGC uES) on the 
basis of the software "oracle Primavera" (APCS), 
and the Customer undertakes to pay for services 
rendered.

the price of services under the agreement 
shall not exceed RuB 1,563,264.00, includ-
ing VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
301 of 28.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti"

433. Compensation agreement PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
"tyumenenergo"

Compensation of expenses incurred by the owner 
(PJSC fGC uES) for activities in the interests of 
and in connection with the actions of the Customer 
(JSC "tyumenenergo") on the construction of the 
Customer's facility

the preliminary amount of compensation 
under the compensation agreement is RuB 
9,288,373.28, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
301 of 28.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

434 Real property lease contract PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“muS Energetiki”

the lessor (PJSC fGC uES) undertakes to provide 
to the lessee (JSC “muS Energetiki”) real property  
under the transfer and acceptance certificate for 
temporary possession and use for a fee, and the 
lessee undertakes to pay the rent and to return the 
property to the lessor upon the termination of the 
agreement in good working condition (subject to 
normal wear and tear).

Rental value under the real property lease 
contract is RuB 9,699.44, including VAt 
(18%) per month

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
301 of 28.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti
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435. Contracting agreement for 
drafting working documenta-
tion, supply of material and 
technical resources and 
equipment, construction and 
installation and commission-
ing works for the project: "220 
kV orbit SS. Replacement 
of VChZ-110 kV, tt-110 kV, 
tt-220 kV" for the needs of 
PJSC fGC uES branch - mES 
of Western Siberia

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC "Electrosetservice unEG") 
undertakes to perform a complex of works on 
reconstruction of  220 kV orbit SS and deliver 
the result to the Customer (PJSC fGC uES), and 
the Customer undertakes to accept the results of 
works and pay the stipulated price as set forth in 
the agreement

Works price of the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 45,418,200.00, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
301 of 28.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

436. Rental agreement  of movable 
property

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“dESP”

the lessor (JSC "dESP") undertakes to provide 
to the lessee (PJSC fGC uES) movable property 
under the transfer and acceptance certificate 
for temporary possession and use for a fee, and 
the lessee undertakes to pay rent and return the 
property to the lessor at the end of the agreement 
in condition not worse than the original.

Rental value under the agreement is RuB 
25,064.83, including VAt (18%) per month

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
301 of 28.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

437. Real property lease contract PJSC fGC uES and PJSC 
idGC of Siberia

the lessor (PJSC fGC uES) undertakes to provide 
to the lessee (PJSC idGC of Siberia) real prop-
erty under the act of acceptance and transfer for 
temporary possession and use for a fee, and the 
lessee undertakes to pay rent and to return the 
property to the lessor upon the termination of the 
agreement in good working conditions (subject to 
normal wear and tear).

Rental value under the agreement is RuB 
18,610.11, including VAt (18%) per month

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
301 of 28.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

438. Agreement on performance 
of works on re-engineering 
of automated measuring 
and information system for 
electric power fiscal metering 
with respect to maintaining 
the reference of the historic-
ity of normative-reference 
information 

PJSC fGC uES and  it Energy 
Service, llC

the Customer (PJSC fGC uES) charges and pays, 
and the Contractor (it Energy Service, llC) as-
sumes the obligation to perform re-engineering of 
automated measuring and information system for 
electric power fiscal metering in terms of maintain-
ing the reference of the historicity of normative-
reference information

Works price of the agreement is RuB 
47,775,840.00, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
301 of 28.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

439. Agreement of 19.06.2013 no. 
0214-0-72-01-PiR / 13 to per-
form design and survey work 
(without documentation) for 
the project: "Construction of 
220 kV obninsk –Sozvezdie 
1,2 ohl" for the needs of the 
federal Grid’s branch– "mES 
of Center"

PJSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

the Contractor (JSC R&d Centre of fGC uES) 
undertakes to perform a complex of works on 
engineering surveys; developing project documen-
tation; developing procurement documentation, 
and the Customer (PJSC fGC uES) undertakes to 
accept result of works and pay them as set forth in 
the agreement

Work price of the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 33,016,000.00, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
301 of 28.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti, members of the 
Company’s management Board: A.A. Zagaratsky, 
m.n. Pichugina, who  are members of the Board of 
directors of a party to the transaction

440. Real property lease contract PJSC fGC uES and PJSC 
idGC of Siberia

the lessor (PJSC idGC of Siberia) undertakes to 
provide the lessee (PJSC fGC uES) real property 
for temporary possession and use, and the lessee 
undertakes to accept  the property and pay rent in 
the amount and on the terms established by the 
agreement

Rent value under the agreement is RuB 
25,757.78, including VAt (18%) per month

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
301 of 28.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

441. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 to the agreement of 
04.10.2012 no. 198 on the 
execution of works for the 
project: "Reconstruction of 
330/110/10kV "makhachkala 
330 SS" (replacing the rectifier 
devices of ice melting)"

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the terms and conditions of the 
agreement  of 04.10.2012 no. 198

Price of works is not determined the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
301 of 28.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction
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442. Agreement on performance of 
works on developing design, 
technical and procurement 
documentation for the project: 
"Reconstruction of 500 kV 
Peresvet – ilkovskaya ohl. 
improving lightning-surge 
proofness " for the needs of 
the federal Grid’s branch– 
"mES of Western Siberia"

PJSC fGC uES and JSC R&d 
Centre of fGC uES

the Contractor (JSC R&d Centre of fGC uES) un-
dertakes to perform complex operations, and the 
Customer (PJSC fGC uES) undertakes to accept 
result of works and pay them as set forth in the 
agreement

Works price of the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 1,146,450.00, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
301 of 28.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti, members of the 
Company’s management Board: A.A. Zagaratsky, 
m.n. Pichugina, who  are members of the Board of 
directors of a party to the transaction

443. Supplementary agreement 
no. 5 to the agreement of 
01.04.2008 no. 80326

PJSC fGC uES and PJSC 
idGC of Volga

Amendments to the terms and conditions of the 
agreement of 01.04.2008 no. 80326

the price of services, determined by the 
supplementary agreement no. 5 to the 
agreement of 01.04.2008 no. 80326 is RuB 
46,318.02, including VAt (18%) per month

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
301 of 28.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

444. Supplementary agreement 
no. 9 to the agreement of 
18.02.2013 no. 06/13 on 
execution of works on repair 
and diagnostics of equipment 
and targeted programmes 
for the SS and ohl of mES of 
Western Siberia

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the terms and conditions of the 
agreement of 18.02.2013 no. 06/13

the price is not determined the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
301 of 28.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

445. Contracting agreement for 
performance of emergency 
recovery works on replace-
ment of high voltage bushings 
at the 220 kV "K", magdagachi 
SS, 500 kV Vladivostok SS, 
Chuguyevka, Khekhtsir -2

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC "Electrosetservice unEG") 
undertakes to perform a set of works on: 
- drafting design and working documentation; 
- design supervision; 
- reconstruction 
and to provide a complete set of materials, equip-
ment, spare parts for equipment in accordance 
with the design and working documentation, and 
deliver the result to the Customer (PJSC fGC uES), 
and the Customer undertakes to accept a result of 
works and pay the stipulated price as set forth in 
the agreement

Works price of the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 6,749,949.36, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
301 of 28.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

446. Agreement for performance 
of works (working documen-
tation, construction and com-
missioning works, delivery 
of materials) for the project: 
"improving of lightning-surge 
proofness by id" (Reconstruc-
tion of ohl-330-30 Baksan-
nalchik (installation of ground 
wires) for the needs of the 
federal Grid’s branch– "mES 
of South"

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC "Electrosetservice unEG") 
undertakes to perform a complex of works on: 
- registration of rights to land plots for the recon-
struction of the object; 
- development of working documentation; 
- organisation of field supervision; 
- reconstruction; 
- and to provide a complete set of materials, equip-
ment, spare parts for equipment in accordance 
with the design and working documentation, and 
deliver the result to the Customer (PJSC fGC uES), 
and the Customer undertakes to accept result of 
works and pay the stipulated price as set forth in 
the agreement

Works price of the agreement shall not 
exceed RuB 6,727,325.58, including VAt 
(18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
301 of 28.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

447. Supplementary agreement 
no. 2 to the agreement of 
08.10.2012 no. 202 for 
execution of works for the 
project: "Reconstruction of 
220/110/10kV Zimovniki SS. 
Installation of rectifier devices 
of ice melting (arranging ice 
melting on wires and cables 
for outgoing ohl 220 kV)

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the terms and conditions of the 
agreement of 08.10.2012 no. 202

the price determined by the supplementary 
agreement no. 2, shall not exceed RuB 
133,277,401.38, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
301 of 28.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction
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448. Agreement on transfer of 
rights and obligations under 
the agreement of 22.08.2012 
no. 3923

PJSC fGC uES, JSC "dESP" 
and JSC R&d Centre of fGC 
uES

The definition of the transfer of rights and obliga-
tions of the parties to the agreement

Price (monetary valuation) of the assigned 
rights and obligations under the agreement 
on transfer of rights and obligations under 
the agreement of 22.08.2012 no. 3923 shall 
not exceed RuB 108,206,000.00, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
302 of 28.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti, members of the 
Company’s management Board: V.P. dikoy, A.A. 
Zagaratsky, m.n. Pichugina, who  are members of 
the Board of directors of a party to the transaction

449. Agreement on transfer of 
rights and obligations under 
the agreement of 17.02.2012 
no. 3891

PJSC fGC uES, JSC "dESP" 
and JSC R&d Centre of fGC 
uES

determination of the transfer of rights and obliga-
tions of the parties to the agreement

Price (monetary valuation) of the assigned 
rights and obligations under the agreement 
on transfer of rights and obligations under 
the agreement of 17.02.2012 no. 3891 shall 
not exceed RuB 49,265,000.00, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
302 of 28.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti, members of the 
Company’s management Board: V.P. dikoy, A.A. 
Zagaratsky, m.n. Pichugina, who  are members of 
the Board of directors of a party to the transaction

450. Agreement on transfer of 
rights and obligations under 
the agreement of 14.10.2011 
no. 3879

PJSC fGC uES, JSC "dESP" 
and JSC R&d Centre of fGC 
uES

determination of the transfer of rights and obliga-
tions of the parties to the agreement

Price (monetary valuation) of the assigned 
rights and obligations under the agreement 
on transfer of rights and obligations under 
the agreement of 14.10.2011 no. 3879 shall 
not exceed RuB 51,802,000.00, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
302 of 28.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti, members of the 
Company’s management Board: V.P. dikoy, A.A. 
Zagaratsky, m.n. Pichugina, who  are members of 
the Board of directors of a party to the transaction

451. Supplementary agreement 
no. 3 to the agreement of 
05.04.2011 no. 3853 on 
performance of works on 
drafting design and work-
ing documentation for the 
project: "Construction of 220 
kV dunaevskaya SS with ap-
proaches of 220 kV Surguts-
kaya GRES-1-imilor ohl of 
PJSC fGC uES branch – "mES 
of Western Siberia"

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“dESP”

Amendments to the terms and conditionsof thea-
greement of 05.04.2011 no. 3853

Works price, as determinedin the supple-
mentary agreement no. 3 to agreement of 
05.04.2011 no. 3853, shall not exceed  RuB 
31,176,302.68, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
302 of 28.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

452 Supplementary agreement 
no. 3 to the agreement 
no. 3852 of 31.03.2011 on 
performance of works on 
drafting design and work-
ing documentation for the 
project: "Construction of 220 
kV novobystrinskaya SS with 
approaches to 220 kV Som-
kinskaya – Peresvet ohl of 
PJSC fGC uES branch – "mES 
of Western Siberia"

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“dESP”

Amendments to the terms and conditions of the 
agreement no. 3852 of 31.03.2011

Works price determined by the supplemen-
tary agreement no. 3 to the agreement no. 
3852 of 31.03.2011, shall not exceed  RuB 
28,031,442.80, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
302 of 28.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

453. Agreement on performance of 
works on maintenance of SCS

PJSC fGC uES and PJSC 
idGC of Centre and Privolzhie

the Contractor (PJSC idGC of Centre and Privol-
zhie) assumes the obligations for maintenance of 
equipment of dispatching and technological man-
agement of  220 kV Electron SS, 220 kV liteinaya 
SS owned by the Customer (PJSC fGC uES) 

Work price of the agreement is RuB 
280,368.00, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
303 of 28.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

454. Supplementary agreement 
no. 5 to the non-residential 
premises lease agreement of 
01.06.2012 no. 93-2012

PJSC fGC uES and
JSC «CiuS uES»

Amendments to the agreement of  lease of 
non-residential premises no. 93-2012 dated  
01.06.2012

Rent value determined by the supplementa-
ry agreement is RuB 148,872.24, including 
VAt (18 %) per month. 
Rent value for the period from 01.06.2012 
till 31.01.2016 is RuB 8,991,223.49, includ-
ing VAt (18 %)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
303 of 28.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board n.i. Pozdnyakov, 
who is a member of the Board of directors and 
a General director of a party to the transaction; 
member of the Company’s management Board 
d.l. Shishkin, who is a member of the Board of 
directors of a party to the transaction
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455. Protocol on determination 
of shares in common shared 
ownership 

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
"Kuban trunk Grids"

determination of shares in common shared owner-
ship 

the size of the shares in common shared 
ownership for the facility 220 kV Shepsi-
dagomys ohl under the protocol determi-
nation of shares in common ownership is: 
- the share of PJSC fGC uES is RuB 
1,983,668,000.00, which is equivalent to 
87.3%;
- the share of JSC "Kuban trunk Grids" is 
RuB 287,661,000.00, which is equivalent to 
12.7%. 
the total transaction value is RuB 
2,271,329,000.00 without VAt.

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
303 of 28.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

456. Agreement for performance 
of works on maintenance of 
SCS

PJSC fGC uES and PJSC 
idGC of Centre and Privolzhie

the Contractor (PJSC idGC of Centre and Privol-
zhie) assumes responsibilities for maintenance of 
equipment of supervisory control system, installed 
at the 220 kV leninskaya SS, 220 kV Yasnopolyan-
skaya SS,  220 kV Shipovo SS, 220 kV Begichevo 
SS, 220 kV lyutorichi SS, 220 kV Severnaya SS, 220 
kV Zvezda SS, belongs to the Customer (PJSC fGC 
uES)

Works price of the agreement shall not ex-
ceed RuB 497,232.00, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
303 of 28.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

457. Agreement for performance 
of works on technical mainte-
nance of equipment

PJSC fGC uES and PJSC 
idGC of Centre and Privolzhie

the Contractor (PJSC idGC of Centre and Privol-
zhie) assumes responsibilities for maintenance 
of equipment of supervisory control system of  
Ryazanskoe RmES of PJSC fGC uES branch – Prio-
kskoye PmES belonging to the Customer (PJSC 
fGC uES)

Works price of the agreement is RuB 
279,206.88, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
303 of 28.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

458. Supplementary agreement 
no. 4 to the agreement of 
08.04.2008
no. 22

PJSC fGC uES and PJSC 
idGC of Volga

Amendments to the agreement of 08.04.2008 no. 
22

the price of services determined by 
the supplementary agreement is RuB 
40,528.27, including VAt (18%) per month. 
the price of services under the agree-
ment of 08.04.2008 no. 22 for the period 
from 01.04.2008 to 31.12.2016 is RuB 
4,989,219.24, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
303 of 28.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

459. Supplementary agreement 
no. 3 to the agreement of 
08.07.2013 no. 26/13 on 
execution of works on mainte-
nance of electrical equipment 
AVV (long-term)

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

Amendments to the agreement of 08.07.2013 no. 
26/13 on execution of works on maintenance of 
electrical equipment AVV (long-term)

Works price determined by the supple-
mentary agreement shall not exceed  RuB 
62,760,175.61, including VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
303 of 28.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

460. Contracting agreement for 
performance of emergency 
recovery works on replace-
ment of high voltage bushings 
at the 220 kV Volna SS

PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

the Contractor (JSC “Electrosetservice unEG”) 
shall perform to the Customer (PJSC fGC uES) a 
complex of works on: 
- development of design and working documenta-
tion; 
- design supervision; 
- reconstruction;
- and to provide a complete set of materials, equip-
ment, spare parts for equipment.

the price of works under the agreement 
shall not exceed RuB 972,938.84, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
303 of 28.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction

461. Supplementary agreement 
no. 1 to the real property 
lease contract of 01.02.2015 
no. 7016/14-0294 

PJSC fGC uES and PJSC 
idGC of Centre and Privolzhie

Amendments to the real property lease contract of 
01.02.2015 no. 7016/14-0294 

Rent determined by the supplementary 
agreement is RuB 36,169.52, including VAt 
(18%) per month. Rental value per month 
does not include the compensation of 
municipal, operational and administrative 
expenses of PJSC idGC of Centre and Priv-
olzhie in the maintenance of property. the 
total rental payment under the real property 
lease contract of 01.02.2015 no. 7016/14-
0294 for the period from 01.02.2014 to 
31.12.2015 is RuB 948,962.14, including 
VAt (18%)

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
303 of 28.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti
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462. loan agreement PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“muS Energetiki”

the lender (PJSC fGC uES) undertakes to provide 
a cash loan to the Borrower (JSC “muS Energetiki”) 
with the debt limit (lump-sum total amount of 
issued and outstanding loans) not exceeding RuB 
127,533,000.00, and the Borrower undertakes to 
repay to the lender the amount of borrowed funds, 
as well as accrued interest.

the price of the loan agreement consists 
of:  
- the amount of funds available for  the loan 
with a debt limit (lump-sum total amount 
of issued and outstanding loans) shall not 
exceed RuB 127,533,000.00; 
- the amount of interest determined at the 
interest rate on each loan equal to a floating 
rate, determined on the basis of mosPrime's 
rate for a period of 3 months plus 2.5% 
per annum. the interest rate on the loan is 
determined on the basis of mosPrime's rate 
for a period of 3 months, published on the 
official website of the Central Bank of the 
Russian federation, 2 (two) working days 
prior to the date of issuance of the loan.

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
304 of 30.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti

463. loan agreement PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
“Electrosetservice unEG”

the lender (PJSC fGC uES) undertakes to provide 
a cash loan to the Borrower (JSC “Electrosetser-
vice unEG”) with the debt limit (lump-sum total 
amount of issued and outstanding loans) not 
exceeding RuB 258,477,000.00, and the Borrower 
undertakes to repay to the lender the amount of 
borrowed funds, as well as accrued interest.

the price of the agreement for provision 
consists of: 
- the amount of funds available for the loan 
with a debt limit (lump-sum total amount 
of issued and outstanding loans) shall not 
exceed RuB 258,477,000.00; 
- the amount of interest determined at the 
interest rate on each loan is equal to a 
floating rate, determined on the basis of 
mosPrime's rate for a period of 3 months 
plus 2.5% per annum. the interest rate 
on the loan is determined on the basis of 
mosPrime's rate for a period of 3 months, 
published on the official website of the 
Central Bank of the Russian federation, 2 
working days prior to the date of issuance 
of the loan according to Borrower's applica-
tion. during the term of each loan the inter-
est rate is reviewed and calculated for each 
subsequent period of 3 months, in order 
to determine the interest rate for the next 
period the mosPrime's rate applies for a 
period of 3 months, published on the official 
website of the Central Bank of the Russian 
federation 2 working days before the start 
date of each period; 
- obligations of JSC “Electrosetservice 
unEG” payment of PJSC fGC uES in the 
amount of the penalty is charged on the 
outstanding amount of the loan, in the 
amount of 0.1% of the unpaid / untimely 
paid amount for each day of delay.

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
304 of 30.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction
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464. loan agreement PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
"ESSK uES"

the lender (PJSC fGC uES) undertakes to provide 
a cash loan to the Borrower (JSC “ESSK uES”) 
with the debt limit (lump-sum total amount of 
issued and outstanding loans) not exceeding RuB 
14,137,000.00, and the Borrower undertakes to 
repay to the lender the amount of borrowed funds, 
as well as accrued interest.

the price of the agreement for provision 
consists of: 
- amount of funds available for the loan 
with a debt limit (lump-sum total amount 
of issued and outstanding loans) shall not 
exceed RuB 14,137,000.00; 
- the amount of interest determined at 
the interest rate on each loan  equal to a 
floating rate, determined on the basis of 
mosPrime's rate for a period of 3 months 
plus 2.5% per annum. the interest rate 
on the loan is determined on the basis of 
mosPrime's rate for a period of 3 months, 
published on the official website of the 
Central Bank of the Russian federation, 2 
working days prior to the date of issuance 
of the loan according to Borrower's applica-
tion. during the term of each loan the inter-
est rate is reviewed and calculated for each 
subsequent period of 3 months, in order 
to determine the interest rate for the next 
period the mosPrime's rate applies for a 
period of 3 months, published on the official 
website of the Central Bank of the Russian 
federation 2 working days before the start 
date of each period; 
- obligations of JSC "ESSK uES" payment of 
PJSC fGC uES in the amount of the penalty 
is charged on the outstanding amount 
of the loan, in the amount of 0.1% of the 
unpaid / untimely paid amount for each day 
of delay.

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
304 of 30.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of JSC fGC uES - JSC Rosseti,
member of the Company’s management Board 
d.l. Shishkin, who is a member of the Board of 
directors of a party to the transaction

465. loan agreement PJSC fGC uES and JSC 
"mobile GtES"

the lender (PJSC fGC uES) undertakes to provide 
a cash loan to the Borrower (JSC “mobile GtES”) 
with the debt limit (lump-sum total amount of 
issued and outstanding loans) not exceeding RuB 
1,271,000,000.00, and the Borrower undertakes to 
repay to the lender the amount of borrowed funds, 
as well as accrued interest.

the price of the agreement for provision 
consists of: 
- amount of funds available for the loan 
with a debt limit (lump-sum total amount 
of issued and outstanding loans) shall not 
exceed RuB 1,271,000,000.00; 
- the amount of interest determined at the 
interest rate on each loan equal to a floating 
rate, determined on the basis of mosPrime's 
rate for a period of 3 months plus 2.5% 
per annum. the interest rate on the loan is 
determined on the basis of mosPrime's rate 
for a period of 3 months, published on the 
official website of the Central Bank of the 
Russian federation, 2 working days prior to 
the date of issuance of the loan according 
to Borrower's application. during the term 
of each loan the interest rate is reviewed 
and calculated for each subsequent period 
of 3 months, in order to determine the inter-
est rate for the next period the mosPrime's 
rate applies for a period of 3 months, pub-
lished on the official website of the Central 
Bank of the Russian federation 2 working 
days before the start date of each period; 
- obligations of JSC "mobile GtES" payment 
of PJSC fGC uES in the amount of the pen-
alty is charged on the outstanding amount 
of the loan, in the amount of 0.1% of the 
unpaid / untimely paid amount for each day 
of delay.

the Company’s Board of 
directors (minutes no. 
304 of 30.12.2015)

Shareholder who holds more than 20% of shares 
of PJSC fGC uES - PJSC Rosseti; member of the 
Company's management Board V.P. dikoy, who is 
a member of the Board of directors of a party to 
the transaction


